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Abstract

Abstract
Media genres express or constitute power and ideology. This research treats genre
types and their generic structures, appraisal choices as representations of ideology,
power and solidarity represented in the editorial data. The data consist of thirty-five
editorials on education published in China Daily from 2005 to 2011. The analysis
involves the sub-genres and generic structures and realization of evaluative functions
in editorials, aiming to explore how meanings are realized through the positioning and
co-articulation of interpersonal resources across the phases of editorial discourses.
The analysis then moves to the interpretation of power, ideology and solidarity
embedded and represented from political, social and cultural contexts in China.

The generic structure of the thirty-five editorials has been examined in detail and
functions of each generic stage have been interpreted to see how they have been used
to achieve social functions of editorials in specific contexts. This study identified five
types of editorials according to their main communicative functions: ten hortatory
editorials, eight analytical editorials, seven problem-solution editorials, five
discussion editorials and five challenge editorials. Chinese editorial writers of the data
tend to develop the editorials in a linear manner to convey ideologies of education,
reflect the ideological changes, supervise and guide the development of education.
The variety of sub-genres of editorials are adopted to reflect problems related with
education in China, indicating changes of ideologies in running the newspaper, power
of the editorial writers endowed by the social status, and group solidarity in the media
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Abstract
organization China Daily.

Interpretation of appraisal resources indicates that editorial writers employ the full
repertoire of attitudinal values to co-articulate their views, among which
authorially-sourced judgement and appreciation are foregrounded. In particular,
resources of propriety, capability and valuation occur much more frequently in the
data than the other values. Editorial writers also prefer ranking attitudes highly to win
over putative readers. Most of the resources for force fall into the type of up-grading.
Monoglossic and heteroglossic expressions are deployed to realize those dialogic

functions and build solidarity in the writer-reader relationship in the editorial data.
However, monoglossic and dialogic contraction resources are preferred. Formulations
of entertainment are foregrounded to involve alternative voices, but with high values
they also narrow dialogic space. The patterns indicate the authority and power of
editorial writers and their advantageous position in social relations, especially in the
country where collectivism is emphasized. Therefore, it could be said that expressive
and emphatic resources representing strong attitudes and commentator voice are one
feature of overly-ideological-oriented editorials.

Dominant ideologies of education in China are represented and transmitted in editorial
discourses. They also evolved in different development stages in the history of China
for different reasons and these ideologies also shaped English education.
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Abstract
Editorial discourses express or constitute ideologies and power. The selection of
topics by editorial writers reflects the values and views which they wish to encourage
in their readers because the topics are related to important educational policies and
problems.

The editorials in the research mainly cover educational development in the education
quality, education equity and quality education in China. They reflect educational
problems and give warning or suggestions in time to shape or to evoke educational
ideologies with power, to improve education and to promote social solidarity in
China.
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Introduction

Introduction

1.1 Rationale of the study
Newspapers as part of media discourses are endowed with the ideological power from
the groups that they represent (Fowler, 1991 ). Changing one 's opinions, especially
socially shared opinions, is not a discursive process, but a mental one, and so is the
result of that process. Newspapers are usually published daily or weekly containing a
wide variety of genres such as news articles, editorials, and features which express the
same opinions to reach the aims of shaping the ideology among the readers gradually
before they realize they have been influenced.

As a typical genre of media discourse, editorials belong to the category of persuasive
writing with the expression and persuasive communication of opinions about recent
news events. They are indispensable and multi-functional components of newspapers.
Editorials not only provide the readers with views of the newspaper on certain events
and the reviewers opportunities to gain reputation, but also serve as a major device for
shaping the ideology among the readers. van Dijk (1998) points out that the basic
communicative goal of newspaper editorials is not for the writers to express their
personal opinions about social events, but to express the views of the institutions that
they serve. In other words, editorials play a significant role in the formation and
change of public opinion, and in influencing social and political actions. Therefore, it
is useful to conduct systemic studies on editorial structures, composing strategies and
social functions. Considering the special functions of editorials, van Dijk (1998)
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points out that research on editorials should be directed at the formulation of opinions
and the expression of ideologies. In their book The Language of Evaluation:
Appraisal in English, Martin and White (2005) elaborate Appraisal theory and

exemplify the interpersonal in language, with the subjective presence of
writers/speakers in editorials as they adopt stances towards both the material they
present and those with whom they communicate. Li and Sun (2007) draw on
Appraisal theory to analyze the value orientation of the commentator in the editorial
Silenced by Jslamist Rage published on 25 February, 2006 in New York Times. They

investigate the prosodic patterns of appraisal resources in the editorial and the impact
of different appraisal parameters on the construction of the genre. Si and Xu (2011)
reveal the subjectivity and ideology of newspaper editorial by analyzing the attitude
resources in the editorial Honoring Liu Xiaobo published on 19 November, 2010 in
New York Times. Liu (2009) investigated patterns of appraisal resources in sixty

editorials chosen from the China Daily published in 2005, focusing on the application
of attitudinal resources and modal expressions. Studies (e.g. Connor, 1996; Zotan,
2002; Wang, 2003; Katajamaki and Koskela, 2006) also have been conducted to
explore newspaper genres like editorials from the perspective of contrastive rhetoric
to examine the similarities and differences between these genres by natives of
different languages in terms of generic structures of editorials.

This study examines how generic structures of editorials and appraisal resources
realize the representations of power, ideology and solidarity in editorials. In this
2
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research, power refers to the social relations that could control or manipulate
participants' beliefs, practices (van Dijk, 1995a). Ideology refers to evaluative social
cognition which forms the basis of the social representations of a group and controls
social practices, including the production and comprehension of discourse (van Dijk,
1995b). Solidarity denotes the sense of belonging and cohesion among members to
work for the group goals. This research interprets power relations, ideologies and
solidarity represented in the editorial data and the social, political, and cultural
backgrounds in which the editorials occur by drawing on analytical frameworks based
on genre theories, appraisal theory and critical discourse analysis. Genre refers to
purposeful social action with communicative goals in social settings (Martin, 1984;
Martin and Rose, 2007). This study aims to capture how editorial writers achieve their
social purposes by using various sub-genres of editorials and their structural forms.
Genre theories are reviewed in Chapter Two.

In recent years, many scholars (e.g., White, 1998, 2004; Halliday and Matthiessen,
2004; Martin and White, 2005; Martin and Rose, 2007; Foley, 2011) have paid much
attention to evaluation analysis and have established a comprehensive model to find
out how various feelings, attitudes, and stances can be expressed. Appraisal theory is
developed in the framework of systemic functional linguistics (SFL) with the aim to
describe and explain how people evaluate others and things. Specifically, it
incorporates the multidimensions of interpersonal meanings:

the negotiation of

attitude, the manipulation of graduation and the management of engagement.
3
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Appraisal system is elaborated in Chapter Four.

CDA views discourse as social practice and its approach to discourse analysis is based
upon the assumption that "language is an irreducible part of social life, dialectically
interconnected with other elements of social life, so that social analysis and research
always has to take account of language." (Fairclough, 2003: 2). The major feature of
CDA is to study the internal connections between language, power, and ideology at
the discourse level. More specifically, it aims to investigate critically social inequality
in discourse (Wodak and Meyer, 2009). Fairclough's social theory of discourse (2003)
is composed of three dimensions: text, discursive practice and social practice, and his
three-dimensional framework of discourse analysis consists of three phases:
description, interpretation and explanation. He acknowledges that SFL is centrally
important to CDA as linguistic analytical tools and the theoretical foundation for
textual and discursive analysis in the context of society. CDA theories are reviewed in
Chapter Three.

The overall theoretical and analytical framework of the dissertation is mainly based
on theories expounded by White (2004 ), Halliday and Matthiesen (2004 ), Martin and
White (2005), Martin and Rose (2007), Fairclough (1989; 2003) and van Dijk (1995a;
1995b; 1998; 2009). These are also supplemented by the insights of other linguists,
such as, Foley (2011), Coffin, et al. (2009); Cook (1989), Nunan (1993), etc.

4
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1.2 Data of the study
Considering the important role of newspaper editorials in shaping public opinions, the
researcher culled thirty-five editorials related to important policies out of total one
hundred and fifty seven editorials on education published from 2005 to 20 I I in the
national English newspaper China Daily as the data.

1.2.1 Reasons to choose China Daily as the target newspaper
To begin with, China Daily is regarded by the Chinese government as one of the
country's most authoritative English media outlets and an important source of
information for the readers on Chinese politics, the economy, society and culture. It
was established in 1981 as the only national English-language newspaper in China
with the purpose to integrate China into the global community. It is often called the
"Window to China" or "Voices of China" and is the only representative for China in
the Asian News Network (ANN), a non-government media organization consisting of
14 major English-language newspapers, whose total circulation is more than 20
million. According to the introduction of the newspaper on the website
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/, China Daily reports domestic and international affairs
in a timely and professional manner and analyzes news in-depth with exclusive
columnists, opinions and editorials. Coupled with the flow of news reporting, it
guides readers in a well-rounded observation of current events.

China Daily is read widely all over the world. According to the statistics offered by
5
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the website of China Daily in 2011, the average daily circulation is more than 200,000,
one-third of which is abroad in more than 150 countries and regions. Domestic
readers mainly include foreigners and high-end nationals, for example, diplomats,
governmental policy makers and students. Overseas subscribers are mostly
government officials, members of parliaments, staff members of international
organizations and multinationals, researchers and students in universities and
institutes.

1.2.2 Reasons to choose the theme education

There are three main reasons for us to choose editorials concerning education as our
research data. Firstly, education is the theme that editorials of China Daily pay much
attention to since the Chinese government prioritizes education as a fundamental and
guiding cause with an overall significance to social and economic development.
Secondly, the reform and development of education can reflect the dominant ideology.
According to Cheng and Li (2011 ), from 1994 to 1977, education in China features
political ideology, which considers education as the means to achieve political ends
under the leadership of Mao Zedong. The turning point happened thanks to the
establishment of reform and opening policy in 1978. The Chinese government gave
priority to the development of education to serve economic development. . The
economic-development-oriented education reform reflects pragmatism guiding the
education goal under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping. From 1999, education
development and reform in China features great expansion in higher education and
6
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continuous promotion of education quality, quality education, and education equality.
The purpose of education is for people's development, which is the nature of
education (Zhai, 2011 ). Chapter five elaborates the development of educational
ideologies and some educational terms used by Chinese.

As English teachers, we are interested in the theme of education and care about the
reform and development of education in China and the ideologies that determine them.
Take the teaching of foreign language as an example. McCarthy and Carter (1994: 38)
claim that "Language is not neutral and decisions to teach certain types of language
use rather than others often involve ideologies. Ideologies inhere in social contexts
within and beyond the classroom. Ideologies inform and even determine
methodologies of language teaching". In the 1960s, Russian was the first foreign
language that Chinese students must learn because Russia was the "Big Brother of
China" which supported the development of China. Since the implementation of
opening and reform policies, English has taken the place of Russian as a compulsory
subject at schools and universities. English training centers are all over China. People
at different levels learn English in China. To better serve the opening of China to
other countries, English teaching aims to improve learners' comprehensive abilities
for communication rather than only focusing on memorizing words and grammar
rules for reading. Due to the change of ideologies, English teachers are needed every
where in China and their social status has also improved. Their teaching
methodologies have also changed in correspondence with the requirements.
7
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1.3 Research objectives and questions

The objectives of this study are three-fold. Linguistically, the study is to reveal the
genre-specific schematic structures of the editorials on education in China Daily from
2005 to 2011, to identify the patterns of appraisal resources used in the specific
editorial genre for the representations of ideology, power and solidarity, and to
interpret the factors that influence the patterns. In terms of education, the analysis is to
understand the evolution of educational ideologies in certain contexts and the impact
on educational development and how they are represented and construed in discourses.
As English teachers, we also aim to demonstrate the significance of cultivating EFL
learners' genre awareness and critical language awareness in reading and writing with
discourse analysis practice.

To achieve the research objectives, the analysis drew on the combination of SFL,
appraisal theory and CDA in discourse analysis for the investigation of the research
questions:
(1) How are appraisal resources deployed to represent power, ideology and

solidarity in editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011?
(2) What sub-genres of editorials are adopted to represent power, ideology and
solidarity in editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011 and
what are their generic structures?
(3) What are the factors that could influence the appraisal choices and generic
features of the editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011?
8
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Research question one is answered in Chapter Seven with examples. Research
questions two and three are answered in Chapter Eight with top-down and bottom-up
analysis of the editorial data. However, the answers to research questions two and
three also better understanding the answer to research question one since they are all
concerned with the generic features of editorials.

1.4 Significance of the study

This study is significant in the following academic, social and pedagogic aspects:
Firstly, this study will examine the generic structure features and evaluative features
of editorials included in the data. A thorough evaluation study of the newspaper
editorials published in China Daily in term of ideologies and relations of power and
solidarity can be viewed as a contribution to the functional linguistic and critical
discourse study of mass media texts.

In terms of education, the study hopes to reflect the changes of education ideologies
represented in editorials on education in China from 2005 to 2011 through the
perspective of discourse analysis, which are expected to provide linguists and
researchers of education some insights into understanding the relationship of
education development and the dominant educational ideologies of the government
leadership, media power and social solidarity from discourse level.
Pedagogically, it is hoped that this study will inform teachers of the significance of
cultivating EFL learners' genre awareness and critical language awareness. Take
9
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reading newspapers as an example as it can be an indispensable part for developing
English input and broadens students' horizons. One of the criteria of testing one's
ability in reading newspaper is to grasp the point of view and attitudes of the writers.
Equipped with knowledge of the genre and the critical reading skills, students will be
able to predict different generic structures of newspaper article, to know how to
decode evaluation, and to form a habit of reading newspapers critically.

1.5 Organization of the dissertation

This dissertation consists of nine chapters:
Chapter One is much concerned with the panorama of the study, including the brief
review of editorial as media discourse and the reasons to analyze them with
framework of systemic functional linguistics, appraisal theory, and critical discourse
analysis. It then presents reasons to choose editorials concerning education from the
English newspaper China Daily as research data, research objectives and questions,
and significance of the study.

Chapters Two, Three, and Four review the literature dealing with theoretical issues related
with the study. Chapter Two is firstly devoted to the definitions of genre, then the
connections of register, language and metafunctions, and genres and their generic
structures. It then explores newspaper genres, sub-genres of editorials and their
generic structures, followed by the introduction of patterns of western and oriental
thinking in writing research.
10
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Chapter Three reviews the domain of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), in particular
the common features of CDA. It then focuses on the connections of discourse and
power, discourse and ideology, discourse and solidarity, discourse and intertextuality,
CDA and SFL. Fairclough's steps of analysis is suggested with the aim of examining
editorials under investigation. It also covers the criticism of CDA and the research of
the media genre editorials in the field of CDA. Then it moves to the research related
with media discourse.

Chapter Four explores and exemplifies the lexico-grammatical devices of appraisal
and elaborates the functionality of these appraisal resources with examples. The
connections between modality and evaluation are specifically explored for the
analysis of the research data. The concluding part touches on the steps of appraisal
analysis for the editorial data.

Chapter Five turns to the presentation of the education system in China, the education
development and the evolution of educational ideologies in China from 1949 to 2011.
ELT educational ideologies and development in China are highlighted as this research
aims to benefit EFL teaching.

Chapter Six restates research questions, elaborates data of the study, how the data
were collected and how the investigation were conducted with a sample.

11
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Chapter Seven and Eight presents the analytical findings of the study. Chapter Seven
answers research question one. It examines closely the patterns of appraisal resources
in the editorial data in terms of the three systems of attitude, engagement, and
graduation. The patterns of the subcategories and subtypes of appraisal resources in
the data are elaborated with typical examples. The functionalities of the deployment
of the resources are presented in terms of conveying ideology and manipulating
readers with power and solidarity.

Chapter Eight considers editorials as media discourse and answers research questions
two and three. It examines types of editorials existing in the data and how appraisal
resources are used in stages of editorials. The purpose is to find out how power,
ideology and solidarity are represented in discourses for social practice in the Chinese
social, cultural, political contexts. The connections of editorial writers' individual
power and media institutional power are also interpreted. The social effects of
editorials are also explored to see how power of the media and ideologies conveyed
shape readers' views and promote social solidarity.

The last chapter, Chapter Nine, starts with a summary of the major findings about the
types of editorials and their generic structures, the deployment of appraisal resources
in the editorial data and the social functions that editorials play. Then it lists the
contributions of the research, followed by discussion of implications for EFL teaching
in terms of training EFL learners' genre awareness and critical language awareness. It
12
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then presents limitations of the research and suggestions for future research.
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Genre Theories and Newspaper Editorials

Genre Theories and Newspaper Editorials

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is firstly devoted to the definitions of genre, then the connections of
register, language and metafunctions, and genres and their generic structures. It then
explores newspaper genres, sub-genres of editorials and their generic structures,
followed by the introduction of studies of patterns of western and oriental thinking in
writing.

2.2 Genre, context and language

Genres have been defined in different aspects such as social, cultural and historical
contexts and the nature of the genres themselves (Hammond and Derewianka, 2001;
Foley, 2012). The 'Social Process Model' and the "New Rhetorical Model'' explore
"how genres evolve in different sociocultural settings to achieve particular purposes
and how genres form networks and systems" (Foley, 2012: 133). In the article on the
language of scientific research reports in ESP journal by Tarone et al in 1981. the term
genre refers to a class of communicative events like a seminar presentation, a
university lecture, or an academic essay in the field of English teaching for specific
purposes. The attention is mainly paid to the communicative purposes. Systemic
Functional Linguistics has contributed greatly to how genre is understood and applied
in textual analysis and language teaching over the last three decades, based on the
theory of systemic functional linguistics established by Halliday and Hasan (1985),
Martin (1984), Halliday (1978; 1994) and Halliday and Matthiessen (2004). Halliday
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(1978: 38) argues that languages evolve as systems of "meaning potential" or as sets
of resources which influence what the speaker can do with language, in a particular
social context. He further elaborates that language is a form of socialization and uses
the term register to link situation types with particular semantic and lexico-grammatic
patterns. Register describes what happens at the level of context of situation in terms
of field, tenor, and mode, which correspond to what happens at the linguistic level in
terms of what Halliday refers to as the three language metafunctions: ideational,
interpersonal, and textual.

In summary, regarding context of situation, the forms of language are shaped by three
main contextual variables: field, tenor and mode, which make up the register of a text.
In the perspective of SFL, any context of situation influences the choices of language
people make. In other words, the information about the context can help to predict
language use and patterns, and equally language patterns can help to predict context
(Coffin et al., 2009: 215). Within the SFL model, register systematically links the
three aspects of social context variables with three metafunctions of language: the
ideational, the interpersonal and the textual. SFL classifies the functions of language
into three broad metafunctions: the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual. The
ideational metafunction is concerned with our experience and understanding of the
world around us and relates to the field aspects of a text, or its subject matter and
context of use. Verb groups and nominal groups perform these functions (Foley,
2011). The interpersonal metafunction refers to a text's aspects of tenor, which is
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about our social relations with others and attitudes and judgements toward the world
around us. Modal verbs and adverbials are often used to realize these functions (Foley
2011 ). The textual metafunction relates to mode, which is about how we convey our
messages in a cohesive and coherent manner. Lexical, grammatical and intonational
aspects are used according to contexts to give the message cohesion and coherence.
The lexical aspect focuses on relations and lexical repetitions such as synonym,
antonym and so on, while the grammatical aspect is concerned with reference,
substitution, ellipsis and conjunctions. Figure 2.1 in the next page adapted from
Coffin et al. (2009) illustrates the relationship among metafuncitons, register variables
and language. It indicates that context and language are functionally diversified into
three general domains: field, tenor and mode.

Language is constituted as "a discrete network of options" (Halliday, 1978:113).
Language choices in a particular genre are influenced mainly by the context of
situation and context of culture in the perspective of SFL. Halliday and Hasan (1985:
46) point out that:
The context of situation, however, is only the immediate environment. There is
also a broader background against which the text has to be interpreted: its context
of culture. Any actual context of situation, the particular configuration of field,
tenor, and mode that has brought a text into being, is not just a random jumble of
features but a totality- a package, so to speak, of things that typically go together
in the culture.

(Halliday and Hasan, 1985: 46)
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Figure 2.1 The relationship among metafuncitons, register variables and language
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Therefore, language is organized in particular ways within the context of culture to
serve certain social purpose within that culture. The context of culture includes "the
attitudes, values, and shared experiences of people living in a culture" and
"culture-specific expectations of ways of behaving and 'getting things done', or
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genres." (Paltridge, 2001: 3). In this research, contexts of situation and culture are
drawn on to interpret the editorial genre.

2.3 Genres and their generic structures
Martin (1984: 25) describe genre as "a staged, goal-orientated, and purposeful social
activity that people engage in as members of their culture". Martin and Rose (2007)
further explain that different genres refer to different staged, goal-oriented social
processes in the form of different types of texts. Participants of genres get their goals
achieved through stages. This definition emphasizes genres generate social actions by
"recognizing, responding to, acting meaningfully and consequentially within, and thus
participating in the reproduction of, recurring situations" (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010:
212). Genres should not be treated only as a tool of classification of texts, but as an
"ideologically active and historically changing force in the production and reception
of texts, meanings, and social actions" (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010: 213).

Genres range from diaries, newspaper reports, editorials, poems, biographies, theses,
advertisements, essays, TV script, lyrics, to plays. What genres writers adopt depends
on social purposes, context of culture, context of situation and audiences etc. Genre
studies aim to "draw together language, content, and the context of discourse
production and interpretation" and further "explain goal-oriented patterns of language
use in terms of regularities of purpose, content, and form" (Paltridge, 2001: 2-3). This
definition is relevant to the present study which has as its aim to examine discursive
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features of editorials in China Daily. More specifically, the study aims to see how
Appraisal is adopted for a specific set of social goals through different generic
structures with writer-reader relationship involved. The distinctive functional chunks
of text are called generic stages, and the combined set of stages is referred to as the
generic structure (Coffin et al., 2009: 252). Generic structure is used to refer to
genre-specific discourse structures, often used interchangeably with the term
schematic structure or generic structure potential.

Different genres are typified by a particular structure and by grammatical forms that
reflect the communicative purpose of the genre in question (Nunan, 1993: 120). Foley
(1994: 268) distinguishes between eight common genres and generic structures used
in western school settings where English is the medium of instruction in Table 2.1
(next page), which are not confined to school settings. Threadgold ( 1989: 116),
however, argues that genres are less stable than SFL approaches imagine and "genres
and system cannot therefore have static, fixed values, and the extent to which they are
predictive of choices in lexico-grammar is constantly subject to slippage and
change .. .". Hyland (2002: 65) also argues that genres are not always fixed:
Genres help unite the social and the cognitive because they are central to how we
understand, construct, and reproduce our social worlds. But while we need a
shared sense of genre to accomplish understanding, we do not need to assume
that they are fixed, monolithic,·discrete and unchanging.
(Hyland: 2002: 65)
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Table 2.1 Main genres and their genetic structures (Foley, 1994: 268)

Main genres

Main generic structures used in school settings

Observation/

Orientation(")

comment

Event
Description(")
Comment(")

Recount

Orientation(")
Event(*)
Re-orientation(")

Narrative

Orientation(")
Complication (*)
Resolution (*)
Coda(")

Report

General classification
Description (not necessarily in the following order):
parts [and their functions]
qualities
habits I behavior I uses

Procedure

Goal
Steps(*)
Diagram(")

Explanation

General statement
Sequenced explanation (*)
Final statement of being or thing produced

Exposition

Thesis (preview, point)
Argument(*) (point, elaboration)
Reiteration of thesis

Discussion

Issue
Argument (*) - for/ against
Recommendation (")

A specific genre for a specific purpose cannot always be the same. It can also be
influenced by other features of social context, such as the subject matter, the
relationships between the communicators, and the pattern of organization.
parallels the following figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Genres and social contexts (Martin, 1993, cited in Badger and White, 2002:
155)
Purpose
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!
Channel
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(Mode)

Interlocutor Relationship
(Field)

(Tenor)

Genre is a dynamic and situated social action rather than static, abstract,
decontextualized rhetorical structure. Therefore, structures of genres are not closed.
Differences are allowed for the social and cultural factors involved. In other words,
generic structures are not simply arbitrary containers into which meaning is poured,
but emerge in the course of their social goals.

2.4 Genres of newspaper articles
2.4.1 Types of newspaper articles

Newspapers help shape people's beliefs. The dimensions of newspaper discourse
practice involve not just the texts but also the social conditions of production and
production, which can be represented figuratively in Figure 2.3 (Richardson,
2007:39):
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Figure 2.3 The dimensions of newspaper discourse (Richardson, 2007:39)
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Newspaper articles fall into several categories including news reports, features,
columns, opinion articles, and editorials according to their functions and structures
(Fredrickson and Wedel, 1984). News reports generally follow an inverted pyramid
structure for conveying information about a current event, incident, or issue of public
interest. The beginning gives the basic elements about who, what, when, where. The
following paragraphs present, in descending order of importance, the details of the
event, incident, or issue about how and why. The writers of news reports should strive
to remain objective and should use neutral language. They also should quote authority
sources about the topic and they need to conduct interviews to gain information.
Compared with news reports, features are less time-sensitive but tend to be much
longer. The topics are about people, places, or events of general interest to the public.
Feature articles also tend to catch readers' attention with description of the interesting
aspects of the topic under consideration without necessarily following the inverted
pyramid structure. As in news articles, writers also should quote authority sources
about the topic and most of the research involves personal interviews rather than
reading. Newspaper opinion-editorial pages feature editorials, columns, letters to the
editor from the readers and cartoons on the editorial page, where opinion is not only
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permissible, but encouraged. The opinions of the newspapers editorial board are
expressed in editorials and readers can also express their opinions in letters to the
editor. Opinion articles are normally written by famous and influential writers to
express opinions toward various important issues. Signed opinion articles are
generally called columns, while unsigned articles are called editorials. Styles of
columnists differ from each other. Unlike a news writer, a columnist does not have to
present the facts in a balanced or objective way (Fredrickson and Wedel, 1984: 89).
Editorial viewpoints and distinctive political perspectives are intrinsic to print
journalism (Eldridge, 1993). They comment on certain timely issues, topics, or news
events, supposed to reflect the opinion of the periodical. Editorials are written by
individuals, but unsigned editorials reflect the corporate opinion of the newspaper's
editorial board. The viewpoint expressed is usually the result of consensus among the
editorial board members. Letters from readers normally reflect some readers' response
to articles tied to the paper. It shows interaction between newspaper and the audience.
Cartoon on the opinion-editorial page portrays a message, usually commenting on,
reacting to, or even predicting some incidents of wide interest.

Bell (1991) identifies only three newspaper genres according to their social purposes:
service information, opinion, and news texts. Opinion texts constitute evaluations and
suggestions associated with the events and issues in news reports with the purpose to
guide and influence readers' point of view on certain issues. These opinion texts can
be further categorized into editorials, commentaries and letters to the editor.
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2.4.2 Editorial as media genre
2.4.2.1 Sub-genres of editorials

Editorials as opinion articles can serve as a group v01ce, provoke thought and
discussion, influence the actions of public officials, campaign for reform and specific
proposals and provide background and analyze events. van Dijk (1998) states that one
prominent and characteristic feature of editorials is the formulation of opinions and
the expression of ideologies. When editorials express underlying opinions and
ideology, they tend to be structured in specific ways with different functions. On the
webpage:

http://www.geneseo.edu/-bennett/EdWrite.htm,

Weintraut

categorizes

editorials into four basic sub-genres regarding their functions:
1) To explain or interpret: Editors often use these editorials to explain some
significant, controversial or sensitive news, sports, or cultural stories tied to the
paper. To some extent, this kind of editorial is a piece of interpretative news with
subtle opinions.
2) To criticize: These editorials constructively criticize actions, decisions or
situations while providing potential solutions to the problem identified with
evidence. Immediate purpose is to warn readers of the problem, not the solution.
3) To provide solution: Editorials of this type aim to immediately see the solution,
not the problem. From the beginning, readers will be encouraged to take a
specific, positive action. Political endorsements are typical examples of this type.
4) To commend: These editorials pay tribute to people and organizations for
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something done notable, particularly on certain anniversaries, celebrations, and
dates to remember.
Martin ( 1989) points out that editorials often fall into the type of hortatory exposition.
There are two kinds of expositions: analytical exposition and hortatory exposition. He
explains that:
The focal element of an Exposition is its Thesis. One of the most effective ways
of distinguishing different types of Exposition is to take this element, the Thesis,
and look more closely at what is being argued for.
(Martin, 1989: 16)

Martin (1989: 15) gives examples of the thesis of an analytical exposition: "The best
pet in the world is a pet that you don't have to feed, doesn't fidget and doesn't make
noises in the middle of the night". Martin (1989) explains that this thesis is a
statement, not a command. The thesis of a hortatory exposition is a command instead.
For example: All governments should pass firmer laws on the control of firearms.
However, to see how arguments are organized, Martin and Rose (2007: 12) point out
that:
An exposition consists of the basic stages Thesis and Supporting Arguments. Its
social purpose is to persuade an audience to the writer's point of view, the
'thesis'. Expositions contrast with the argument genre known as 'discussion', in
which two or more points of view are presented and one argued for the others.
(Martin and Rose: 2007: 12)
To build a framework for the sub-genre analysis of the editorial data, the following
classification will be adopted based on the above discussion:
1) Analytical editorial functions to persuade readers to the statement thesis
"something is or should be the case" with explanations of what/how/why.
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2) Hortatory editorial functions to persuade that something should or should not
be done.
3) Challenge editorial functions to question or argue against an existing opinion
on an issue of public issue.
4) Problem-solution editorial functions to describe a problem and put forward
feasible solutions;
5) Discussion editorial functions to expose readers to more than one opinions
of an issue and one argued over others in the conclusion.

It is true that the different sub-genres of editorials may interlap, as a single editorial

may serve various purposes. Basically, however, all editorials need to comment on a
topic to indicate the author's position and have a main function.

2.4.2.2 Generic structures of editorials

To achieve the purpose of convincing or persuading readers, editorials usually present
institutional opinion with three general stages: the summary of the event, followed by
an evaluation of the event, and a pragmatic conclusion (van Dijk, 1998). More
specifically, related elements need to be employed to organize paragraphs and the
whole editorial with logic and reasoning. Most editorials do, however, contain at least
some of the following elements (Fredrickson and Wedel, 1984:91):
1. An introduction of the topic that identifies the problem discussed and gives the
reader some background about the subject.
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2. Alternative solutions to the problem that the editorial does not agree with.
3. Evidence supporting the conclusion favored by the writer.
4. A clear expression of the editorial opinion often with a suggestion of what
action should be taken.

To get more attention, editorial writers may start with a quote from a reliable source, a
question, or anecdote. Due to the purposes of convincing readers, writers may need to
employ facts, statistics or quote from an authority source to support their own
argument. They may also need to present the opposing viewpoint and refute it directly
to sound more objective.

Editorial thesis statement is usually expressed in clear terms in the beginning of the
whole editorial with arguments and evidence presented in a logical manner in other
paragraphs to support the position. It may also appear at the end or may be implied
occasionally. When the thesis statement appears at the beginning, it helps readers
become oriented immediately to the editorial controlling idea and facilitates
understanding. A topic sentence of a paragraph unit is usually positioned at the very
beginning of the unit, but not necessarily always follows the same rule. It may come,
for instance, after a transitional sentence; like a thesis statement it may appear at the
end, or in the middle, or never obviously stated. To construct arguments in a
persuasive and systematic way, the two basic principles of inductive and deductive
reasoning are often adopted. Inductive reasoning moves from specific facts,
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observations, or experiences to a general conclusion. In other words, the writer moves
from specific examples to a general statement. The process of deductive reasoning is
the opposite of inductive reasoning. The writer moves from a generalization believed
to be true or self-evident to a more specific conclusion. Nevertheless, writers may
employ the two reasoning patterns in different paragraph units to fully persuade
readers.

2.5 Patterns of western and oriental thinking in writing

Kaplan (1966) asserts that different languages had their own specific and culturally
bound conventions and patterns of writing and emphasizes the interference of
culturally bound first language thought and writing patterns on writing in a second
language. Connor (1996: 5) echoes that
Language and writing are cultural phenomena. As a direct consequence, each
language has rhetorical conventions unique to it. Furthermore linguistic and
rhetorical conventions of the first language interfere with writing in the second
language.
Connor (1996: 5)
Kaplan ( 1966: 10) describes the pattern of English as linear, while the pattern of Asian
languages is like a circle and "tum[s] around the subject and show it from a variety of
tangential views, but the subject is never looked at directly". The belief of Oriental
indirect thinking has prevailed among researchers and continues to attract attention,
and there is a renewed interest in the influence that one's mother tongue has on an
additional language (Connor, 1996). Recent studies do not support the judgment. Liu
(2007) investigates placement of the thesis statement in English argumentative essays
written by Chinese and American students and concludes that the rhetorical pattern of
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the argumentative writing by contemporary Chinese students is closer to that of the
"Anglo American" students than previously assumed. Yang and Cahill (2008) draw
the same conclusion that Chinese students, like their U. S. counterparts, prefer
directness in text and paragraph organization, but generally U. S. students tend to be
significantly more direct than Chinese students. They also examine modern Chinese
writing manuals with the conclusion that Chinese rhetoricians also encourage
directness in structuring expository essays. Kirkpatrick and Xu (2012) also assert that
that the Chinese circularity of thought patterns in writing has been unclear due to the
influence of western rhetoric and the constant training that Chinese receive from their
English writing. Cai (2006) reviews the circularity of thought patterns in Chinese
writing in ancient times with the purpose to contrast the different styles of western
· and Chinese thinking to teach English learners how to develop their writing directly.
China has attached great importance to the teaching of English. English learners and
users are trained to use a direct thought pattern. They place the thesis statement in the
initial paragraph and develop the body paragraphs with topic sentences in the obvious
location to attract readers' attention and to make reading easier. They also learn to
restate the main idea at the final paragraph in different wordings.

2.6 Genre theories and the present research
The review of genre theories has presented the functions of genres and their generic
structures. In particular, it analyzes the media genre editorials. It also outlines the
contrastive studies on Chinese and English writings are also outlined. The aspects
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covered in the review inform editorial genre analysis in the present study:
1) What is the sub-genre of each editorial in the data?
2) What are the generic structures of each editorial in the data?
3) What factors could influence the choice of editorial types and their generic
structures, such as the editorial genre itself, the topic of the editorials, the social goals
of the editorials, the role of the newspaper, Chinese culture etc. ?
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Chapter Three

Critical Discourse Analysis
And Newspaper Editorials

3.1 Introduction
The chapter reviews the domain of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), in particular
the common features of CDA. It then focuses on the connections of discourse and
power, discourse and ideology, discourse and solidarity, discourse and intertextuality,
CDA and SFG. Fairclough's steps of analysis is suggested with the aim of examining
editorials under investigation. It also covers the criticism of CDA and the research of
the media genre editorials in the field of CDA. Then it moves to the research related
with media discourse.

3.2 Critical Discourse Analysis
CDA aims to make contributions for enhancing people's capacity to receive
information critically and to resist manipulation by what is said through analyzing
languages in use and their effect in political, social, cultural contexts.

3.2.1 Common features of CDA
Fairclough (1993: 138) defines the following terms which are essential in
understanding CDA: Text is "the written or spoken language produced in a discursive
event". Genre is "the use of language associated with a particular social activity".
Discourse, used as an abstract noun, refers to the "language use conceived as social
practice" (Fairclough, 1993: 138). In this definition, discourse is used "in a general
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sense for language (as well as, for instance, visual images) as an element of social life
which is dialectically related to other elements" (Fairclough, 2003: 216). Discourse as
an abstract noun, is not only concerned with language in use, but also the pervasive
and often invisible sets of values, beliefs and ideas in that social circumstance.
Discourse is also used more specifically as a countable noun referring to a "way of
signifying experience from a particular perspective" (Fairclough, 1993: 138).
Different discourses are different ways of representing aspects of the world
(Fairclough, 2003: 215). A discursive event refers to an "instance of language use,
analyzed as text, discursive practice, social practice" (Fairclough, 1993: 138). In other
words, discursive event is represented in text in the form of discursive practice
(production and interpretation of the text) and social practice (including situational,
institutional and societal practice).

Orders of discourse concern the "totality of

discursive practices of an institution and relationship between them" (Fairclough,
1993: 13 8). Discourse analysis in the present study is used the same as Fairclough 's
definition to entail detailed linguistic analysis of texts to see the relationships between
concrete language use and the wider social and cultural structures.

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) regards discourse as social practice in contexts and
attempts to make human beings aware of the reciprocal influences of language and
social structure of which they are normally unaware (Fairclough, 1989; Fairclough &
Wodak, 1997). In other words, CDA. seeks to raise awareness of the social
significance and the political implication of language use in terms of how language is
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used to sustain social institutions and manipulate opinion and how language is used in
the expression of ideology and the exercise of power (Widdowson, 1996). It treats
discourse as a form of social practice which both constitutes the social world
including social identities and social relations, and is constituted by other social
practices. CDA is critical in the sense that:
It aims to reveal the role of discursive practice in the maintenance of the social
world, including those social relations that involve unequal relations of power.
Its aim is to contribute to social change along the lines of more equal power
relations in communication processes and society in general.
(Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002: 63-64).

Fairclough and Wodak's (1997) and Wodak (1996: 17-20, cited in Titscher et al. 2000:
146-147) summarize the common features of CDA: CDA is interdisciplinary
concerned with social problems. Essentially it is not concerned with language, but
with the linguistic character of social and cultural processes and structures. CDA
explores how power-relations are exercised and negotiated in and through discourse
(Fairclough & Wodak, 1997). Therefore CDA makes explicit power relationships
which are frequently hidden in discourse and power over discourse.

Society and culture are·shaped by discourse and at the same time constitute discourse.
Every single instance of language use contributes to reproducing and transforming
society and culture, including power relations. Language use may be ideological. To
understand how ideologies are produced, it is necessary to analyze texts to investigate
their interpretation and social effects.
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Discourses are historical and can only be understood in relation to their contexts.
Discourses are not only embedded in a particular culture, ideology or history, but are
also connected intertextually.to other discourses. Therefore, CDA is interpretative and
explanatory. CDA goes beyond textual analysis. It is not only interpretive, but also
explanatory in intent. These interpretations and explanations are dynamic and open,
and may be affected by new readings and new contextual information..

Discourse is a form of social action. The principle aim of CDA is to uncover
opaqueness and power relationships. Fairclough and Wodak (1997: 258) emphasize
the factor of social context while interpreting discourse as social practice:
Describing discourse as social practice implies a dialectical relationship between
a particular discursive event and the situation(s), institutions(s) and social
structure(s) which frame it: the discursive event is shaped by them, but it also
shapes them. . .. Since discourse is so socially consequential, it gives rise to
important issues of power.
(Fairclough and Wodak, 1997: 258)

CDA is interested in the relationship between language and power and the
interpretation of the connections among language, power and ideology at the
discourse level. Wodak and Meyer (2009) also point out that CDA treats power as a
central condition in social life, and makes efforts to develop a language that
incorporates this as a major premise.

3.2.2 Discourse and power
Power is an important perspective in CDA in terms of discourse analysis. Power is
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"the force in society that gets things done, and by studying it, we can identify who
controls what, and for whose benefit" (Moore and Hendry, 1982: 127). Power is often
demonstrated through language; it is also actually achieved or done through language
.(Wareing, 1999: 11 ). For instance, political power exists through the rules of who may
speak, debates and speeches. Individuals give orders through language. Due to their
physical, legal and economical advantages, parents have more power over their
children in these aspects. Parents use certain features of language as they talk with
their children to indicate their power. van Dijk (l 995a: 10) identifies two types of
power: personal power and social power. He defines social power as
a social relation between groups or institutions, involving the control by a (more)
powerful group or institution (and its members) of the actions and the minds of
(the members) a less powerful group. Such power generally presupposes
privileged access to socially valued resources, such as force, wealth, income,
knowledge, or status.
(van Dijk, 1995a: 10)

van Dijk (2008: 43-62) summarizes the types of discourse that may directly or
indirectly enact power: conversation between parents and children, conversation
between men and women, racist talk, job interviews, doctor-patient discourse,
discourse in court, organizational discourse, political discourse, media discourse and
textbooks. van Dijk (2008: 63) also suggests that the exercise of power in discourse
may be achieved through "directive speech acts" and "text types such as laws,
regulations, or instructions", or may be manifested through "representation in the
form of an expression, description, or legitimation of powerful actors or their actions
and ideologies.".
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From the perspective of SFL, Coffin et al (2009: 367) list the aspects by which social
roles and power relationships are signaled:
who performs which speech functions, who makes statements, asks questions,
gives directives, and so on; who takes turns in the interaction, how they take
them, and how much of the time they use in doing so; who selects topics for
discussion.
(Coffin et al, 2009: 367)
Fairclough and Wodak (1997) explain that CDA explores how power-relations are
represented in and through discourse. It makes explicit power relationships which are
frequently hidden in discourse and power over discourse.

Power in this research refers to the institutional power in the social discourse editorial
of the data and the individual power of the editorial writers and the power of the
government. The analysis of linguistic tools and the generic structures of editorials
will be the focus to reveal what the types of power are and where they are from.

3.2.3 Discourse and ideology

The concept of ideology was first introduced by followers of Karl Marx, notably
Louis Althusser to explain why the impoverished majority work for the rich minority,
but nowadays ideology tends to be used more widely to refer to any set of beliefs
(Jones and Wareing, 1999). The great contributions of CDA have demonstrated that
ideology is inevitably embedded in language and media discourses are subjective and
ideological. CDA defines language and ideology in terms of the service of power.
Ideologies are representations of aspects of the world which contribute to establishing
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and maintaining relations of power, domination and exploitation (Fairclough, 2003:
218). van Dijk (1995b: 244-247) highlights the following assumptions about
ideologies:

(a) "Ideologies are cognitive". Ideologies involve mental objects such as ideas,
thought, beliefs, judgements and values as the abstract, axiomatic oasis of the socially
shared belief systems of groups. This implies that ideologies are not individual
cognitions. They are shared by groups.

(b) "Ideologies are social". Not only dominant groups, but also dominated groups
have ideologies that control their self-identification, goals and actions.

(c) "Ideologies are sociocognitive". Acting as an interface between the cognitive and
the social, there is the important dimension of social belief systems, such as those of
knowledge, opinions and attitudes. That is, ideologies are essentially shared (or
contested) by the members of social groups.

(d) "Ideologies are not'true' or 'false"'. Ideologies represent the possibly partisan,
self-serving "truth" of a social group, more or less relevant or efficient frameworks of
interpretation (and action) for the group if they are able to further the interests of the
group.
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(e) "Ideologies may have various degrees of complexity". Ideologies as defined here
need not be fully developed and explicit systems of belief, but should be seen as the
basic axioms of a naive, implicit social theory of a group about itself and its position
in society as long as they function in ~onitoring social interpretation and interaction.

(f) "Ideologies have contextually variable manifestations". Before basic ideologies

can "express" themselves in social practices, many other social, sociocognitive and
personal factors may influence such expressions. This also means that ideologies are
not deterministic: they may influence or monitor or control social discourse and action,
but they do not "cause" or "determine" these, nor are they the only mental systems
controlling discourse production and comprehension.

(g) "Ideologies are general and abstract". Ideologies, as abstract systems are
situation-independent, and only their possibly variable expressions are locally
produced and contextually constrained. Due to the feature of relative stability and
continuity of ideological systems, social members so often are consistent and similar
in their ideological expressions.

Ideologies are the fundamental beliefs that form the basis of the social representations
of a group. They control social practices, including the production and comprehension
of discourse. van Dijk (l 995b: 248) summarizes the framework of ideology as ·
follows:
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Ideologies are basic frameworks of social cognition, shared by members of social
groups, constituted by relevant selections of sociocultural values, and organized
by an ideological schema that represents the self-definition of a group. Besides
their social function of sustaining the interests of groups, ideologies have the
cognitive function of organizing the social representations (altitudes, knowledge)
of the group, and thus indirectly monitor the group-related social practices, and
hence also the text and talk of members
(van Dijk, 1995b: 248).

Ideologies as forms of social cognition are. associated with social practices and
discourse of groups, group relations, movements, power and dominance. van Dijk
(1995b) emphasizes that ideologies control discourse meaning and that ideologies are
systems of social cognition that are essentially evaluative because they provide the
basis for judgements about what is good or bad, right or wrong, and thus also provide
basic guidelines for social perception and interaction.

One major sociocognitive function of ideologies is to organize more specific clusters
of socially shared opinion-schemata about social issues. These are called attitudes
traditionally. Attitudes in this research are schematically organized forms of
evaluative social cognition, and hence social representations shared by the members
of a group (Resnick et al., 1991, cited in van Dijk, 1995b: 251). van Dijk (1998)
, argues further that as a fairly abstract system of evaluative beliefs typically shared by
a social group, ideologies are the basis of evaluative social representations and
embody the sociocultural norms and values that are relevant for each social group.

Ideologies are embedded in language represented by their linguistic features which
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are taken for granted as matters of common sense. Wodak and Meyer (2009: 8) assert
that:
Dominant ideologies appear as 'neutral', holding on to assumptions that stay
largely unchallenged. Organizations that strive for power will try to influence the
ideology of society to become closer to what they want it to be.
(Wodak and Meyer, 2009: 8)
People acquire ideologies through language and the ideologies learnt influence what
people say and how they say it. Ideologies could change because "all systems have an
historical validity, and are necessary" (Gramsci: 1971: 138). Changes of ideologies
are "sometimes reflected in the nature of language and the changes of language could
also help .the changes of ideologies (Foley, 2013: 67). He exemplifies this point with
language changes related with gender discrimination. The use of only a male pronoun
"he" to refer to "a person" was considered as natural and acceptable when people
were less sensitive to gender discrimination before. The awareness of gender
discrimination reforms language. For instance, both make and female pronouns "he or
she" or a plural pronoun "they" are used to refer to "a person". The changes could
also make people aware of gender discrimination.

Bawarshi and Reiff (2010: 213-214) define ideology as an abstract system of beliefs,
values, and ideas that directs goals, expectations and actions and point out the relation
between ideology and genre:
Ideology and genre are related in that to recognize genres as socially situated and
culturally embedded is to recognize that genres carry with them the ideologies of
particular communities and cultures. Genre provides the ideological context in
which a text and its users function, relate to other genres and texts, and attain
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cultural value.
(Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010: 213-214)

Specific discourses like editorials present some fundamental ideological propositions
more directly to control and coordinate the social practices of people. Therefore, it is
significant and necessary for us to gain critical reading awareness to understand how
ideologies function through their linguistic representations and how the dialectical
relationship between language and society is mediated by ideologies. This research
analyzes the package of ideologies of education and the media ideologies in China
based on the sub-genre types of editorials (Chapter Two) and the content mainly based
on attitudes represented with Appraisal resources (see Chapter Four). It also analyzes
latent ideologies from the perspective of presuppositions in the editorial data since
"the influence of language upon our thought and perception of reality is most
powerful when we are unaware of it, when it expresses hidden or, latent ideology"
(Goatly, 2000: 50).

Transitivity refers to how the world of experience and meaning is represented in the
clause through a manageable set of process types (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). In
the SFL model, six types of process are identified to represent: processes, which are
concerned with what kind of event/state is being described; participants, which refer
to the entities involved in the process; and circumstances, specifying the when, where,
why and how of the process. These elements describe the events and states of the real
(and unreal) world. The six process types are (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 172):
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Material (happening; being created; creating; changing; doing (to); acting) and
behavioural (behaving) processes construe the physical world (doing). Mental (seeing;
feeling; thinking) and verbal (saying) processes represent the world of consciousness
(sensing). Relational (having attribute; having identity; symbolizing) and existential
(existing) processes represent the world of abstract relations (being).

Choices of transitivity play a fundamental role in propagation of implicit ideologies
(Goatly, 2000). For instance, the analysis of material process can uncover who is
represented as the most powerful participants in the text. The analysis of verbal
process can see who have their words reported, what kinds of effect the sayers might
have on those listening, whether the sayers come over as dominant, what speech acts
sayers perform, and the main concerns of the sayer. Relational process analysis can
expose what participants attract relational descriptions, and what kinds of qualities or
categories are assigned to participants.

A presupposition is a taken for granted claim that is not explicitly stated (Goatly, 2000;
Reah, 2002; Richardson, 2007). It is embedded within the explicit meaning of a text
or utterance. Speakers or writers mark linguistically the hidden information with a
variety of expressions carrying presupposition. Reah (2002: I 06) points out three
. linguistic structures common to presupposed meaning. Certain words, such as change
of state verbs (stop, begin, continue) or implicative verbs (manage, forget) invoke
presupposed meaning in their very use: "stop" presupposes a movement or an action;
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"forget" presupposes a great deal, including an attempt to remember. The definite
article "the" and possessive articles "his/her" trigger presuppositions. Presuppositions
are also present in questions such as "why", "when", "who", etc. Richardson (2007:64)
argues that presuppositions can also be triggered by nouns and adjectives used to
quality (or modify) noun phrases. These are nominal presuppositions.

The presuppositions of a sentence remain unaffected when it is negated, which makes
presuppositions less easy to argue against than their equivalent explicitly stated
sentence (Goatly, 2000). "Clinton's dishonesty was frowned on by the majority of
Americans" negated becomes "Clinton's dishonesty was not frowned on by the
majority of Americans". But negated sentence still presupposes, without stating it, that
Clinton is dishonest.

3.2.4 Discourse and solidarity

According to Webster's dictionary, solidarity denotes the "unity (as of a group or
class) that produces· or is based on a community of interests, objectives, and
standards". The term "solidarity" stands in relations to complementary terms such as
"community spirit" or "mutual attachment'', "social cooperation" or "charity".
According to Hayertz (1999), the term "solidarity" has its roots in the Roman law of
obligations and has been generalized beyond the law of obligations context and
applied to the field of morality, society and politics. In its most general use,
"solidarity" is related with biological relations that bind people together to one big
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moral community, where an entire set of norms govern behaviors towards the
members of one's own family or clan. When solidarity is used as a basic sociological
concept, Durkheim (1893) distinguishes "mechanical solidarity" and "organic
solidarity". Mechanical solidarity refers to cohesion and integration from the
homogeneity of people who feel connected as non-individualized human beings in
traditional communities. Organic solidarity comes from the interdependence that
arises from specialization of work and the complementarities between people as
autonomous individuals in more advanced societies. In politics, the term "solidarity"
is chiefly used to justify a redistribution of financial resources by the state, in favor of
materially needy individuals or groups. In social movements, solidarity denotes the
emotional cohesion in groups who stand up for common interests such as political and
social rights. Members give mutual support to each other in the battle for their
common goals.

In this research, solidarity denotes the sense of belonging and cohesion among
members to work for the group goals. At the level of discourse semantics, the
relationship solidarity is analyzed in editorials from the perspectives of dialogism and
· the communicative purposes of editorials. Solidarity is not simply a matter of degree
of ideational and /or attitudinal agreement, but the speaker's /writer's intention to
recognize the diversity of viewpoints as valid and to engage with those who hold to a
different position (Martin and White, 2005). Engagements resources, intertextuality,
letters to the editor and sub-genres of editorials in the editorial data are the targets of
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analysis. The ultimate communicative purposes of the discourse are also analyzed to
see whether the discourse aims to involve members of the society to struggle for the
group goals of developing education in China.

3.2.5 Discourse and intertextuality

The notion of intertextuality offers a perspective of both reading and writing texts as a
way of looking at a text's interactions with prior texts, writers, readers, and
conventions (Wang, 2008: 363). Bakhtin (1981) argues that all texts reference,
respond to, and to greater or lesser extent incorporate other texts. Fairclough (2003:
218) defines the intertextuality of a text as "the presence within it of elements of other
texts (and therefore potentially other voices than the author's own) which may be
related to (dialogued with, assumed, rejected, etc.) in various ways". In other words,
for any particular text or type of text, there is a set of other texts and a set of voices
which are potentially relevant, and potentially incorporated into the text.
Intertextuality analysis involves the main aspects: which texts and voices are included,
which are excluded, and what significant absences are there? However, great
precision of the analysis may not be possible. Fairclough (2003) states that reported
speech is the most common and pervasive form of intertextuality. Reported speech
may or may not be attributed to specific voices, including the form of direct and
indirect report. Bazeman (2004) elaborates that intertextuality can be recognized
through certain techniques that represent the words and utterances of others:
(1) direct quotation;
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(2) indirect quotation;
(3) mentioning of a person, document or statements;
(4) comment or evaluation on a statement, text, or otherwise invoked voice;
(5) using recognizable phrasing, terminology associated with specific people or
groups of people or particular documents;
(6) using language and forms that seem to echo certain ways of communicating,
discussions among other people, types of documents.
Intertextuality achieved through direct and indirect quotations are most easily
recognizable and most easily analyzable due to the explicit purposes and formal ·
expressions of intertextuality.

The framework for analyzing engagement proposed by Martin and White (2005) and
White (2004) presents a more detailed linguistic consideration on intertextuality
analysis because engagement system gives preference to sourcing of attitudes and
alternative voices. Section 4.4 in Chapter Four presents the system in detail. Within
engagement system, attribution involves direct or indirect quoting ofthe statement or

points of view of external sources. Attribution resources are useful for identifying
outside sources and the writer's I speaker's evaluation of the sources. For instance, in
the clause "The shortage of qualified teachers in western China's primary and junior
high schools is up to 111,000, according to the Ministry of Education", the editorial
writer acknowledges the primary source of the proposition with according to the
Ministry of Education to back up the authorial voice in the following clause " ... the
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lack of teaching staff would become the No 1 bottleneck". Endorsement associates the
propositions sourced to external sources with an authorial voice as correct, valid,
undeniable. For instance, in the complex clause "This single event has sent the
message that there is a great potential that can be tapped to help poor children with
their education", the editorial writer grounds the proposition in an individual
subjectivity with has sent the message that .... ·

Bazeman (2004: 94) argues that intertextuality is not just a matter of which other texts
you refer to, but how you use them, what you use them for, and ultimately how you
position yourself as a writer to them to make your own statement. In the present study,
intertextuality of the editorial data is revealed ·through the analysis of engagement
resources, which can indicate how editorials relate to other meanings constructed in
other discourses in Chinese contexts. In particular, the patterns of engagement are
analyzed and interpreted to indicate how the editorial writers use engagement
techniques to coordinate intertextual elements into their texts with different voices
considered.

3.2.6 CDA and SFL
SFL builds on ideas from formal and communicative approaches to grammar, but
radically rethinks them so as to systematically and comprehensively relate grammar to
meaning, function and context (Coffin et al, 2009: 191). The primary concern of
systemic functional grammar is with the choices the language to mean appropriately
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in specific context. Both structure and words should be interpreted beyond sentence
level to achieve a comprehensive view of discourse. SFL therefore attaches greater
importance to language functions in contexts, rather than linguistic forms. M. A. K.
Halliday's functional approach to language has exerted great influence on the
framework of discourse analysis. Halliday's framework emphasizes the social
functions of language and the thematic and informational structure of speech and
writing (McCarthy, 1991: 6).

Language in systemic functional linguistics (SFL) is a system of meaning potential.
Fairclough (2003 :5) explains that this perspective makes SFL "a valuable resource for
critical discourse analysis, and indeed major contributions of critical discourse
analysis have developed out of SFL". Martin and Rose (2007: 314) also explains the
close link between CDA and SFL:
Halliday's conception of linguistics as an ideologically committed form of social
action has been one important factor in this dialogue; and SFL's relative rich
semantic orientation to text in context across languages and modalities has meant
that CDA has regularly visited the theory in search of tools for analysis ...
(Martin and Rose, 2007: 314).

The interpretation of some patterns of grammatical choices, such as passivizaiton and
nominalization can exemplify the close link between CDA and SFL. Passivization
refers to favouring of passive constructions rather than active ones, with the effect of
disguising who is responsible for an event. Nominalization refers to the use of
inanimate nouns to refer to actions and process, thus omitting mention of who is
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responsible for them. By using these structures, a speaker/writer does not need to
mention the agent and thus avoid some information in sensitive matters like ·political
ones.

3.3 Steps of analysis
CDA regards the processes of production and reception of texts are socially
constrained. It regards discourse as social action in contexts and attempts to make
human beings aware of the reciprocal influences-of language and social structure of
which they are normally unaware (Fairclough, 1989; Fairclough & Wodak, 1997).
CDA is characterized by the common interests in de-mystifying ideologies and power
through the systematic and retroductable investigation of semiotic data (written,
spoken or visual) (Wodak and Meyer, 2009: 3). It requires true multidisciplinarity,
and an account of intricate relationships between discourse, social cognition, power,
society and culture. CDA scholars follow some common features in CDA research.
But they also have their own models. This research follows the analysis steps created
by Fairclough. Fairclough (1995: 134) states that "Language use is always
simultaneously constitutive of (i) social identities, (ii) social relations and (iii) systems
of knowledge and beliefs". Fairclough (1995) claims that these three aspects are
always present simultaneously and one may take precedence over the others. He also
argues that language is not only socially constitutive but also socially shaped. CDA
takes into account the relationship between language use and social-cultural structures.
Fairclough attempts to establish a systematic method for exploring the relationship ·
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between text and its social context. To uncover language mystification and
manipulation, Fairclough's model (1989: 26; 1995: 98) for CDA consists of three
inter-related processes of analysis:
~

Description (text analysis), the stage concerned with formal properties of the text.

~

Interpretation (processing analysis), concerned with the relationship between text
and interaction - with seeing the text as the product of a process of production.

~

Explanation (social analysis), concerned with the relationship between interaction
and social context - with the social determination of the processes of production
and interpretation, and their social effects.

Therefore, the three steps should focus on the linguistic features of the text, processes
relating to the production and consumption of the text and the social structures which
shape and are shaped by the discourse. The purpose of the analyst is to see though the
complex and invisible relationships (Fairclough, 1989: 27). This multi-layered
analytical framework incorporates textual, processing and social contexts

and

informs our study.

3.4 Criticism of CDA

Criticism of CDA is based on different perspectives. CDA analysts "risk attributing
too m~ch intentionality to the writer and too much passivity to the reader" because the
process of composition is often "determined by conventions and many other factors"
(Cook, 2003: 67). The interpretation of a text is not wholly determined by the
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language used. CDA may also end up "presuming to speak for people rather than
informing the way in which they speak for themselves, and it may develop an
obfuscatory jargon of its own" (Cook, 2003: 69). For instance, the use of passivization
and nominalization in some profossional texts such as science is not for disguise of
information but for necessary complexity of expression and inevitable selection and
omission of information. Therefore, a delicate analysis balance between clarity and
obsfuscation needs to be achieved while doing critical discourse analysis.

CDA tends to apply unequal statuses that people may encounter to every human
activity. It needs to mark some special areas such as law enquiry, which legitimately
demand indicators of their power and greater attention to detail (Cook, 2003). From
the perspective of text analysis, Schegloff (1997: 20) in his paper "Whose Text?
Whose Context?" argues:
I understand that critical discourse analysts have a different project, and are
addressed to different issues, and not to the local co-construction of interaction.
If, however, they mean the issues of power, domination, and the like to connect
up with discursive material, it should be a serious rendering of that
material. .. Otherwise the critical analysis will not 'bind' to the data, and risks
ending up merely ideological.
(Schegloff, 1997: 20)

Widdowson (1995: 169) argues that CDA is, in a dual sense, a biased interpretation: in
the first place it is prejudiced on the basis of some ideological commitment, and then
it selects for analysis such texts as will support the preferred interpretation. However,
the value of revealing hidden values, beliefs and bias of texts, and studying power
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relationship behind texts is still apparent in the domain of CDA. CDA as a
comprehensive discourse analysis approach casts insights on interpreting the
relationship between language use and its social-cultural contexts.

3.5 Media discourse in the domain .of CDA
3.5.1 Media, power, ideology and audiences
The media mediate the audiences' knowledge of the world through news, radio, and
television broadcasting etc. The media have the power to determine what counts as
news and how it gets represented. Thornborrow (1999: 50) states that:
... they are a powerful site for the production and circulation of social meanings,
i.e. to a great extent, the media decide the significance of things that happen in
the world for any given culture, social and political group. The language used
by the media to represent particular social and political groups, and to describe
newsworthy events, tends to provide the dominant ways available for the rest of
us to talk about those groups and events.
(Thornborrow, 1999: 50)
van Dijk (l 995a: 10) contends that media power is generally symbolic and persuasive,
in the sense that the media primarily have the potential to control to some extent the
minds of readers or viewers, but not directly their actions.

The relationship of media and audiences remains "unequal" because "it is still one in
which audiences largely lack access to media, and media have the dominant role in
the relationship" (Burton, 2005: 17). The media as producers of texts do not negotiate
with audiences the production of meanings even there are some interactions which
allow audiences to participate through letters, phone-ins etc .. This case happens to
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those media which have audiences around the whole country or the world.

3.5.2 Research about media discourse in the domain of CDA

Media discourse has long been a focus of research for four main reasons (Bell, 1995):
Firstly, media are a rich source of readily accessible data for research and teaching.
Secondly, media usage influences and represents people's use of and attitudes towards
language in their speech community. Thirdly, media use can tell us a great deal about
social meanings and stereotypes projected through language and communication.
Fourthly, the media reflect and influence the formation and expression of culture,
politics and social life.

The media are a particular subject of CDA analysis because of their manifestly pivotal
role as discourse-bearing institutions (Garrett and Bell, 1998: 6). Pioneering analyses
of media discourse conducted from the perspective of CDA are concerned with
unequal relations of power which underlie ways of talking in a society, and in
particular to reveal the discourse in reproducing or challenging sociopolitical
dominance. For instance, Wang (2008) explores textual and intertextual features of
Chinese newspaper commentaries on the events of 11 September 2001. Kress and van
Leeuwen (1998) analyzes the visual dimensions of newspapers. They examine how
headlines, blocks off text and photographs are set out on the front page into coherent
and meaningful structures, which differ in different newspapers. Their study suggests
that the left and right sides of newspaper front pages represent the Given and New
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respectively, with Given referring to something the reader already knows, or a
departure point of the message, and New to things not yet known to which the reader
must pay close attention. Visual cues (e.g. size, colour) can create hierarchies of
importance by giving different degrees of salience to items. And framing (lines,
spaces) can suggest connections and separateness amongst the items.

van Dijk (1998) looks at the nature of opinions and how they are expressed in
editorials in the press. Editorials function socially and culturally with the expression
and representation of opinions and ideologies produced by professional journalists
and writers who exhibit their shared social representations, and participate in the
complex processes of newspaper production and reception. To define the conception
of opinion, he stresses that opinions refer to a special form of mental representation
consisting of speakers' or writers' attitudes, beliefs and ideologies; while the
acquisition, usages and functions of opinions are social, and their expression often
discursive. Therefore, opinions are closely associated with cognition, society and
discourse. Due to the nature of editorials as public, mass communicated discourse,
editorial opinion is generally institutional rather than personal. Namely, editorials
represent the opinion of the newspaper serving the dominant group. Therefore,
opinions in editorials tend to be derived from social representations, rather than from
the personal experiences or opinions of an editor. This can be seen from the topics and
structures of editorials. Editorials normally focus on public events, and support
general opinions concerning society, the economy, culture or politics. Other elements
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of the writing style such as the selection of lexical items, syntactic structures and
modes of argumentation also mark the institutional, public, more or less formal
properties of the editorial discourse.

3:6 CDA and the present research

Editorials as a common media genre in society and culture are taken for granted.
Recent studies of the media genre editorials through the perspective of critical
discourse analysis, while still very few in number, are beginning to examine power
and solidarity, ideologies reflected in the editorial discourse. This research aims to
. conduct a detailed linguistic analysis of editorials by employing the genre theory of
systemic functional linguistics, elaborated in Chapter ·Two, and Appraisal system,
elaborated in Chapter Four, as the major analytical framework for deeper
understanding of interpersonal features in addition to the rhetorical structures of
editorials in China Daily. The political, social and cultural factors that mediate these
features are explored with the perspectives of CDA.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter explores and exemplifies the lexico-grammatical devices of appraisal and

elaborates the functionality of these appraisal resources with examples. The
connections between modality and evaluation are specifically explored for the
analysis of the research data. The concluding part touches on the steps of appraisal
analysis for the editorial data and the implication for EFL teaching and learning.

4.2 Overview of the Appraisal system
Editorials play a significant role in conveying newspaper's opinions and influencing
the viewpoints or ideology of their readers. This study is concerned with the social
function of appraisal resources by which editorial writers express their attitudes, take
a particular stance, engage with various value positions, negotiate attitudes with
potential respondents and win potential respondents into the value positions of the
writers. In other words, the study pays attention to the construction of interaction
between editorial writers and putative readers with application of the theoretical
framework appraisal.

The appraisal theory developed and established by White (1998; 2000), Martin and
White (2005), Martin and Rose (2007) provides such a theoretical framework, which
incorporates three dimensions; attitude,

engagement and graduation. More

specifically, appraisal is concerned with evaluation: the kinds of attitudes that are
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negotiated in a text, the ways in which values are sourced and the audience aligned
and the strength of the feelings involved (Martin and Rose, 2007: 17). The following
figure 4.1 presents a basic overview of the appraisal system:
Figure 4.1: A basic overview of the appraisal system (adapted from Martin and White,
2005; Martin and Rose, 2007: 59)

Affect
Attitude

Judgement
Appreciation

Monogloss
{
Engagement
Appraisal

Dialogic contraction

{
Heterogloss
Dialogic expansion

Up-scaling
Down-scaling
Graduation
Sharpen
Focus {
Soften

As can be seen from the figure 4.1, interpersonal meanings can be realized in language
through the three co-articulated resources: Attitude, Engagement and Graduation. The
more detailed discussion of these dimensions is covered as follows:
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4.3 Attitude
The dimension of attitude is concerned with how writers I speakers express their
attitudes, which cover three types mainly: how writers I speakers express their
feelings and emotions, how they assess a person's character, behaviour and ethics and
how they appreciate aesthetic qualities of things and phenomenon. The linguistic
resources to realize these types are termed affect, judgement, and appreciation
respectively. The realization of attitude is adjectival, but attitudinal meanings can be
encoded through a wide range of grammatical resources (Martin and Rose, 2007).
These resources carry either positive or negative value.

4.3.1 Affect
Affect refers to the emotional attitude of the speaker or writer towards the content of

their message (Foley, 2011 : 123). That is to say, affect is concerned with human
emotional reactions expressed in discourse. Martin and Rose (2007) classify Affect by
drawing on the following two factors. Firstly, affect can be positive or negative
because people's feelings can either be good or bad. Secondly, affect can be expressed
directly or implied. People don't always state their feeling directly. Feelings can be
expressed directly either by using words that name specific emotions such as sad,
anxious, happy or by describing physical behaviour that also expresses feelings like
cry, smile, laugh. They can also be indicated implicitly through the description of

extraordinary behaviour, such as using the phrases fix his eyes on her, always yell,
walk very slowly to indicate love, anger, or sadness. Metaphor is also an effective way
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to express feelings. If someone is described with the idiom as cool as a cucumber,
he/she is calm not anxious.

According to Martin and White (2005), the meanings of affect can also be grouped
into three major types:
emotions having to do with un/happiness: miserable, cheerful
emotions having to do with in/security: uneasy, confident,
emotions having to do with dis/satisfaction: bored with, impressed

4.3.2 Judgement

Judgement is concerned with how the speaker or writer evaluates people and their

behaviour (Foley, 2011: 125). It is targeted at human beings, their character and
behaviour. According to Martin and Rose (2007: 32), as with affect, judgements of
people can be positive or negative, explicit or implied. Nevertheless, they also stress
that unlike affect, judgements differ between personal judgements of admiration or
criticism and moral judgements of praise and condemnation. Martin and White (2005)
assert that these two general groups of judgements deal with social esteem and social
sanction respectively. Judgments of esteem tend to be policed with sharing values

without legal implications, having to do with:
Normality oriented to how unusual someone is: normal, fashionable, unlucky,
Capacity oriented to how capable someone is: powerful, successful,
incompetent
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Tenacity oriented to how dependable someone is: brave, loyal, willful, weak

Judgments of social sanction on the other hand are more associated with codes in

writing, "as edicts, decrees, rules, regulations and laws about how to behave as
surveilled by church and state - with penalties and punishments as levers against
those not complying with the code" (Marting and White, 2005: 52). Therefore,
judgements of social sanction based on legal implications and religious observances

have to do with:
Veracity oriented to how truthful someone is: honest, candid, deceitful, blunt
Propriety oriented to how ethical someone is: ethical, respectfal, evil

4.3.3 Appreciation
Appreciation has to do with linguistic resources for construing our evaluations of

things and phenomenon. Like affect and judgement, things can be appreciated
positively or negatively, directly or indirectly (Martin and Rose, 2007). Nevertheless,
the appreciation targets can be concrete or abstract. The concrete can range from
movies, to laptops, to furniture, to the earth, and to the four seasons; the abstract
targets include relationships, how well a problem is solved etc.

Martin and White (2005) identify three variables of the appreciation system:
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Reaction has to do with affects about impact and quality, i.e. do they catch

attention? and do they please us? For instance: arresting, remarkable, dull,
boring, god, appealing, bad, ugly

Composition has to with perception of balance and complexity, i.e. did it

hang together? and was it hard to follow? For example:
harmonious, consistent, irregular, disorganized, simple, precise, unclear,
plain

Valuation has to do with cognition, huaman's assessment of social

significance of values. Examples are as below:
profound, timely, useless, effective

4.3.4 Inscribed and invoked Attitude

As mentioned in the earlier section of attitude, evaluation can be explicit or implicit.
Thompson (2004: 77) explains that appraisal can be "inscribed" explicitly, which is
fairly easy to recognize, but it can also be "evoked". More specifically, there is no
explicit evaluative language in description about people or things, but there are
grounds for readers or listeners to make evaluation themselves. Martin and White
(2005) term evaluation directly expressed as inscribed attitude and the indirectly
expressed evaluation as invoked attitude. Inscribed attitude directs readers in their
evaluation of non-attitudinal ideational material under its scope (Martin and White,
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2005: 64). In other words, the inscriptions of attitudes act as sign-posts, telling readers
how to interpret the ideational choices related with the prosody of attitudes and make
the inference of evaluation realized by ideational meanings easier and clearer. These
linguistic resources are termed as tokens through which Attitude values are triggered
by superficially neutral, ideational meanings. However, the interpretation depends
greatly on listeners/readers' ideological positions, social and cultural contexts they are
familiar with, and their cognition level and comprehension.

Martin and White (2005) explain that recognition of inscribed and invoked attitude
means that the borderline categories might not be clear. The inscribed judgement of
capacity "He played strongly." provokes the invoked appreciation "It was a strong
innings." Therefore, the annotations of attitude resources in the data in Chapters
Seven and Eight only focus on the inscribed attitudes if there are obvious attitudinal
lexis.

4.4 Engagement

Engagement is a defining feature of successful discourse related with how the

writer/speaker claiming solidarity with his/her readers/listeners, evaluating their
material and acknowledging alternative views. Solidarity is not concerned with the
negotiation of alignment/disalignment with respect to attitudinal assessments, but with
"the tolerance for alternative viewpoints, and the communality into which the
writer/speaker aligns the reader can be one in which diversity of viewpoints is
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recognized as natural and legitimate" (Martin and White, 2005: 96). The following
will cover the types of engagement techniques and functions.

4.4.1 Engagement and dialogistic feature of discourse

All discourse, whether written or spoken, is dialogic in that to speak or to write is
always influenced by the words said or written before, and the responses of actual,
potential or imagined interactants (Fairlough, 2003; Martin & Rose, 2007). Martin
and White (2005) use the term engagement to refer to how a speaker/writer negotiates
positions from the dialogistic perspective and states that engagement
is concerned with the linguistic resources by which speakers/ writers take a
stance towards the value positions being referenced by the text and with respect
to those they address.
(Martin and White, 2005: 92)
They also explain the direction of the system:
It provides the means to characterize a speaker/writer's interpersonal style and
their rhetorical strategies according to what sort of heteroglossic backdrop of
other voices and alternative viewpoints they construct for their text and
according to the way in which they engage with that backdrop.
(Martin and White, 2005: 93)

Therefore, engagement is concerned with who expresses these values, how they do so,
and how this construes the interpersonal meaning and help negotiating solidarity and
alignment. Bakhtin (1981) emphasizes the responsive and dialogic nature of discourse
and argues that a passive understanding of linguistic meaning is no understanding at
all, it is only the abstract aspect of meaning. Internal dialogism of words is ignored
when there is no understanding about how they provoke answers anticipate answers,
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how they are structured in the answer's direction. Therefore, linguistics and the
philosophy of language should acknowledge active understanding of discourse
considering its actual meaning:
... while its actual meaning is understood against the background of other
concrete utterances on the same theme, a background made up of contradictory
opinion, points of view and value judgements ...
(Bakhtin, 1981 : 281 ).

Bakhtin (1981: 282) makes clear the function of active understanding:
Thus an active understanding, one that assimilates the word under consideration
into a new conceptual system, that of the one striving to understand, establishes a
series of complex interrelationships, consonances and dissonances with the word
and enriches it with new elements. It is precisely such an understanding that the
speaker counts on.
(Bakhtin, 1981: 282)
Fairclough (2003: 214) summarizes that "in Bakhtin's view of language, which is
taken up within critical discourse analysis, all texts (written as well as spoken) are
dialogical, i.e. they set up in one way or other relations between different 'voices'".
Cook (1989: 58) explains that "developmentally, dialogue comes first, both for the
human species, and for the human individual", and he infers that "speech preceded
writing and dialogue preceded monologue." Cook ( 1989) continues argues that
written discourse appears not just as formal connection of sentences,
On closer inspection it turns out to be also contextual, dictated by what is going
on in the mind of sender and the assumptions he or she make about what is going
on in the mind of the receiver. One way of understanding this is to view the
discourse as proceeding by answering imagined and Unspoken questions by the
receiver. In this light, all discourses seems to proceed like a dialogue, even if the
other voice is presented as a ghost.
(Cook, 1989: 63).
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Cook (1989) only identifies the existence of the voice of the receiver, but misses the
voices of external resources. For instance, when the writer/speaker quotes someone's
words, the external voice is included.

Voloshinov (1995:

139, cited in Martin and White, 2005: 92-93) views

language-speech from the dialogistic perspective: voe
The actual reality of language-speech is ... the social event of verbal
interaction implemented in an utterance or utterances.
Thus, verbal interaction is the basic reality of language.
Dialogue ... can also be understood in a broader sense, meaning not only
direct, face-to-face, vocalized verbal communication between persons, but also
verbal communication of any type whatsoever. A book, i.e. a verbal performance
in print, is also an element of verbal communication.... [it] in the same
sphere .... Thus the printed verbal performance engages, as it were, in ideological
colloquy of a large scale: it responds to something, affirms something,
anticipates possible responses and objections, seeks support, and so on.
(Voloshinov, 1995: 13 9, cited in Martin and White, 2005: 92-93)
All the linguists mentioned point out the existence of the different voices in discourse
and this feature of discourse is termed as heteroglossia. However, the term
"heteroglossia" is interpreted in different ways by different scholars. Bakhtin (1981:

324) defines it as "another's speech in another's language, serving to express authorial
intentions but in a refracted way". Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) use the term
''projection" as indication of including others' voices to the author's purpose. Martin

and Rose (2007) recognize a wide range of lexically and grammatically diverse
locutions as resources of heterogloss: projecting sources, modality and concession.
This research follows the Martin's and White's (2005) definition of heterogloss,
which will be presented after the definition of monogloss as below.
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4.4.2 Monogloss

Martin and White (2005) classify utterances into two general groups: monogloss and
heterogloss. Monogloss utterances indicate that the speaker/writer is the originator

and the source of the assertions. In other words, monogloss means there is no
recognition of dialogistic alternatives, only the recognition of bare assertions of the
author. For instance:
Education equality is the foundation for more development opportunities for
rural children in underdeveloped rural areas.

[monogloss]

The clause is a proposition taken for granted, instead of up for discussion. The
presupposition is that the putative readers share the value position with the writer I
speaker.

Monoglossically asserted propositions presented for discussion also fall into the type
of monogloss because they construe a putative reader who does not necessarily share
the writer's views but is already interested in the further argumentation of the writer
and ready to be on the writer's side. The thesis statement of the editorial Education
Equality in the data "It [education equality] is an area that requires more attention
.·

from the government and society" falls into this type. The application of monogloss
indicates writers' preference of controlling alternative voices in the discourse and the
power and authority nature of editorials.
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4.4.3 Heterogloss

An utterance indicating dialogistic alternatives and introducing various voices into a
text is labeled as heterogloss (White, 2004; Martin and White, 2005). Heteroglossic
resources can be divided into two broad categories: "an utterance, ... , actively makes
allowances for dialogically alternative positions and voices (dialogic expansion), or
alternatively, acts to challenge, fend off or restrict the scope of such (dialogic
contraction) (Martin and White, 2005:102). Fairclough (2003: 214) explains that all

texts are not equally dialogic in terms of dialogicality, which is "a measure of the
extent to which there are dialogical relations between the voice of the author and other
voices, the extent to which these voices are represented and responded to or
conversely excluded or suppresses".

4.4.3.1 Dialogic contraction

Dialogic contraction includes textual engagement where a speaker/writer can either

disclaim a position or proclaim it. Denial is articulated as a negative response to a
proposition by dint of the locutions no, not, never. Through the explicit refutation of
an "alternative" position, denial acts as an indicator in the text of the existence and
nature of this alternative position.

Countering projects onto the addressee particular beliefs or expectations. Countering a·

proposition generally involves concession markers such as yet, although, but,
amazingly and so on, which construe an audience who shares these beliefs and
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expectations with the writer, and are consequently as surprised as the writer when
these expectations are not met.

Proclamation in utterances means the speaker/writer overtly and strongly agrees with
a proposition with "dialogic alternatives confronted, overwhelmed or otherwise
excluded (Martin and White, 2005: 118). There are three subcategories under this
category: concur, pronounce and endorse. Concurring means the speaker/writer
completely agrees with the proposition or grants a partial agreement by dint of
affirmation markers such as of course, obviously etc or concession markers like
admittedly ... [but], sure ... [however] etc. Pronouncement signals authorial emphasis
and declaration, normally starting with I contend, in fact or using indeed, really as
intensifiers to indicate intervention in a text. Endorsement is generally signaled by
less evaluative reporting verbs such as shows, indicates, proves to suggest that a
proposition is valid and correct in the opinion of the speaker/writer. The authorial
voice takes over responsibility for the proposition and thus aligns the putative reader
into the value position which is being proposed.

4.4.3.2 Dialogic expansion
The sub-system of dialogic expansion covers entertainment and attribution.
Entertainment encompasses meanings by which the speaker/writer makes assessments
of possible assertions besides the authorial voice. These meanings can be expressed
with modality, certain types of rhetorical or expository questions which don't assume
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a specific response but are employed to raise the possibility that some proposition
holds, or evidence/appearance-based postulations such as the research suggests that ... ,
apparently etc (Martin and White, 2005). It must be pointed out that traditionally

modal expressions only give a strong or low sense of commitment or certainty of the
speaker/writer to their utterance/propositions. Recipients assess the relative reliability
of information based on the values of modal expressions. Dialogism asserts that
modality as the resource to set up a semantic space between yes and no is quite often
adopted to temper interaction (Martin and White, 2005). It can be realized by a range
of resources, such as modal auxiliaries will, may, modal adjuncts seemingly, possibly,
or metaphorical modal expressions I think ... , I guess ..... (Foley, 2011).

Attribution "disassociates the proposition from the text's internal authorial voice by

attributing it to some external source" (Martin and White, 2005: 111 ). Under this
category, a writer may frame another source with reporting verbs say, report, I think to
merely acknowledge a proposition rather than align himself/herself to the external
voice. On the other hand, a writer may choose to distance himself/herself from the
proposition or attitude expressed in citations through reporting verb like claim.

The discussion about engagement is based on dialogistic perspective. Martin and
White (2005: 135) argue that:
... the issue of who I what is the primary source of the proposition is secondary to
the issue of how the authorial voice is positioning itself with respect to the
anticipated reactions and responses of the audience which is being construed for
the text. Thus it is the semantics of dialogistic contraction/expansion, orientated
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as this is towards such anticipation, which takes precedence over whether the
purported source of the proposition is external or internal to the text.
(Martin and White, 2005: 135)

Therefore, the main concern of dialogistic perspective is "the way in which the text
builds for itself an audience and presents itself as engaging in various ways with this
audience" (Martin and White, 2005: 135).

In discourse, dialogistic expressions often occur together to build solidarity. The
following extract from University of New Style, published on 24 December, 2010 in
China Daily, is the example of the combination of dialogistically expansive and
contractive meanings in one clause complex :
As a result, scores that should (dialogic expansion: entertainment) only be
achieved by extremely outstanding students in a particular field have often
(dialogic expansion: entertainment) turned out ( dialogic contraction: disclaim:
countering) to be a result of corruption and irregularities.

The use of should and often allows for alternative positions and therefore helps the
writer makes space for dialogic alternatives. The phrase turned out foreshadows
counter-expectancy, signaling that the reality is not the same with the rules but
counter-expectational. By this combination of dialogistically expansive and
contractive meanings, the writer construes a heteroglossic backdrop.
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Monoglossic and heteroglossic expressions also possibly to occur together in one

clause complex in the following extract from Autonomy for Colleges, published on 4
February, 2010 in China Daily:
There are organizations to protect the interest of professors, but there is no
effective supervisory organization or mechanism to make sure that educational
resources are reasonably and justifiably used.

The first clause is monoglossic to state the fact that professors' interests are protected,
and then by the connective but the writer indicates the counter-expectancy. The use of
adjunct no explicitly states it and therefore deny alternative positions.

4.4.4 Summary of the engagement system
Under engagement theory, the linguistic resources included are rather more extensive. Figure 4.2
(Martin and White, 2005: 134) in the next page summarizes the engagement system with typical
examples. The system focuses on the functions of the heteroglossic resources and this

dissertation follows the system to do engagement analysis in the editorial data
Martin and Rose (2007) recognize a wide range of lexically and grammatically
diverse locutions as resources of heterogloss: projecting sources, modality and
concession. Their system only covers part of the engagement resources and therefore
not suitable for the data analysis.
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Figure 4.2: The engagement system (Martin and White, 2005: 134)
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4.5 Graduation, attitude and engagement
Graduation is concerned with up-scaling and down-scaling. It is concerned with the

gradable feature of values of attitude and engagement. Graduation resources can help
construe greater or lesser degrees of positivity or negativity of attitudes. The values of
engagement are generally scaled "for the speaker I writer's intensity, or the degree of

their investment in the utterance" (Martin and White, 2005: 136). The semantics of
graduation, therefore, is central to the appraisal system (Martin and White, 2005:

136). Two axes for grading are identified: force and focus. Force is concerned with
grading. Force can be realized through many resources (Martin and White, 2005;
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Martin and Rose, 2007): intensifiers like very, extremely, slightly, many, more,'
attitudinal lexis such as tired I exhausted, bad I evil, like I love I adore etc.; metaphors
like as fast as an arrow; swearing like damn; repetition of the same words or words
that

are

closely

related

semantically;

modality

like

rarely/often/always,

possible/probable/certain; quantity like a few/many/all. It depends on the readers/
listeners to interpret the degrees of graduation because grading can be implicit. For
instance, when lexical items with grading added to the core meaning like happy I
joyous/ecstatic, might I may/ must, I believe I I am convinced, grading is implicit.

Focus makes inherently non-gradable gradable, i.e. sharper or softer. For instance,

She is the very employee I need. (sharper)
It's kind ofscary. (softer)

Invoked attitudes can also be graded because graduation can also be employed in
relation to resources of non-attitudinal meanings and retains some of its evaluative
potential by functioning to "give a subjective orientation to the ideational meaning,
and, as such, has the potential to evoke attitude" (Hood, 2004: 28). For example,
quantitative grading evokes appreciation in the sentence "But continuous expansion
over the years has stretched many of our resources to their extremes". The writer
refers to higher learning expansion negatively with the not-intrinsically attitudinal
quantitative grading.
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4.6 Prosody of appraisal

Prosody of appraisal resources refers to the pattern of choices of appraisal resources

in a text which "resonate with one another from one moment to another as a text
unfolds" (Martin & Rose, 2007: 59). It is realized continuously with explicit
evaluation resources and implicit ones to keep the coherence of prosody and discourse.
According to Thompson (2004: 77), appraisal can be "inscribed" explicitly, which is
fairly easy to recognize, but it can also be "evoked". In other words, some words that
writers or speakers use are not directly evaluative but build up the grounds for
message receivers to make evaluation. The following extract from Testing Times,
published on June 10, 2010 in China Daily is a typical example:
Many personally drive their children to these exam halls or book hotels close to

the exam venues beforehand.
Drivers along the roads close to the. exam venues are reminded not to honk;
construction sites are shut; flight paths of commercial aircraft are altered lest they
disturb the test takers.

The nation literally holds its breath during the test days.

The above extract is about how much Chinese people care about annual national
college entrance exam in China. The description has no overtly evaluative language,
but the details it includes are clearly meant to make readers evaluate the exam as the
central part of Chinese life since the whole country are anxious during the exam days.
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In a word, the details are the grounds to evoke appraisal and builds the prosody of
appraisal.

4. 7 Confusion in analyzing appraisal

The confusion in analyzing appraisal is inherent partially due to the way in which
appraisal is expressed. Much of appraisal is expressed by lexical choices and there are
few grammatical structures that can be seen as having evolved with a primarily
evaluative function (Thompson, 2004: 75). In this sense, analyzing appraisal is
concerned with interpreting discourse by focusing on semantic resources which
accumulate appraisal as text unfolds.

Another factor that can cause fuzziness in judging appraisal is that the subcategories
of attitude are distinguished mainly based on the nature of the language resources and
targets of evaluation. There are instances of attitude where the borderlines of the
subcategories are not clear-cut. Therefore, Martin and Rose (2007: 40) stress that the
context sensitivity of these borderline items underlines the importance of analyzing
appraisal in prosodic terms. So it is important to take co-text into account, rather than
analyzing simply item by item.

4.8 Modality and appraisal network
4.8.1 Functions of modality

The term modality has been used to refer to attitudinal features of language (Fowler,
1991; Simpson, 1993; Yule, 1998; Martin and White, 2005). Modality can help
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negotiating services or information (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004; Thompson, 2004;
Martin and Rose, 2007). If the commodity being exchanged is information, the
modality relates to how valid the information is being presented as in terms of
probability (how likely it is to be true) or usuality (how frequently it is true).

Appraisal and modality are related because they both related to the speaker/writer's
attitudes, intensifying or hedging attitudes or the degree of dialogic space, which
means modality can be adopted to express some types of attitudes, graduation and .
engagement. Thompson (2004:73) summarizes that in newspaper articles which
express the newspaper's view on a current event, readers often find that "modalization
occurring as the writer ponders various aspects of the event and the possible
implications, followed by a move to modulation as the writer explains what should be
done". Therefore, it is necessary to identify what functions modality conduct in the
research data.

4.8.2 Systems of modality
There are different views of the systems of modality. Yule (1998) identifies two main
types of modality. The first type is epistemic modality, which is concerned with using
modal expression to express a speaker's/writer's assessment on the truth of the
propositions he/she utters/writes. More specifically, epistemic modality shows the
speaker/writer's assessment of whether the state of affairs necessarily the case, or
possibly the case by dint of modal expression such as must, may etc. based on
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knowledge of facts. It is concerned with the theoretical possibility of propositions
being true or not true, including likelihood, and certainty. The other type of modality
is termed as deontic modality, which is concerned with the criterion by which a
speaker/writer decides which future events are necessary, possible, desirable, etc. in
terms of freedom .to act, including ability, permission, and duty. The criterion is based
on the speaker/writer's awareness of"what is socially determined" (Yule, 1998: 89).

Fowler (1991: 85) asserts that:
modality can informally be regarded as 'comment' or 'attitude', obviously by
definition ascribable to the source of the text, and explicit or implicit in the
linguistic stance taken by the speaker/writer.
(Fowler, 1991: 85)

Fowler (1991) points out that modality has to do with truth, obligation, permission,
and desirability. Simpson (1993:51) outlines the modal system more delicately and
summarizes modal functions in Table 4.1:
Table 4.1 Modal system and modal functions (adapted from Simpson, 1993:51)
Modal system

Non-linguistic concepts represented and examples

Deontic

-

obligation, duty and commitment (You are permitted to leave.)

Boulomaic

-

desire (I hope that you will leave.)

Epistemic

-

knowledge, belief and cognition (You are probably right.)

Perception

-

perception (Apparently, you're right)

Simpson (1993) argues that boulomatic modality is closely related to deontic
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modality" while perception modality is a subcategory of epistemic modality.
Perception modality indicates the degree of commitment to the truth of a proposition
referring normally to visual perception of human (Perkins, 1983, cited in Simpson,
1993: 50).

The meaning of modality could be ambiguous if contexts are not considered. For
instance, the sentence "You must speak English" could mean "It is surely the case that
you speak English after having lived in UK for many years". It could also mean "It is
a requirement that you speak English if you want to get a job in UK".

Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 618) take a broader view of the modality system and
theorize it with the figure 4.3 as below.
Figure 4.3 System of types of modality (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 618)

Modalization
(indicative type)

Modality
type
Modulation
(imperative type)

.\": I
L
J
L

Probability (may be)

Usuality (sometimes)

Obligation (is wanted to)

Inclination (wants to)

It is noteworthy that the category of ability is missing in the system. Halliday and

Matthiessen (2004: 621) assert that it is because can in this sense is untypical of the
modal operators. They suggest recognizing a general category of readiness, having
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inclination and ability as subcategories with can/is able to as low value variants of
will/is willing to. Thompson (2004) suggests that the category ability can be put under

the heading of inclination directly, but the value is the lowest compared with
willingness and determination. The analysis of our data treats inclination and
capability as independent categories of modality under the heading of readiness.

4.8.3 Modality and attitudes

Modality allows a speaker/writer a broad expression of his/her attitudes toward
situations or propositions. Modulation, called root or deontic modality traditionally,
is related to the aspects that values of judgement of propriety and tenacity have to do
with in that modulation is concerned with the degree of obligation attaching to the
performance of certain actions as socially determined. The use of modals of obligation
functions as "indirect realization of commands - they constitute a type of demand for
some action or response on the part of the addressee or some third party" (Martin and
White, 2005: 178). Martin and White (2005) group these actional modal expressions
under the general heading of directive since directives include such utterances
associated with requests, commands, orders etc. and "express the writer's/speaker's
will that some other person, usually the addressee, should carry out a particular course
of action" (Lyons, 1995: 249). Deontic expression are of "crucial relevance to the
strategies of social interaction, especially to tactics of persuasion and politeness."
(Simpson, 1993: 48). Simpson (1993: 48)) also summarizes grammatical formulates
used for different degrees of obligation and possibility, for instance:
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You are permitted to leave. (be +participle +to)
You are forbidden to leave. (be +participle+to)
It is necessary that you leave. (be+ adjective+that)

Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) treat these expressions as grammatical metaphor of
modality. In our analysis, they all fall under the heading of directives, i.e. Judgment of
propriety, obligation.

Boulomaic modal expressions, as mentioned by Simpson (1993), will be interpreted
under the category of affect value since it indicates the wishes and desires of the
speaker/writer. For example:
I hope that you will leave.
Hopefully, you are leaving.

Both of the expressions convey the emotion related with satisfaction. However,
whether it is satisfaction or dissatisfaction depends on contexts.

!edema et al (1994, cited in Martin and White, 2005: 54-55) relates modulations of
obligation, inclination and ability ·to judgements of propriety, tenacity and capacity
respectively. They also relates modalizations of probability and usuality to judgements
of veracity and normality respectively. There are some examples:
Judgement of capacity: He can go.

He's strong enough to go.
Judgement of tenacity: I'll go.
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I'm determined to go.

Judgement of propriety: You should go.
You are supposed to go.

Judgement of veracity: He's naughty.
He's certainly naughty.

Judgement of normality: He's often naughty.
It's usual for him to be naughty.
It's normal for him to be naughty.

The value of appreciation of valuation can also be conveyed with these modal
expressions. The following extract from the editorial· Best First Lesson, published on
l Sept, 2008 in China Daily, includes a typical example:

As students fully arm themselves with enough knowledge on how to best protect
themselves in life-threatening circumstances, they will be able to easily teach

their children the same knowledge when they become parents.

The writer uses two modal expressions will and be able to to predicate the capacity
that students can cultivate from the self-protection training. However, the inscribed

judgement of future capacity is not the point that the writer aims to convey, but the
invoked appreciation of valuation of the training. The modal phrase will be able to

easily teach their children the same knowledge indicates the high-valued positive
appreciation of the valuation of the training in the future. The attitudinal resources
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together support the author's view that the significance of self-protection training is
far reaching.

4.8.4 Modality, engagement and graduation

Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) explain that modality refers to the area of meaning
that lies between yes and no - the intermediate ground between positive and negative
polarity. In other words, there are different values of certainty, probability, or
obligation in modal expressions and these can be classified into high, median, and low
values. The following table theorizes the values of modality:
Table 4.2 Three values of modality (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 620)
values

Probability

Usuality

Obligation

Inclination

High

certain

always

required

determined

Median

probable

usually

supposed

keen

Low

possible

sometimes

allowed

-'

willing

"l

However, the values of modality with negation may change. The table 4.3 in the
following page exemplifies values of obligation with positive and negative proposals
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 623). As can be seen from Table 4.3, it requires
carefulness to assess the values of modality with negation.
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Table 4.3 Values of obligation with positive and negative proposals (Halliday and
Matthiessen, 2004: 623)
Obligation

values

High

Positive proposals

Negative proposals

You must do that.

You can't do that.

You're required to do that.

You're required not to do that.
You're not allowed to do that.

Median

You should do that.

You shouldn't do that.

You're supposed to do that.

You're supposed not to do that.
You're not supposed to do that.

Low

You can do that.

You needn't do that.

You're allowed to do that.

You're allowed not to do that.
You're not required to do that.

'

In the traditional view of the values that modality carries, epistemic modality, for
instance, indicates the speaker's/writer's confidence or lack of confidence in the truth
of a proposition expressed. For instance:
(1) It is possibly correct.

(2) It is probably correct.
The two propositions differ in the varying degrees of epistemic commitment to the
basic proposition it is correct. According to the value scale given by Halliday and
Matthiessen (2004: 620), the first proposition carries weaker commitment than the
second one. From the perspective of appraisal, the two propositions carry different

force in terms of graduation. Apparently the first one is weaker than the second one
due to the fact that the value that possibly carries is weaker than that of probably.
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Therefore, the speaker/writer of the second proposition has more authority and power
to assess situation or events.

Meanwhile, choices of modality can indicate and grade positive or negative polarity
while introducing additional voices into a text as we mentioned in section 4.4
Engagement. Therefore, the two propositions also need to be interpreted from

dialogistic perspective. The first proposition opens more space for alternative views
through possibly than the second one for align the reader for building solidarity.

Modality resources function in a complicated way if it is perceived from the
traditional and dialogistic perspectives. They indicate the writer's strong or weak
attitudes at the same time if the values of the modality are different. The higher value
modality contains, the nearer it is to positive polarity, and ·the less space there is for
negotiation. This also indicates that the more responsibility the writer takes for the
proposition and the stronger voice the writer indicates.

4.9 Applying appraisal and modality system analysis into the present research

Newspaper editorials are about comments, opinions, and inferences on crucial issues.
Appraisal system can be used to inform the readers' interpretation of evaluation in
editorials with the focus on the interaction of attitude; engagement and graduation in
relation to the social context variable tenor. For researchers, close readings are needed
to interpret the materialization of evaluation as texts unfold. The appraisal analysis of
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the research follows the system of appraisal system proposed by Martin and White
(2005), elaborated in the previous sections from 4.2 to 4.6. The realization of
appraisal by modality will also be analyzed following the system elaborated in section
4.8. The analysis will attend specifically to localized interaction of the subsystems of
appraisal types in texts and then the global patterns of the appraisal values for the
representations of ideology, power and solidarity in the ideologically charged editorial
discourse.
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Chapter Five An Overview of Education in China
5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the education system in China and the Education development
and the evolution of educational ideologies in China from 1949 to 2011. Just as Cook
(1989) and van Dijk (2003) .emphasize the significant role of knowledge in the
production and reception of discourse, ideologies of education as one type of social
knowledge in this research play a crucial role as they provide the cognitive foundation
and social context for the attitudes when editorial writers encode them and readers
decode them. EFL educational ideologies and development are highlighted as this
research aims to benefit EFL teaching.

5.2 Education system in China
Human resource development is at the core of China's. development efforts and
development of quality education is critical to the sustainable development of China.
The management of the education system falls under the Ministry of Education
(MOE). MOE is the apex policy making institution of the government regarding
administration and development of all the education sectors.

Education in China has four major stages: preschool, primary, secondary and higher
educations. Preschool education is a 3-year cycle and the entry age is normally 3 years.
The compulsory education is a 9- year one with two sub-stages: 6 years of primary
education and 3 years of junior secondary education. The primary and junior
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secondary stages are designed for age groups usually 6-12 and 13-15 years.
Three-year higher secondary education starts at age 15 or 16, followed by four years
of higher education for Bachelor Degree. The Master Degree is normally of three
year's duration for holders of Bachelor Degree and the Doctor of Philosophy requires
three-years of studying and research for holders of Master Degree. The duration for
taking degrees vary according to different majors. For example, the medicine degree
requires longer duration.

Both senior secondary education and higher education has three major streams:
regular, technical-vocational and adult educations. With the flourishing development
of reform and opening up, private education also becomes one significant part in
China's education system. Receiving education abroad is also popular. China has
established international educational cooperation and exchange with other countries
and organizations all over the world. To meet various needs, there is special education
for disabled citizens. Short-term vocational training and literacy classes are also
offered.

English as a foreign language is paid much attention to in the field of education in
.China. English is set up as a compulsory subject. Students start learning English from
grade 3 since primary stage education. For non-English major students at the tertiary
level education, English is still the compulsory course. Various national English tests
are held to assess students' English levels. College English Test Band 4 (CET Band 4)
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and College English Test Band 6 are national English language tests designed to
assess the language competence of non-English majors who have finished four terms
and six terms of English study in colleges and universities all over China. For English
major students, they need to attend Test for English Majors Grade 4 (TEM Grade 4)
and Test for English Majors Grade 8 (TEM Grade 8) to prove their English levels.
Postgraduate students still need to study English. They are also encouraged to read
English references. and get publications in English in international journals.
International tests such as International English Language Testing System (IELTS),
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) are also very popular for people who
have the plan to study abroad and get job positions.from joint companies.

5.3 Education development and the evolution of educational ideologies in China
Education is of fundamental importance for China's long-term development. Since the
founding of the Chinese People's Republic in 1949, and especially during the last
three decades of reform and opening up, China has witnessed historical changes and
scored remarkable achievements in the development of education. By prioritizing
education, each stage in China's educational reform and development embodies the
determination and effort of the entire nation to save, rejuvenate and develop China
through education. Meanwhile, the development of ELT in China has been very much
influenced by "differing political, economic, social, and educational needs at different
times" (Hu, 2002: 16). The following part presents the crucial stages.
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. 5.3.11949-1977

Since the establishment of People's Republic of China in 1949, China's education
sector had made substantial progress and formed a relatively complete educational
system nationwide. Unfortunately, the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976 caused
severe damage to the newly developed sector. The formal education system ceased to
function. A whole generation of young people lost their chance to receive qualified
education. There was an uneven development in secondary technical and vocational
education. What is worse, high school graduates were encouraged to go and work in
the countryside or very remote areas. Higher education in particular suffered
tremendous losses. Political activism and the development of commonly approved
political attitudes and political background were put in the first place of college
admission rather than academic achievement. Efficient policies and concrete efforts
were badly needed to shore up the education sector that had long suffered from
damage due to the political campaign.

Hu (2002) summarizes the development of English education in China in this stage.
Due to Western attempts to isolate Communist China and the friendly relationship
developed China and the erstwhile Soviet Union during the early 1950s, higher
institutions and secondary schools began to ·offer Russian programs in 1952, whereas
English language teaching declined dramatically. In the late 1950s, there was a
growing awareness of the importance of English with the increasing demands for
Western technological expertise and expanding diplomatic and trade relations with
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foreign countries. In 1960, China's relation with the Soviet Union became strained.
English teaching and learning were renewed with the purpose to access to scientific
and technical information for national development. However, in 1966, the Cultural
Revolution started. All ELT programs were removed from the secondary curriculums,
and all universities and colleges were closed. In 1968, foreign language programs
were resumed in some institutions of higher education. In 1970, English reappeared
-0n the curriculum in

some secondary schools,

but teacher-centered,

and

grammar-translation pedagogy was popular which led to the low quality of teaching
effect. Texts were also politically charged to meet political needs. The situation
remained until the end of.Cultural

R~volution

in 1976.

According t0 Cheng and Li (2011), from 1949 to 1977, education in China featured
political ideology, whieh corisidered education as means to achieve political ends
under the leadership of Mao Zedong.

5.3.2 1978-1984
The turning point happened thanks to the establishment of reform and opening policy
in 1978. The Chinese government started attaching great importance to educational
development and reform. They also attest that education reform is part of the whole
social reforms and political plans. Education reform has greatly promoted the
development of all kinds of public education and made important historical
achievements (Shi and Zhang, 2008:32).
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From 1978 to 1984, China has witnessed. the preparation of education reform and the
restoration of education system. The fundamental dynamics originates from objective
needs of economic growth and technology development. Academic achievement was ·
once again accepted as the basis for college admission. The historic step of education
reform in China is the policy of restoring college entrance examination and sending
Chinese students to study abroad (Chen, 2008; Gu and Liu, 2008). This fundamental
change reflected the urge to realize Four Modernizations of industry, agriculture,
national defense, and science and technology and to expand economy in China.

Since 1978, China has experienced the transformation from planned economy to
market economy, so English language teaching and learning was promoted to make
China competitive in the global market (Guo and Backett, 2012).

Cheng and Li (2011) assert that the economic-development-oriented education reform
reflects pragmatism in the education under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping.
Education development was subordinated to the nation's overall plan for economic
development.

5.3.3 1985-1998

From 1985 to 1992, education reform has been implemented with steady progress. In
1985, ·the commitment to modernization was reinforced by plans for nine-year
compulsory education and for providing good quality higher education. In 1986, the
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law of compulsory education was passed. In 1993, the party asserted to take Two
Bases (Making the nine-year compulsory education universal and eliminating
illiteracy among young and middle-aged people by the end of the 201h century) as the
main educational goal in the 1990s.

From 1993 to 1998, China has seen the rapid development in basic and higher
education. According to the report compiled by the research group of education in
China (2008), in 1997, the implementation of the Two Bases became the main
component of the strategies of relying on science and education to rejuvenate the
nation and of sustainable development. In 1991, Project 211 was proposed, which
aims to improve the facilities and staffing in about 100 universities and colleges, in
order to prepare the country for the challenges of the 21st century (Liu and Sun, 2008).
The numbers "21" and "1" in the title for the Project 211 derives

from the

abbreviation for the "21 "st century and approximately "l "00 universities, respectively.
Formally started in 1995, the program is meant to invest State financial resources into
the universities and colleges so that these institutions of higher learning see
improvements in teaching, research, institutional efficiency and their ability to train
the high-level talent needed to develop the country.

During this period, English education developed quickly due to the further
implementation of reform and open door policy, the development of international
trade and the influx of foreign companies. Private English training centers flourished.
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Therefore, the ideology of education in China during the stage 1985-1998 is still
concerned with pragmatism due to the purpose of serving economic development.

5.3.4 1999-2011
This stage features great expansion in higher education and continuous promotion of
education quality, quality education, and education equality.

According to the statistics from China Daily, the total number of institutions of higher
learning has grown to more than 1, 700 in 2011 from less than 100 in 1978 when the
national college entrance examinations were restored after the "cultural revolution"
(1966-1976). In May, 1998, Jiang Zemin, former president, announced to the people
on 4th May, 1998 that the nation would establish some universities matching ·the
standards of best such institutions in the world in order to accelerate the country's
modernization. In December, 1998, the Ministry of Education framed Education

Rejuvenation Plan for 218' Century. The plan stresses to build Project 985, the State
plan to boost the development of domestic institutes of higher education by upgrading
dozens of universities into world-class universities. The figure in the name derives
from the fact that it was created in the fifth month of 1998. The central government as
well as local authorities earmarked special funds since 1999 to improve the facilities
and standards of teaching and research in these universities.

In June, 1999, the conference of the State Council held by former Premier Zhu
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Rong-ji decided to expand higher education enrollment for four reasons: to meet the
needs of qualified talents for rapid economic development; to satisfy people's need to
receive higher education; to expand domestic demand and consumption; and to
facilitate the implementation of quality education. The policy leads to the
transformation from elite higher education to universalized higher education (Zeng
and Zeng, 2009: 56). Universities had been expanding their enrolments since 1999,
with the total number of students on Chinese campuses jumping from 7.8 million in
1998 to 23 million in 2006. According to People's Daily, the number of
master-degree students in China increased nearly 20 percent annually between 1998
and 2006. Master-degree students increased from 230,000 to 1.1 million. However, in
May 2006, a State Council conference decided to reasonably control expanding
enrolment of students in higher learning institutions due to the decreasing quality of
teaching resulted from the lack of teachers, teaching facilities and universities'
inability to handle the problems. As a matter of fact, Ministry of Education already
proposed suggestions to improve the quality of higher education in 2001. In 2007, the
implementation was carried out to consolidate education reform and improve the
quality of education.

In 1999, the term "quality education" was officially proposed, which is an educational
concept aimed at cultivating students' capabilities in innovation and practice. It is
meant to promote a balanced development of students in moral integrity, intellectual
capacity, health, sports, and aesthetic judgment. It was stressed as a correction to the
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single-minded pursuit of academic achievements as measured by exam scores. It is
one of the country's key strategies in education and nurturing talents in the 21st
century. Reform measures have been adopted since 1999 in educational institutions,
ranging from improved textbooks, new training programs for teachers, a revised
assessment system for schools, to a change in the national university entrance exam.
In 2006, it was put in the compulsory education law.

Education equality is a significant goal to achieve for the whole country. In 2007, by
implemen~ing

the reform to guarantee system of rural compulsory education, students

in villages were exempted from all the fees for compulsory education. Subsequently,
the policy was also applied to schools in cities. To help poor college students
complete their higher education, the central government in 1999, introduced the
student loan program to help families with their children's educational expenses.
Once approved by the schools and banks, a student receives an annual loan of 6,000
yuan (US$850). The recipient must pay back the loan, through installments, within
two years after graduation. The State pays the interest on the loan when the student is
still at college and the student pays the interest after graduation. Since September
2007, the State began to repay the loans of graduates willing to take jobs in remote
regions for at least three years.

In 2003, the central leaders proposed reinvigorating the China through human

resource· development. They realized to make China prosperous and strong, it is
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essential to create a high-quality talent .pool. Therefore, the whole country needs to
improve the mechanism for training, employing, evaluating, and giving incentives to
talented personnel, and create a favorable social environment for them to tap their full
potential. Formally listed as a significant and pressing mission for the country in 2003,
this strategy is also one of the most fundamental policies in the 11th Five-year Plan
between 2006 and 2010. In 2007, the government made the strategy to transform
large-population country to rich-human-resource country. Specific measures of the
strategy include improving the educational and training systems for all levels of
personnel, forming a scientific scheme for accessing and utilizing talents, establishing
a labor market that facilitates free flow of talents, setting up an income distribution
system offering reasonable incentives to encourage innovation and launching
institutional arrangements to lure high-level talents from home and abroad.

China has accomplished "a historical transformation from population burden to
human resources which will provide powerful human resources and intellectual
support for the socialist modernization construction and the comprehensive
construction of a well-being society" (Chen, 2008: I). In July 2010, China announced
its Outline of China's National Plan for Medium and Long-term Education Reform
and Development (2010-2020), presenting a blueprint for achieving the modernization
of education in the next 10 years in accordance with China's · overall strategy of
reform and opening up and socialist modernization. According to the newly
promulgated plan, China plans to become a country with rich human resources by the
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year 2020. It sets a series of concrete goals to be achieved by 2020, including
universalizing preschool education, improving nine-year compulsory education,
raising the senior high school gross enrollment rate to 90%, and increasing the higher
education gross enrollment rate to 40%.

Historical events such as China's admission into the World Trade Organization in
2001, Beijing's hosting of Olympic Games in 2008, Shanghai's hosting of 2010
World Exposition have made China accelerate the promotion of English teaching and
learning (Guo and Backett, 2012). In January 2001, China made the decision to make
English the compulsory subject in elementary schools from Grade 3 upwards.
Recently, China had called for the use of English as the medium of instruction in
some course like information technology, finance, economics, law etc.. English
teaching and learning focus has also changed from 2001. In January 2001, the
Ministry of Education emphasized the training of students' productive skills for
interpersonal communication in the new curriculum for elementary students rather
than the receptive skill reading in the old curriculum in 1999. In 2003, the new
curriculum for secondary school students focuses more on listening and speaking with
.less stress on grammar, reading and writing. The purpose of the top-down movement ·
to reform ELT in China is to develop the oral communicative skills of Chinese
English learners, preparing both individuals and the nations' competitiveness in the
global economy (Guo and Backett, 2012: 57).
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From 1999 until 2011, under the leadership of the Party Central Committee with Hu
Jin-tao as general secretary, the function of education is to serve the people for their
well-being. (Cheng and Li, 2008). Zhai (2011:14) echoes that human-centered
education is the natural requirement of the development of education. Education at
this stage offers equitable education opportunities for every learner and meeting
learners' learning requirement, takes learners as educational subject, fully explores
and develops learners' learning potential and offers condition for their free
development. However, Wu and Deng (2011) claim that there is progress in the
guiding educational ideology but the main purpose of education is still to serve the
development of the economy.
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6.1 Introduction
Due to the staged, goal oriented feature of genre, there is a close connection between a
specific genre and its evaluation pattern and certain social contexts. To achieve
specific communicative goal, speakers or writers are careful for the selection and
configuration of certain resources of appraisal for representation of ideology. The
current study conducts a detailed analysis of the evaluative features of editorials. This
chapter restates research questions, elaborates data of the study, how the data were
collected and how the investigation were conducted with a data sample.

6.2 Restating the research questions
Our reading and passion for the study lead the research from abstract reflections on
theory to aspects of application of the research and hopefully to answer the following
questions:
(1) How are appraisal resources deployed to represent power, ideology and

solidarity in editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011?
(2) What sub-genres of editorials are adopted to represent power, ideology and
solidarity in editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011 and
what are their generic structures?
(3) What are the factors that could influence the appraisal choices and generic
features of the editorials on education in China Daily from 2005 to 2011?
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6.3 Data of the study
Thirty-five editorials out of total one hundred and fifty seven editorials on education
published from 2005 to 2011 in the national English newspaper China Daily were
chosen as the data concerning the significance of their topics concerning education in
China. They were numbered according to their year of publication and the order of
publication in that specific year in the following Table 6.1 and samples of the original
editorials are included in the Appendix A attached to the dissertation.
Table 6.1: Editorial No., headlines and date of publication of the 35 editorials
Editorial No.

·~~~'

Date of publication

Headline

2005 [1]

Earmark more funds for rural schools

6 Mar., 2005

2005 [2]

Equal opportunities for quality education

16 Mar., 2005

2005 [3]

Providing real help for college students

13 May, 2005

2005 [4]

More public funds for compulsory education 22 Aug., 2005

2005 [5]

Free schooling is crucial for future

31 Aug., 2005
·L, .

.l

1

1

2006 [1]

Better education for west

22 May, 2006

2006 [2]

Fair play for all students

6th June, 2006

2006 [3]

Questionable exam

21 June, 2006

2006 [4]

Let kids enjoy holidays

1 Sept., 2006

2006 [5]

Bridge education gap

6 Dec., 2006

2007 [1]

Education overcharge

5 Jan., 2007

2007 [2]

End college largesse

23 Mar., 2007

2007 [3]

Make teaching attractive

21May,2007
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2007 [4]

Education for the poor

11 Sept., 2007

2007 [5]

Aid for students

13 Sept., 2007

2008 [1]

Grad degree woes

22 Jan., 2008

2008 [2]

. Equitable education

2008 [3]

Making of a teacher

27 June, 2008

2008 [4]

Best first lesson

1 Sept., 2008

2008 [5]

Put quality above size ·

2009 [1]

Collapse of standards

2 Sept., 2009

2009 [2]

Chinese Ivy League?

21 Oct., 2009

2009 [3]

Principled teaching

28 Oct., 2009

2009 (4]

Why such fuss on refonn?

10 Nov., 2009

2009 [5]

Education calling

2 Dec., 2009

2010 [1]

Autonomy for colleges

4 Feb., 2010

2010 [2]

Cut red-tape in education

15-16 Mar., 2008

r~

~

L

201 b [4]

I

/,

-

6 May, 2010
-

2010 [3]

11-12 Oct., 2008

(=:> •

Diploma mills

'·

12 July, 2010

· Equity in education

23 Aug., 2010

2010 [5]

University of new style

24 Dec., 2010

2011 [1]

Funding for learning

23 Mar., 2011

2011 [2]

Tsinghua's learning goal

25 Apr., 2011

2011 [3]

Compulsory curriculum

26 May, 2011

2011 [4]

Education equality

1June,2011

2011 (5]

Importance of education

4 July, 2011
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The data were planned to be collected from 1981, the year when the paper was
launched. However, it did not include any opinion page until 1998. From 1998 to
2005, the opinion section only contained one page. The columns of the opinion
section vary with the passage of time from 1998, which mainly include China Daily

Commentary, To the Point, In the Chinese Press, Candid Camera, What They Are
Saying, China Through My Eyes, It Seems to Me, Letters to the Editor, Editorials etc ..
From 1998 to 2004, editorials appeared in the paper irregularly. To the researcher's
surprise, there was not a fixed place for editorials on the opinion page. Therefore, the
researcher needed to judge whether one article was an editorial or not from the main
features such as the structure and functions, which are elaborated in the section

Editorial as media genre in Chapter Two. From 2005 to 2009, editorials were
published regularly on the left side of the opinion page. But the editorial column
remained untitled as Editorials until 20 I 0. It is noteworthy that the column China

Daily Commentary also appeared irregularly from 1998 to 2004. Then the column
disappeared in 2005. The researcher treated the China Daily commentaries as
editorials because they conform to the structure and functions of editorials. The
following Table 6.2 shows the number of editorials on education in China Daily from
1998 to 2011 (Appendix B lists the titles and publication dates of these editorials.)
Among them, there are only three published in the column China Daily Commentary,
which are titled "Education Reform a Must", published on 2 Apr., 1998, "Our
Teachers, Our Future'', published on 10 Sept., 1998, and "Educational Revival a Key

Goal'', published in the opinion page on 10 Sept., 2002.
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Table 6.2 Number of editorials on education in China Daily from 1998 to 2011
Year

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Number of editorials Total
On education m
China
3
0
2
0
1
0
1
157
10
20
24
17
,.,
17
33
29

l lr;:

There were only seven editorials on education in China published in China Daily from
1998 to 2004 compared with one hundred and fifty from 2005 to 2011. The following
Table 6.3 indicates the number of opinion articles on education in China Daily from
1998 to 201 I (Appendix C lists the titles and publication dates of these opinion
articles.).

It can be seen from Table 6.3 that from 1998 to 2004 there were 118 opinion articles
about education, but from 2005 to 201 I, the number of opinion articles concerning
education decreased to 65. The newspaper increased the ntimber of editorials on
education from 1998 and at the same time decreased the number of opinion articles on
the same theme.
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Table 6.3 Number of opinion articles concerning education in China Daily from 1998
to 2011
Number of opinion articles
Total
Year
17
1998
1999
12
2000
16
2001
11
2002
22
2003
19
2004
21
183
2005
13
2006
17
2007
8
,_
2008
8
- fl
~
2009
7
,. \
.,
2010
5
--.
2011
7
<

,_

-~

~

I

'\_I

~~

-~

6.4 Methods of data analysis

To address the research questions, an integrated framework has been set up to analyze
the data. Specifically, three types of analysis were performed. First, an inquiry was
made into patterns of attitude resources, engagement resources and graduation
resources existing in the editorials based on the system of appraisal reviewed in
Chapter Four. Functions of appraisal resources were also explored. Second, the
generic structure analysis of editorials was carried out with reference to the stages of
the texts according to editorials types proposed in Chapter Two. Lastly, the factors
that could influence the representation of educational, the negotiation of power and
solidarity in the editorial data were interpreted based on the review of CDA in
Chapter Three and the educational ideologies in China in Chapter Five. For the
convenience of analysis, all paragraphs were numbered with 1, 2, ... in each editorial.
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Appraisal resources were marked in italics with bold abbreviated and symbolized
annotations in square brackets. The annotations of monog/ossic clauses were saved
because clauses with heterog/ossic resources were annotated. The abbreviations and
symbols for annotation are listed in Table 6.4 in the following page.

The following examples from the editorial Autonomy for Colleges (Appendix A, 2010
[1]), published on 4 Feb., 2010, illustrate how the annotations were done with the
abbreviations:
To be unique and independent, universities must ( dexp: enter; obli; for:

t]

have the right to preside over their own affairs [ judg: ssan: +prop; universities;
obli; for:

t ].

The italicized words are those to be annotated. Must, as modulation of obligation, is
interpreted as dialogic expansion from the perspective of engagement. It functions to
trigger other ideas but the force is very high. The phrase must have the right to
preside over their own affairs functions as judgement of propriety .from the
perspective of social sanction. It indicates the obligation of the universities, the
appraised target. Due to the high value that must carries,force is enhanced. During the
process of doing annotations, sometimes we need to interpret the appraised gargets
since they are not given obviously.
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Table 6.4 The abbreviations and symbols for annotation of appraisal and modality
resources
un/happiness: -/+hap
Affect: aff
in/security: -/+sec
dis/satistaction: -/+sat
+:positive
- : negative
t: invoked

normality: norm
Judgement:
judg

Social esteem:
sest

capacity: cap
tenacity: ten

Attitude

Social sanction:
ssan

Veracity:vera
Propriety: prop

Appreciation: Reaction: reac
appr
Composition: comp

_.·

-

-~(.f,rlJ

·-

Valuation: val
.1

Force: for
Graduation

Up-grading:

t;

I

-

Low-grading:

-

L
Focus: foe
Monogloss
Heterogloss:
heter

Engagement

Modality

-I

Probability:
prob

Sharpen: :::=:::
Soften: ~
Dialogic
dcon

0:
I

• ,.,, ';c.

contraction: Disclaim: disc Deny: deny
Counter: coun
Proclaim:
Concur: cone
proc
Pronounce: pron
Endorse: end
Dialogic expans10n: Entertain: enter
dexp
Attribute: attr Acknowledge:
ackn
Distance: dist
Usuality: Obligation: Inclination:
ability:
usu a
obli
incl
abil
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6.5 Sample of data analysis

The data analysis is exemplified with one editorial sample in this section. The
editorial, titled Tsinghua s Learning Goal (Appendix A, 2011 [2]), published on 25
April, 2011, is a hortatory editorial with forceful tone.
Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: Tsinghua's Learning Goal
Sub-genre of the editorial: hortatory editorial
Editorial generic structure:
Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Orientation:
1

Tsinghua stated that it aims to become one of the world s top universities by the
year 2020 and one ,of the world'.s leading universities by the year 2050.
Attitudes and related graduation resources in stage one:

1. (1) Tsinghua University's centennial anniversary celebration on Sunday points
to the importance this country attaches to education, which President Hu Jintao
described in his speech as the foundation for long-term development [ appr: +val;
education; for:

t]

2. (2) As one of the most prestigious [ judg: sest: +cap; Tsinghua; for:

t]

institutions of higher learning in the country, Tsinghua stated just before the
anniversary that it aims to become one of the world's top universities by the year
2020 and one of the world's leading universities by the year 2050.

Engagement and related graduation resources in stage one:
1. (1) Tsinghua University's centennial anniversary celebration on Sunday points
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to the importance this country attaches to education, which President Hu Jintao
described [ dexp: attr: ackn ] in his speech as the foundation for long-term
development.

2. (2) As one of the most prestigious institutions of higher learning in the country,
Tsinghua stated [ dexp: attr: ackn ] just before the anniversary that it aims to
become one of the world's top universities by the year 2020 and one of the
world's leading universities by the year 2050.
Stage two (Para. 3-7)
Reasons to criticize Tsinghua:
1. The great number of papers published makes up only part of the requirements
for a top-level university.
2. They should be really concerned with the quality of education and the future
of the country.
3. Setting a goal is one thing and making efforts to realize it is another.

Attitudes and related graduation resources in stage two:
3. (3) As far as the publication of research papers and their citations are
concerned, nine specializations at the university already rate in the top I percent
globally [ judg: sest: +cap; Tsinghua; for:

t ].

4. (4) However, the great number of papers published makes up only part of the
requirements for a top-level university, and as President Hu Jintao reminded us,
the country's universities still have a long way to go [ judg: sest: -cap;
Tsinghua; for:

t ] before catching up with the current world leaders.

5. (5) Scientist Qian Xuesen once asked: Why have Chinese institutions of higher
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learning/ailed to [ judg: sest: -cap; Cinese institutions] create top-class talent?

6. (6) This is the question that all university presidents, ranking education
officials and professors should ask if they are really concerned with the future of
this country ( judg: ssan: +prop; all university presidents, ranking education

officials and professors; obli; for:

t ].

(7) This is also the question Tsinghua

must ask [ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua university; obli; for:

t ] when

endeavoring to realize its aspiration of squeezing into the top rank of universities
in the years to come.

7. (8) Tsinghua, and indeed all country's prestigious universities, must, first ofall,
realize that setting a goal is one thing and making efforts to realize it is another

[ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua and all country's prestigious universities; obli;
for:

t ).

Engagement and related graduation resources in stage two:
3. (3) As far as the publication of research papers and their citations are
concerned, nine specializations at the university already [ dcon: disc: coun ] rate
in the top 1 percent globally.

4. (4) However [ dcon: disc: coun ], the great number of papers published makes
up only [ dcon: disc: coun ] part of the requirements for a top-level university,
and as President Hu Jintao reminded [ dcon: proc: end ) us, the country's
universities still [ dcon: disc: coun ] have a long way to go before catching up

with the current world leaders.

5. (5) Scientist Qian Xuesen once asked [ dexp: enter; dexp: attr: ackn ]: Why
have Chinese institutions of higher learning failed to create top-class talent?
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6. (6) This is the question that all university presidents, ranking education
officials and professors should [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] ask if they are really

concerned with the future of this country. (7) This is also the question Tsinghua

must [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] ask when endeavoring to realize its aspiration

of squeezing into the top rank of universities in the years to come.
7. (8) Tsinghua, and indeed [ dcon: proc: pron; for:
prestigious universities, must [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] all country's

t ], first of all, realize that

setting a goal is one thing and making efforts to realize it is another.

Stage three (Para. 8-12)
Suggestions:
1. Tsinghua must allow real autonomy to academic studies and to allow full play
to the initiatives of professors and students.
2. Tsinghua should also be aware that some professors have lost the basic ethics
in their academic studies.
3. Tsinghua must get rid of the administration-dominated university management
model and the inertia of professors.
4. Tsinghua must balance teaching and research carefully.

Attitudes and related graduation resources in stage three:
8. (9) They must be clear [ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua and all country's

prestigious universities; obli; for:

t ] that a modern university education

mechanism is yet to be established to allow real autonomy to academic studies
and to allow full play to the initiatives of professors and students.

9. (10) They should also be aware [ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua and all
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country's prestigious universities; obli; for: t ] that the pursuit of fame and
money on the part of professors has been eroding the basic ethics they are

supposed to observe in their academic studies [ appr: -val; the pursuit of fame

and money; obli; for:

t ]. (11)

At the same time, they have lost the diligence

they are supposed to display in their pursuit of academic achievements, and
some clearly fail to devote themselves to teaching as their predecessors did

[ judg: ssan: -prop; professors; obli; for: t ].

10. (12) To develop itself into one of the top universities worldwide, Tsinghua

must muster enough courage to blaze a new tail in getting rid ofall the stumbling
blocks [ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua university; obli; for: j], including the
administration-dominated university management model and the inertia the
professors have developed under this model.

11. (13) It must shifi its attention from quotas [ judg: ssan: +prop; Tsinghua

university; obli; for: t ], such as number of papers published, the number of
research projects financed by the State and how much money it can make from
its projects onto the contributions professors can make to teaching and research.

12. (14) Only by carefully balancing teaching and research [ judg: ssan: +prop;
a university; obli; for:

t]

can a university hopefully cultivate top-class

graduates [ judg: sest: +cap; a university; abil; for:

t ].

Engagement and related graduation resources in stage three:
8. (9) They must [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be clear that a modem university

education mechanism is yet to be established to allow real autonomy to academic
studies and to allow full play to the initiatives of professors and students.

9. (10) They should [ dexp: enter; obli for: t] also be aware that the pursuit of
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fame and money on the part of professors has been eroding the basic ethics they
are supposed to [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ) observe in their academic studies.

(11) At the same time, they have lost the diligence they are supposed to [ dexp:
enter; obli; for:

t ] display in their pursuit of academic achievements, and some

clearly fail to devote themselves to teaching as their predecessors did.

10. (12) To develop itself into one of the top universities worldwide, Tsinghua
must ( dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ) muster enough courage to blaze a new tail in

getting rid of all the stumbling blocks, including the administration-dominated
university management model and the inertia the professors have developed
under this model.

11. (13) It must [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ) shift its attention from quotas, such

as number of papers published, the number of research projects financed by the
State and how much money it can make from its projects onto the contributions
professors can make to teaching and research.

12. (14) Only by carefully balancing teaching and research can [ dexp: enter;
obli and abil; for:

t ] a university hopefully cultivate top-class graduates.

Analysis of the editorial discourse features:

Tsinghua University, a public university established in 1911, has been constantly
placed as one of the top two universities in China along with Peking University. The
motto of the university emphasizes self-discipline and social commitment. However,
Tsinghua University boasts about its aim and judges itself based on teachers'
academic publications. The editorial "Tsinghua's Learning Goal" criticizes Tsinghua's
aim to become one of the world's top universities by the year 2020 and one of the
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world's leading universities by the year 2050, stating that the improvement of
education quality matters more than numbers of publications. It then lists the reasons
of the criticism and gives orders about what Tsinghua should do and should not do.
The editorial foregrounds judgements of propriety resources in the whole editorial.
There are 16 attitudinal resources in the whole editorial, among which only two are
appreciation of valuation resources, the rest 14 are all judgement resources. 4 of the
judgement resources are concerned with the capability of Tsinghua University and the
other 10 are concerned with what proper bahaviour that the writer thinks Tsihghua
should follow based on social sanctions. They together present the writer's negative
evaluation ofTsinghua's behaviour with prosody in stages two and three.

Martin and White (2005: 55) contend that modulations of obligation can be related to
lexicalized judgements of propriety. In the editorial, the judgements of propriety are
very strong achieved with high frequency of deontic modal expressions carrying high
values such as must, should and be supposed to. Must occurs six times in the editorial,
while should twice, and be supposed to twice. They all carry high values to show the
authority of the editorial. Instead, there is low frequency of such weaker epistemic
modal auxiliaries as may or might. In the last stages of editorials, the presence of need,
will, should denote obligation or prediction in the future, which is overt characteristic
of China Daily editorials.

In terms of engagement resources in the editorial, there are 14 dialogistic expansion
resources and 5 dialogistic contraction resources. There are two dialogistic expansive
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formulations in stage one and both of them are acknowledgement resources. The
writer quotes indirectly President Hu Jintao's words to indicate the significance of
education and then Tsinghua University's boast about their aim. In stage two, the
writer quotes Qian Xuesen's question to criticize Higher learning in China. The other
11 dialogistic expansion formulations all belong to the type of entertainment, which
are distributed from para. five to the end of the editorial. Ten of them are formulated
with high frequency of deontic modals such as must, should carrying high values. On
one hand it indicates certainty or high commitment the writer has to the proposition;
on the other, it indicates the power of the genre. They form the strong condemnation
tone with prosody in stages two and three. The four sub-type of dialogistic contraction
formulations in stage two adopts countering to form the tone of condemnation. In this
stage, the writer uses the mental process remind to source his/her proposition to
President Hu Jintao's words that universities in China still need to make great efforts
for a long time to catch up with the current world top universities. The authorial
forceful condemnation of Tsinghua University dominates the editorial.

The writer quotes the question asked by scientist Qian Xuesen "Why have Chinese
institutions of higher learning failed to create top-class talent?" to embed the
presupposition that Chinese institutions of higher learning do not have the ability to
to create top-class talent and to trigger thinking about the failure.

Shao and Shen (2012) state that in China, the journal impact factor (IF) is not only
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employed to evaluate the quality of scientific research, but also as an important
criterion for recruitment or promotion of the author(s), awards of research funding,
grants, and academic advancement, which has caused negative impacts on academic
research. The editorial points out that the emphasis of academic publications has
caused other negative effects such as teachers' negligence of their teaching duty and
pursuit of fame and money. This editorial resets the criteria of judging a university
through criticizing Tinghua's aim with a strong tone and inscribed judgements since
Tsinghua is supposed to be a role model of most universities in China. The power to
give directions to Tsinghua University partly indicates the collectivism in China, and
the institutional power of China Daily, the only national English newspaper in China.
Zhang (2008) finds the uneven distribution of modal expressions in editorials in
American and Chinese newspapers and contends that the emphasis of collectivism
rather than individualism in Chinese culture is one reason that leads to the preference
of modal expressions with high values in editorials in Chinese newspaper. The media
in China represents the interests of the country and the individuals are supposed to
follow the guidance and ideologies represented in the media. However, considering
the international readership of the newspaper, the writer needs to adjust the

engagement resources for building solidarity with the readers.

The editorial writer criticizes Tsinghua's emphasis on the publications of research
papers and professors' basic ethics that they are supposed to observe have been
eroded. The letter to the editor Plagiarism a Stain on Scholars (Appendix D)
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published on 20 Oct, 2011 states directly that requirement of publications in ·
universities leads to plagiarism in academic circles and plagiarism should be a taboo
for

tho~e

teachers. The publication of the letter to the editor shows the interaction

between the newspaper and the readers and the involvement of readers' voices in the
media, which can be seen as the promotion of solidarity among the media and the
audiences.
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Chapter Seven Deployment of Appraisal Resources in Editorials
7.1 Introduction
This part examines closely the patterns of appraisal resources in the editorial data in
terms of the three systems of attitude, engagement, and graduation. The patterns of
the subcategories and subtypes of appraisal resources in the data are elaborated with
extracts from the editorial data listed in Table 6.1: Editorial No., headlines and date of
publication of the thirty-five editorials, in Chapter Six. The abbreviations and symbols
for annotation of appraisal and modality resources in the data follow Table 6.4 in
Chapter Six. The functionalities of the deployment of the resources are presented:
conveying educational ideologies and power, building solidarity and manipulating
readers.

7.2 Deployment of affect resources in the editorials
There are not many examples of affect in the editorials. In some cases the writers use
these linguistic strategies to show their emotions and invite the readership to feel the
same and therefore achieve the persuasion effect. The writers also attribute the
emotions to participants in editorials. For instance:

Extract:
It is a pity [t, aff: -sat, authorities' lack of refection on the status quo] that the

concurrent complaints [aff: -sat, employers) about the short supply of qualified
talents and over-supply of college graduates are yet to make the authorities
seriously reflect on the status quo.
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Now it is the time to put quality above size and speed [t, aff: -sat, authorities'
requirement to change the current situation].
(2008 [5])
The negative emotions of the writer and employers towards the poor qualifications of
graduates are presented and therefore pave the way for the writer to call for action of
putting quality above size and speed at the last stage of the editorial. The use of "now
it is the time to ... " indicates the urgency and dissatisfaction from the writer.

In the following extract, the writer adopts "we" and "us" to align the reader while
expressing inscribed dissatisfaction towards the poor quality of higher education. And
the presupposition that the reader shares the same feeling leads to the calling for
action in the end of the editorial.
Extract:
We have been hearing lamentations [aff: -sat, unidentified; for:

t ] about the

falling quality of higher education and against academic corruption all these
years. And, once in a while, vows to have changes made are also heard. But,
forgive us for being impatient [aff: -sat, we], we are yet to see substantial
difference.
(2009 [1])
In the above two extracts, it is noteworthy that the four expressions of emotions are all
associated with dissatisfaction, which indicate that these parts of the chosen editorials
are about criticizing educational phenomenon. Editorials as political discourses keep
alert of educational problems with the ultimate purpose to serve the government, and
guide educational development.
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The following extract is put here to exemplify that dissatisfaction is the emotion
foregrounded in editorials of our data.

Extract:

It is sad [aff: -sat, the writer] that some are always looking for loopholes in
policies and trying to take advantage of them. It is even sadder [aff: -sat, the

writer; for:

t ] that there are always officials who are willing to bend the rules

for their own benefits.

(2010 [4])

It can be seen that the extract foregrounds the writer's dissatisfaction about the
corruption of helping students get high scores through changing their ethic identity or
giving students certificates for second level athletics. It must be pointed out that the
adjective sad and its comparative sadder are not used to indicate unhappiness but the
writer's dissatisfaction since their semantic meaning in the context is to indicate the
writer's frustration about the obstacle to pursue the goal of education equity.

In the editorial Why such fuss on reform? (Appendix A, 2009 [4]) published on 101h
Nov. 2009, the writer shows empathy with children and their parents to make the
point clear: the country's talent screening regime remains the same and that's why
parents don't want to reduce the burden of their children. Affectual inscriptions are
foregrounded across the editorial, as annotated below.

Extract:
The poor [aff: -sat, kids] kids complain [aff: -sat, kids]. So do [aff: -sat, their

parents] their parents. As do [aff: -sat, the education authorities] the education
authorities. Our school-age children are overburdened. They should not be
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deprived of the joy of childhood. There seems to be a consensus that something
has to be done to lighten schoolbags.

But to the Jiangsu education authorities' surprise [aff: -sec, Jiangsu education
Authorities], their five-month old initiative to reduce workload for school

children has run into strenuous opposition from parents. So much so that they
have had to publish an open letter to students' parents to solicit support.

All parents sympathetic [aff: -sat, parents] to their kids' plight should have
applauded [t, aff: -sat, parents). Yet we see the very contrary - they have been

railing against it.

And they have good reasons to be afraid [aff: -sec, parents]. In spite of all the
changes, the country's talent screening regime remains the same .. ..

So let us not blame the parents or the Jiangsu education authorities. But what is
happening in Jiangsu is a fresh reminder that reform in basic education must be
conducted with the context in mind. Many smart ideas end up aborted exactly
because they ignore the due context.

(2009 [4])
The extract evaluates children's feelings twice about their dissatisfaction with the
education method through the attitudinal resources: poor and complain. It does so
with kids' parents, twice about their dissatisfaction with the education method
through so do (complain) and sympathetic, once about their dissatisfaction with the
reform through should have applauded and once about their insecurity about the
future of their kids with afraid. The extract also evaluates education authority's
dissatisfaction with the education method and insecurity caused by the parents'
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response towards reform with so do (complain) and surprise respectively. The
deployment of all the negative emotions resonate with one another, indicating overtly
the dilemmas that kids, education authority and parents are experiencing. They
together build up the ground for the writer to reach the conclusion that reform in basic
education must be conducted with the context in mind

7.3 Deployment of judgement resources in the editorials
Attitudinal resources ofjudgement involve writers' representation of attitudes towards
human and their behaviour positively or negatively according to social norms. In the
data, institutions like universities, Ministry of Education are all judged as bodies in
most cases since they make decisions and take right or wrong actions. Editorials
feature judgements ofpropriety and capability.

7.3.1 Judgement of propriety
Resources of Judgement of propriety occur more often in editorials than other
judgement resources since it is concerned with how ethical someone is or how far

beyond reproach. The following editorial Making of a Teacher published on 2ih June,
2008 foregrounds explicit expressions of obligation that a teacher must possess and
explicit negative judgements of propriety of the teacher who ran away when
earthquake happened without thinking about his students' safety.
Extract:
It is never too much for a teacher to uphold basic professional ethics [Judg:

+prop, obli, a teacher; for:

t ] ...
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The revised professional ethics for middle school teachers published by the
Ministry of Education will put a full stop to this debate. It adds a stipulation that
a teacher has the obligation of protecting his or her students from danger [J udg:
+prop, obli, a teacher]. Its publication aims at soliciting public opinion

nationwide before its adoption.

Even without such a specification, very few would have deemed it as an
acceptable behavior for a teacher to run out of the classroom for his own life
without taking care of his or her student in time of an emergency [t, Judg:
+prop, obli, a teacher; for:

t ].

The self-defense by that teacher who did exactly that without a guilty conscience
[Judg: -prop, that teacher] has angered the public [t, Judg: -prop, that
teacher]. That he had the cheek to claim himself to be an excellent teacher is

anything but evidence that this guy knows what makes a qualified teacher [t,
Judg: -prop, that teacher; for:

t ].

Imparting knowledge to his or her students is only part of the qualities required

of a teacher [Judg: +prop, obli, a teacher]. Helping them cultivate moral
integrity is an equally important part of a teacher's duties [Judg: +prop, obli, a
teacher; for:

t ] ....

An unethical conduct by a teacher constitutes a profanity to the sanctity of this
profession [t, Judg: -prop, a teacher]. The cowardice and selfishness [Judg:
-prop, a teacher] that the teacher displayed when his own and the students'

lives were threatened is anything but a quality that a qualified teacher should
possess [t, Judg: -prop, a teacher; for:

t ]....

Of course, in time of an earthquake, not every teacher had enough courage in
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organizing evacuation of students. But it is beyond common sense for a teacher
to deny his moral obligation to save his students first in time of an emergency [t,

Judg: -prop, obli, a teacher; for:

t ] ...

In the above extract of the editorial Making ofa Teacher, there are twelve judgements,
among which five are positive, indicating obligations of teachers, and seven negative,
functions as criticism of the teacher's behaviour and professional ethics. It is noted
that six of the judgement resources are intensified to be strong to indicate the rules
must be followed, which also indicates the power of the editorial and intention to
promote the ideology that in emergencies teachers should sacrifice themselves to
protect or rescue their students.

In the editorial data, authors propose authorial directives frequently when they express

judgements of social sanction. The use of authorial ·directives is one distinct feature of
the editorials in our data.

Extract:
While both the government and the society wish for a healthy development of
the student aid system, attention should also be paid [j'udg: ssan: +prop; obli;

related institutions; for:

t ] to cultivating a caring mentality in those who have

benefited from the scheme.

After all, the students are expected to become rich in knowledge and ready to

repay the society [judg: ssan: +prop; obli; the students] with their
contributions after they graduate with financial support from government or the
society.
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Recently, frequent media exposure of students defaulting in repaying loans has
raised concerns about the sustainability of the national scheme as well as the
credibility of college students ....

Efforts need to be made to plug the loopholes [judg: ssan: +prop; obli; related
institutions; for:

t ] in the loan system to lower the financial risks for financial

institutions.
(2007 [5])

The adoption of modals should and need and the modal metaphor be expected to
express the writer's requests for action based on the social sanctions.

Authorial directives often occur frequently in the last stage of editorials, where
directives are given about the necessity to take some actions or stop some actions.
Extract:
Much needs to be done [judg: ssan: +prop; obli; related institutions; for:

t]

before the universities are given autonomy. University presidents should be

elected [judg: ssan: +prop; obli; related institutions; for:

t]

from among

professors rather than nominated by higher education authorities. Both professors
and students should have the right [ judg: ssan: +prop; obli; professors and
students; for:

t ] to decide whether their president should stay or go ....

The explicit authorial directives are all realized by modal expressions, carrying the
illocutionary force, urging related institutions and professors and students to take
actions. Meanwhile, all the directives carry high values showing the unequal relations
with the writer and the third parties.
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7.3.2 Judgement of capability
In many instantiations, judgement resources of Capability construe institutions as
incapable of solving problems or achieving goals and thus condemn them. The
following extracts illustrate the feature:

Extract:
The fact that the central government has failed to meet the target [judg: -cap,

the central government] in the past 10 years speaks volumes about how hard it
is to bring home to local government leaders the importance of education for the
country's long-term development.

(2011 [5])

Extract:
Apart from his legendary contributions in the nuclear arena, the well-known
scientist Qian Xuesen posed a challenging question: "Why do our schools always

fail to produce outstanding talent[ judg: -cap, our schools; for:

t ]?"

Extract:
The quality of such continuing education programs for adults has already gone
down the hill. These days, those who fail to enter universities (judg: -cap,

students] by passing the national college entrance examinations enroll at these
higher learning institutions.

(2010 [3])

Extract:
Education reform in China has reached a new and crucial stage. The driving
force is the need to produce an increasingly knowledgeable workforce equipped

to handle the challenges (judg: +cap, workforce; for:
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is not only growing extremely rapidly, but also becoming increasingly diversified
and sophisticated .
(2010 [5])
Extract:
Yet it confirms that the government has failed to meet its target [ judg: -cap, the
government]of spending at least 4 percent of GDP on education.

Public education in China is a State subject, run by the Ministry of Education.
The government has made nine-year compulsory education free. Students who
want to continue their studies further can attend three years ofsenior high school,
before taking the national college entrance exam. For higher studies, they can

enrol in any ofthe thousands of universities in the country.
(2009 [5])

7.4 Deployment of appreciation resources in the editorials
Vocabularies of appreciation assess non-living entities and phenomena. Realizations
of appreciation of valuation emerge most often in editorials since they are devoted to
assess how worthwhile something is according to social values. The following
editorial Best First Lesson published on

1st

Sept, 2008 points out how necessary it is

to train students' self-protection skills in emergencies with the foregrounding of

appreciation resources.
Extract:

No first lesson is more important than the one on personal safety for kids [t,
appr: +val, first lesson; for:

t ]. The First Lesson of the New Semester, a TV

documentary about how to protect oneself in time of emergency to be shown
tonight at prime time, is meant to provide school students with the know-how on

self-protection [appr: +val, first lesson] in such natural disasters as earthquake,
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fire, snowstorm or flood and other life-threatening situations .

. . . .many examples show that enough self-protection knowledge along with
enough courage and tenacity can help many survive what would otherwise be the

end oftheir lives [appr: +val, the know-how on self-protection] ....

This campaign is important not only because children represent the future but

also because children today will be parents tomorrow [appr: +val, the
campaign]. As students fully arm themselves with enough knowledge on how to

best protect themselves in life-threatening circumstances, they will be able to
easily teach their children the same knowledge when they become parents [t,
appr: +val, the campaign] ...

On 12th May, 2008, a terrible earthquake claimed many students' lives in Sichuan
Province. The Ministry of Education called on all schools nationwide to give lessons
on self-protection know-how in time of emergency at the beginning of a new semester.
The editorial writer shows the positive attitude toward the first lesson with the
inscribed and invoked appreciation, which could persuade the putative reader that the
first lesson about self-protection is very crucial.

7.5 Inscribed and invoked attitudes in the editorials
The expression of inscribed attitude is adjectival, but as a discourse semantic system,

Attitude can be expressed through various grammatical structures (Hood, 2004).
Martin and White (2005: 45) also states that attitude realizations "diversify across a
range of grammatical structures. In this research data, many grammatical structures
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were identified with the potential for evaluation. The following part outlines and
exemplifies diverse structures with inscribed evaluation meanings:
an attribute in a relational clause:
The increase is important for China's education and for creating a learning
society ... [appr: +val, the increase) (2011[1])

an epithet in a nominal group:
... for creating a learning society for sustained and inclusive growth [appr: +val,
growthJ (2011 [I])

It has a direct bearing on ... (appr: +val, bearing) (2011 [1])

... provide more public education resources to rural, impoverished and ethnic
areas [appr: -reac, ethnic areas] (2011 (1])

Manner of processes:
Hopefully, universities nationwide will carefully check ... [judg: +ten,
universities) (2010 [4])

... enrolled illegally ... [judg: -prop, students] (2010 (4])

a nominalised quality as head noun in a nominal group:
The inherent ambiguity in the label "world class" ... [appr: -comp, the label)
(2009 [2])
But the blueprint does promise some meaningful breakthroughs ... (appr: +val,
the blueprint) (2009 [2])

a process infused with attitudinal meaning:
Why do our schools always fail to produce outstanding talents? (judg: -cap,
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our schools) (2010 [2])

... many poor children in underdeveloped regions suffer from malnutrition ... (aff:
-hap, poor children) (2011 [4])

modal expressions:
However, the government can afford this.

Gudg: +cap, the government)

(2011 [1])

And it must do so.

Gudg: +prop, it) (2011 [1])

Adverbs serving as comment Adjunct:
... but they have, unfortunately, seen little fruit. (aff: -hap, they) (2007 [1])
Hopefully, the experts and decision-makers ... (aff: +sat, the writer) (2007 [3])

7.6 Deployment of monoglossic resources in the editorials

Writers affirm or distance themselves through engagement strategies from what is
written in editorials. From the dialogistic perspective, writers give responses, affirm
views, and anticipate possible responses and objections, or seek support through
monog/ossic and heterog/ossic expressions. Engagement analysis helps understand
how positions are achieved linguistically in terms of dialogic effects. The analysis is
also crucial to understanding the stance writers take, the stance readers are expected to
take towards

the propositions in editorials

and

how writers

negotiate

alignment/disalignment, i.e. agreement/disagreement with respect to both attitudinal
assessments and to beliefs or assumptions.
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Many clauses/clause complexes do not overtly reference other voices or recognize
alternative positions, which indicates the authority of editorial writers and aligns
readers to the side of the writers. The analysis of the following extracts elaborates
their functions.
Extract:

Public education in China is a State subject, run by the Ministry of Education.
The government has made nine-year compulsory education free. (2009 [5])

The propositions are presented as taken-for-granted, which are not up for discussion
and accordingly have the strongly ideological effect of construing for the text a
putative addressee who shares this value positions with the writer and for whom the
propositions are, likewise, not at issue.
Extract:

To a country with a long tradition of valuing knowledge and education, equal
opportunities for all to go to college has been an important part of education
equity which, in tum, serves as a barometer of social equity.
(2007 [5])

Taken-for-grantedness is also construed in the above proposition. It is presupposed
that the putative readers share the same position with the writer and therefore builds
solidarity between the writer and readers.

There are also cases when monoglossically asserted propositions are presented as
points for debate, which are exemplified in the following extracts.
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Extract:
The self-defense by that teacher who did exactly that without a guilty conscience
has angered the public.
(2008 [3])

The monoglossically asserted proposition in the above extract is presented as a focal
point for discussion and argumentation rather than taken for granted. The editorial
then goes on to argue why the teacher's behavior has triggered anger among the
public. As a consequence, the text construes a reader who does not necessarily share
the writer's view but who is still interested in further argumentation and is probably
leaning in the writer's direction.

7.7 Deployment of heteroglossic resources: dialogic contraction resources in the
editorials
In terms of the rhetorical functionality of heteroglossical expressions, they are
characterised as either "dialogically contractive" or "dialogically expansive"
regarding the degree to which an utterance acts to challenge, fend off or restrict the
scope of alternative positions and voices or entertains dialogically alternative
positions and voices. The following analysis demonstrates heteroglossic diversity that
occur in editorials and their functions. Dialogic contraction comprises disclamation
and proclamation.
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7.7.1 Disclamation
Disc/amation resources are the way in which "the textual voice positions itself as at

odds with, or rejecting, some contrary position." (Martin and White, 2005: 97). In
most cases, they not only function as aligning the reader to the writer's position but
also convey criticism in the editorials.

7.7.1.1 Denial
Denial is a resource with respect to alignment and putative positioning.

Extract:
We should, therefore, by no means be complacent about the achievement that, in
Zhou's words, "China has established the world's largest-scale educational
system and become a major human resource power."

Scale does not (heter: dcon: disc: deny] necessarily mean competitiveness and
equality, and quantity does not [heter: dcon: disc: deny] equal quality.
(2006 [5])
Denial occurs twice in the extract and is done through the resource of negation not.

The two negative propositions are dialogic in that they invoke and present themselves
as responding to Zhou's words that China has established the world's largest-scale
educational system and become a major human resource power. Through inviting the
putative reader to share the disalignment with the third party Zhou and a particular
assessment of his words, the writer aligns the reader into a position of criticism and
opposition to Zhou's views of education development in China. The denial is also
presented with back up and thus could convince the putative reader.
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There are also cases when the denial is against the putative reader, specifically against
beliefs which the writer assumes that as least some readers will be subject to. The
following is a typical instance.
Extract:

Legislators are soliciting opinions from the public for the revision of the law on
compulsory education. The core issue under discussion is just how to make sure
enough funds be pooled to make up for shortage.

People are not (heter: dcon: disc: deny] divided on whether we should increase
compulsory education spending. They cannot [heter: dcon: disc: deny] find
(2005 [4])

tenable arguments against it.

Denial occurs twice in the above extract and presents the writer as expert in the
mentioned area than the reader and as acting to correct misunderstanding or
misconception on he reader's part. Thus the examples of denial in the extract are
corrective, indicating that the writer attends to the reader's level of knowledge and
seeks to adjust the communication with the reader. Denial in this case will "enhance
solidarity as long as the reader is not resistant to having this particular lack of
knowledge projected onto them, and as long as they have no reason to reject the
particular viewpoint being advance" (Martin and White, 2005: 120).

7.7.1.2 Countering

Countering resources such as but, while, despite, even though, and yet inform the
reader that what follows is not his/her expectation.
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Extract:
Fiscal resources are always limited and policymakers have to balance fiscal
spending between various causes. But [heter: dcon: disc: coun] it is justified to
increase investment in the underfed compulsory education system.
(2005 [4])
In this extract, the proposition that it is justified to increase investment in the underfed

compulsory education system is in a countering relationship with the prior proposition
Fiscal resources are always limited and policymakers have to balance fiscal spending
between various causes. The denial of expectation serves as evaluation because it
generates the judgement of what should be done. It is aligning rather than disaligning
in that it projects on the reader a particular belief.

Adjuncts such as even, only, just and still also have a countering expectational aspect
to their meaning (Martin and White, 2005: 121).
Extract:
Swindlers also get involved. They will pose as brokers able to obtain extra
quotas from better universities by lubricating the channels with money.

There have been instances over the past few years of parents being swindled into
paying such crooks large sums of money, only (heter: dcon: disc: coun] to find
that the brokers vanished after they have handed over the cash.
(2006 [2])
That the brokers vanished after they have handed over the cash is presented as
defeating what would be the expectation that swindlers would help students obtain

extra quotas from better universities. The writer is presented as shocked by the
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exceptional consequence as it is assumed that the reader will be shocked too. The
denial of expectation functions as condemnation of the swindlers' behaviour and the

parents'.

7. 7.2 Proclamation

Proclamation occurs when the writer subscribes to a particular position and, in some

cases, rules out competing, alternative ones. Proclamation consists of three sub-types:
concurrence, endorsement and pronouncement.

7. 7.2.1 Concurrence

Concurrence not just explicitly conveys the textual voice's investment in the

viewpoint being advanced and thereby to confront or rule out possible alternatives,
but also represents the proposition/proposal as uncontentious within the current
communicative context.
Extract:

Admittedly [heter: dcon: proc: cone], expansion of enrollment, nationally

supported since 1999, requires investment. But a college should make expansion
decisions in accordance with its financial strength.
(2007 [2])

The writer presents himself/herself as simply agreeing with the reader on the view
expansion of enrolment, nationally supported since 1999, requires investment. The

possibility for challenging or rejecting of the proposition is therefore excluded.
Addresser and addressee are thus in alignment in the current communicative context.
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However, the functionality of values of concurrence is complicated by the fact that
they often occur as a precursor to a countering (Martin and White, 2005: 124). In the
above extract, the rhetorical move countering follows concurrence with the marker
but. In such context, the writer acknowledges the expansion of enrollment, nationally
supported since 1999, requires investment reluctantly as understandable and rational

then moves to the contrast propositions to win the reader over by the paring of
concession and contrast.

The following is another instance of the paring of concurrence and countering in the
editorial data.
Extract:
Of course [heter: dcon: proc: cone], in time of an earthquake, not every teacher

had enough courage in organizing evacuation of students. But [heter: dcon: disc:
coun] it is beyond common sense for a teacher to deny his moral obligation to

save his students first in time of an emergency.
(2008 [3])

7. 7.2.2 Pronouncement
Pronouncement involves intensification, authorial emphases or explicit authorial

interventions or interpolations (White, 2001 ). The following extract performs this
function of emphasis.
Extract:
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The policy of free university education will undoubtedly [heter: dcon: proc:

pron] be attractive to students from poor families who otherwise would not be
able to further their education or careers.
(2007 [3])
The authorial voice indicates heightened investment in the proposition with

undoubtedly and the space for dialogic interaction is therefore reduced.

The following extract also exemplifies the authorial emphasis.

Extract:
What Confucius emphasized is the sense of responsibility for one's parents in
maintaining personal safety. And the simplest truth is [heter: dcon: proc: pron]
that one cannot expect to accomplish anything without being alive.
(2008 [4])

Pronouncement sometimes confronts the third party.

Extract:
So the question at issue is whether a teacher can teach whole-heartedly in school.
It is definitely [heter: dcon: proc: pron] unforgivable for a teacher to teach in a
perfunctory manner in order to save energy for after-school classes, which brings
more money.

Frankly speaking [heter: dcon: proc: pron), lack of professional commitment
for some teachers is where the real problem lies.
(2009 [3])

There are two realizations of pronouncements, while the first one is related with the
emphasis of authorial voice, and the second one is related with intervention of the
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authorial voice on behalf of the reader. It does so agaihst some contrary view that
teachers teach after class only because they want to make more money. Thus such
pronouncement is dialogic in that it acknowledges an alternative while simultaneously

acts to challenge or fend it off. The writer apparently builds solidarity in that the
writer stands with the reader confronting some alternative view. Therefore, the two
formulations of pronouncements in the above extract are dialogically contractive by
dint of fending off alternative positions.

7.7.2.3 Endorsement
Endorsements are obviously dialogistic in that they explicitly hold the utterances and

viewpoints of external voices as true, reliable or plausible and thus the alignment with
the outside voices is established. At the same time, endorsements exclude alternative
colloquy about the external voices by dint of authorial positive judgement. Therefore,
endorsements are dialogic contractive with alignment established among the writer,

external voice and the reader.

Extract:
It is almost impossible for so many students in a single school to pass the

required sports competitions with such qualifications.

An investigation revealed [heter: dcon: proc: end] irregularities and even
corruption was involved. Similar scandals happen every year.
(2010 [4])

Through endorsing the result of an unidentified investigation, the author establishes
an aligning relationship with the external voice and the reader. The writer also takes
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or at least shares responsibility for the proposition being advanced by dint of the
external voice.

7.8 Deployment of heteroglossic resources : dialogic expansion
Dialogic contraction resources help the author to close down dialogic space while
dialogic expansion resources do the opposite. They introduce other voices into

editorials for not just for developing an impression of authorial objectivity but also for
allowing other participants' voices of evaluation. Entertainment and attribution are
the two main types of dialogic expansion strategies.

7.8.l Entertainment
Entertainment is related with

" ... those wordings by which the authorial voice indicates that its position is but
one of a number of possible positions and thereby, to greater or lesser degrees,
makes dialogic space for these possibilities." (Martin and White, 2005: 104)

Entertainment resources acknowledge or entertain a range of alternative views

mainly through modality, which is used to "make room for alternative views to be
expressed" since the speaker I writer is aware that what is proposed "could be seen as
contentious and likely to be challenged" (Foley, 2011: 133). Martin and Rose (2007:
54) states that:
... modality can be interpreted as a resource for grading polarity, for setting up
degrees of positivity and negativity (an intermediate space between yes and
no) .... So modality, like polarity, acknowledges alternative voices around a
suggestion or claim. Unlike polarity, it doesn't take these voices on and deny
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them; rather it opens up a space for negotiation, in which different points of view
can circulate around an issue, a space perhaps for mediation and possible
reconciliation.
(Martin and Rose, 2007: 54)
The analysis in this research tackles modality which modifies the effect of the writer's
stance from two perspectives. Modal expression with high values means up-scaling of
force and low values down-scaling of force. The scaling implies not just of certainty

or confidence in the truth value of the proposition or strong attitudes in this research,
but also the dialogic space left for alternative views. In other words, the modal
meaning they transmit indicates the writer's attitudes as well as dialogic functions. In
the research data, modality is foregrounded as a resource for indicating the writer's
attitudes and introducing additional voices. The following editorial Cut Red-Tape in
Education (Appendix A, 2010 [2]) adopts a variety of modality for negotiation. The

whole editorial is included for the convenience to see how frequently modality is
adopted.
Cut red-tape in education (6 May, 2010)
1. (1) Apart from his legendary contributions in the nuclear arena, the

well-known scientist Qian Xuesen posed a challenging question: "Why do our
schools always [heter: dexp: enter: usua; for:

t ] fail to produce outstanding

talent?"

2. (2) Although everyone may [heter: dexp: enter: prob] have an opinion or
two

regarding

the

issue,

the

common

consensus

revolves

around

bureaucratization of education. (3) No matter how anxious we are to see
"world-class" colleges mushroom here, it would [heter: dexp: enter: prob; for:
~ ] be just wishful thinking so long as our institutions of higher learning are run

like miniature bureaucracies by career bureaucrats.
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3. (4) So, when the authorities recently talked about "de-bureaucratization" of
education, it came as a ray of hope, although it was immediately dampened by
skeptical college managers.

4. (5) Stripping colleges of their administrative rankings may [heter: dexp:
enter: prob} hinder them further since Chinese society largely revolves around

administration by the bureaucrats, they contended - a point not entirely
unjustified.

5. (6) Yet, the process is destined to [heter: dexp: enter: prob; for: t] be
tricky, and difficult.

6. (7) Even Premier Wen Jiabao has sounded a note of caution - colleges should
[heter: dexp: enter: obli; for: t ] be de-bureaucratized in a "step-by-step"
manner, he said while commenting on higher education reform during his Youth
Day (May 4) visit to Peking University.

7. (8) Since educators themselves remain ambivalent or reluctant, it is anybody's
guess as to how long the process take. (9) The trouble is, if the schools are
managed like government affiliates, the idea of encouraging colleges to be
professionally run, too, would [heter: dexp: enter: prob; for: ~ ] be unrealistic.

8. (10) Not that there are no qualified educators in the bureaucratic set-up. (11)
.But, the way college caretakers are being appointed, it seems [heter: dexp: enter:
prob) people are always [heter: dexp: enter: usua; for: t ] put in wrong
places.

9. (12) Administrative authority usually [heter: dexp: enter: usua; for: t )
ranks above professional competence in performance evaluation. (13) Under
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such circumstances, the emphasis seems [heter: dexp: enter: prob] to be more
on being politically correct than thinking independently.

Modality across a range of modal meanings is deployed with high frequency to
acknowledge alternative positions in the editorial:
Usuality: always (twice), usually (once)
Probability: may (twice), would (twice), be destined to (once), seems (once)
Obligation: should (once)

In the above editorial, among the ten modality resources, five of them carry high
value, indicating the strong authorial voice and power; while only two carry low value
for opening up dialogic space.

There are various other ways of expressing modality, or expressing different degrees
of the speaker or writer's commitment to the proposition, than through auxiliary verbs,
adverbs like supposedly, possibly, adjectives like probable, likely, nouns such as
likelihood, possibility, and verbs like wish, reckon. Halliday (2004) generalize them as
grammatical metaphor of modality.

Rhetorical questions are used for several times in the research data to entertain and
involve readers' voices.
Extract:

yet, can we make these graduates love teaching when we bind them to a 10-year
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contract? [heter: dexp: enter] This is where efforts beyond designing the

contract-binding system are needed.
(2007 [3])
In the above extract, the use of rhetorical question is presenting no genuine questions.
The answer is obvious. But the opportunity for the reader to fill in answers to interpret
the meaning of the text invites the participation with the writer in making the points
that the editorial is trying to get across.

Headlines of two editorials also adopt questions, which have the same functions.
Why Such Fuss on Reform? [heter: dexp: enter]
Chinese Ivy League? [heter: dexp: enter]

(2009 [4])
(2009 [2])

The headlines are attention-getting because they entice the addressees by entertaining
their own views first without indicating the writer's.

7.8.2 Attribution
Attribution reports or indicates someone else's words and confirms the external tone

added to the discourse. Editorial writers normally do not use evaluative adverbials to
indicate their attitudes towards attributed material. However, they are careful with
verbs they use to show their agreement or disapproval with the outside voices.

7.8.2.1 Acknowledge
Acknowledge resources were abundantly found in the editorial data. These external

voices introduced sometimes back up the writer's point of view, sometimes for the
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writer to refute.

Extract:
Life is precious. Ancient Chinese sage Confucius once said [heter: dexp: attr:

ackn] that it was the very beginning of filial piety to protect even your hair and
skin from being hurt as they were all given by your parents.
(2008 [4])
Although the verb said does not indicate the writer's attitude towards the external
voice, the meaning carried makes the readers infer that the external material is used
positively for supporting the writer's point of view.

Sometimes there are no reporting verbs to quote the external voice, but the phrase
according to ... is adopted to indicate acknowledgement.

Extract:
China's public spending on education, according to a recent report [heter: dexp:

attr: ackn] , increased from 3.22 percent of its GDP in 2007 to 3.48 percent last
year. Such an increase in government spending - as a proportion of GDP - is
commendable at first glance. It shows that the government diverted more public
resources to educational undertakings, which are crucial for the overall
development of the people as well as the country.
(2009 [5])

7.8.2.2 Distance
The use of distance resources does not just multiply voices, but also indicates the
writer's attitudes towards the outside voice clearly. There is only one instantiation of
this engagement strategy in the research data.
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Extract:
The self-defense by that teacher who did exactly that without a guilty conscience
has angered the public. That he had the cheek to claim [heter: dexp: attr: dist;
for:

t ] himself to

be an excellent teacher is anything but evidence that this guy

knows what makes a qualified teacher.
(2008 [3])

By had the cheek to claim, the authorial voice disaligns itself with the external voice
which is represented as definitely wrong in the context of this particular proposition.
Such distancing formulation can be seen as dialogically expansive, as opening up the
dialogic space for alternative positions. However, the high investment of negative
value reduces the rhetorical potential with the writer's presupposition that the
addressee also shares the same ideology and therefore aligns the reader at the same
time.

7. 9 Deployment of graduation resources in the editorials
Editorials make extensive use of force resources especially about amount and
intensification to express grading meanings in the process of constructing
writer-reader interaction. With the use of graduation resources, in particular
up-scaling of force values, some expressions in editorials are strongly attitudinal. The
main device used for intensification is intensifiers. Some structures are also preferred
such as subjunctive mood and inverted sentences to emphasize the valuation of some
policies or how necessary some actions are at the last stage of editorials.
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Extract:
It takes time to keep all teachers committed to their work. More than a ban, what
is badly needed [appr: +val, a mechanism to encourage good teacher and

punish poor ones; for:

t ] is a mechanism to encourage good teachers and

punish poor ones. Only when those who have committed themselves to work and

students have incentives to do even better can we expect professional
commitment to prevail [t, appr: +val, a mechanism to encourage good teacher

and punish poor ones; for:

t ].
(2009 [3])

The intensifier badly functions as grading the appreciation of valuation with
up-scaling force. The inverted clause stresses how significant the mechanism is to
professional commitment and therefore invokes the strong positive appreciation of

valuation. Both of the appreciation resources co-articulate the positive attitudes
towards the mechanism.

Expressions of necessity are often presented with high ranking of force, with little
hedging or tentative language. Engagement resources can also be attitudinally marked
with graduation strategies deployed.

Extract:
State finance must at the same time help improve their working conditions and

increase their income [judg: +prop, obli, state finance; for: j; heter: dexp:

enter; for:

t ] . Only then will [heter:

dexp: enter; for:

t ] education pave the

way for better opportunities for rural children.
(2007 [4])

Extract:
It is high time that we start thinking more about quality [judg: +prop, obli, we;
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heter: dexp: enter; for:

t]

rather than just the quantity of

postgraduates.
(2008 [1])
The above two extracts foreground up-scaling of force while expressing judgements
of propriety and entertain alternative voices. They show clear directives of actions of
the writer rather than negotiation. These strong expressions are therefore marked with
educational ideologies about what to do.

7. 10 Deployment and functions of appraisal resources in editorials
China Daily is one of the most authoritative government-owned English media outlets

in China. The attitudes construed in the editorial data are not just the voices of the
writers, but the also representation of the positions of the central government. The
different choices within lexical-grammatical systems in the data realize different
attitudes and engagement effects, construct and negotiate meaning, and serve the

complex set of functions of editorials. The core functions are to represent or evoke
ideologies about education in these editorials and shape the opinions about education
in China among the audiences. The illustrations of deployment of various appraisal
resources in the extracts show how they co-articulate the writers' points of views and
attitudes strongly and clearly and reveal that they are in most cases ideologically
marked. The interactive engagement strategies also represent writer-reader unequal
relationship in editorial discourses for the realization of manipulating and aligning
putative readers to the writers' propositions.
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Based on the system of attitude, detailed annotation and analysis of attitude resources
were conducted to see the deployment of these resources for discourse purposes.
Authors of these editorial writers employ the full repertoire of attitudinal values to
show their stance, among which authorially-sourced judgement and appreciation are
foregrounded. This pattern corresponds to the fact that editorials aims to comment on
behavior and events (Liu, 2009: 64). Among the sub-types of judgement and
appreciation, resources of propriety, capability and valuation occur much more

frequently in the data than the other values. In particular, resources of propriety are
preferred, which is mainly because in editorials, the writers prefer the use of
modulation for giving directives for some actions or response on the part of the
addressee or some third party. Editorial writers also intend to assess social events with
valuation resources, which explains why these resources occur more frequently

compared with reaction and composition resources in the data.

Careful examination has indicated that affect states are rare. Basically, editorials are
devoted to social issues, judging people's behaviour and assessing social values of
issues like policies and phenomenon (Liu, 2009; Chen, 2011). Editorial writers need
to avoid personal feelings to sound impersonal and objective for the social purpose of
convincing readers. However, in some cases the writers need to show their own
emotions or attribute emotions to participants in editorials to invite the readership to
feel the same and therefore achieve the persuasion effect.
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In the editorials under investigation, the writers prefer to rank attitudes highly to win
over putative readers. To some extent the preference is due to the persuasive feature of
editorials and the authority that the writers aim to establish. It also indicates that in
editorial discourse the writers prefer high grading to increase the force of their
assertions.

Within the graduation system, thereare not many examples offocus in the data. There
are fewer focus resources compared with force resources. Therefore, the writers apply
more force resources to express grading meanings in the process of constructing
writer-reader interaction. High grading of force is also foregrounded to enhance
attitudes and narrow dialogic space.

Dialogicality in the data from the analytic aspects of monoglossic and heteroglossic

expressions is also explored. The analysis reveals and interprets how the
dialogic-making devices realize those dialogic functions and build solidarity in the
writer-reader relationship. The choices of bare assertions and the preference of
dialogically contractive expressions present the writer's positions clearly, and

illustrate inequality existing in the writer-reader relationship. The involvement of
different voices builds solidarity with the putative readers and therefore aligns them to
the writers' propositions. Source attribution manifests intentional strategies for
involving external voices and persuasion purpose. The foregrounding of formulations
of entertainment in editorials serves the functions of involving alternative voices. To
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some extent these structures help establish the writer-reader relationship as a
participatory and interactive one.

However, some engagement devices carry high value, indicating editorial writers as
experts passing on information to the uninformed. The frequent use of modality
especially the preference of modulation of obligation and probability carrying high
values, indicates "the power of the editorials to influence and control the public and to
maintain such social relations" (Liu, 2009: 73). Liu (2009: 71) states that " .. .in the
genre of China Daily editorials the use of modals of obligation and prediction is
foregrounded" an.d " modals of obligation I necessity, a distinctive feature of China
Daily editorials, are mainly used to appeal to the audience to behave in a certain way,

and thus function as the main tools to influence and manipulate readers." Modal
expressions of obligation especially those with high values normally occur at the last
stages of editorials, implying the writer's power to show directives for future action.
Due to the advantageous position in social relations and the genre feature, editorial
writers of China Daily have the power and freedom to apply various linguistic
resources to show their attitudes and views, shape them in the readership and direct
third party or readers' actions indirectly.
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Editorial as Media Discourse

8.1 Introduction

Chapter Eight considers editorials as media discourse and answers research questions
two and three. It examines types of editorials existing in the data and how appraisal
resources are used in stages of editorials. The purpose is to find out how power,
ideology and solidarity are represented in discourses for social practice in the Chinese
social, cultural, political contexts. The connections of editorial writers' individual
power and media institutional power are also interpreted. The social effects of
editorials are also explored to see how power of the media and ideologies conveyed
shape readers' views and promote social solidarity.

8.2 Sub-genres of editorials and their generic structures in the data
8.2.1 Sub-genres of editorials in the data

The generic structure of the thirty-five editorials has been examined in detail and
functions of each generic stage have been interpreted to see how they have been
organized to achieve social functions of editorials in specific contexts. Based on the
sub-genres of editorials proposed in Section 2.4.2.1 in Chapter Two and analysis of
the data, this study summarized the distribution of suh-genres of editorials according
to their main communicative functions in Table 8.1 on the following page. As can be
seen from Table 8.1, eight out of the thirty-five editorials fall into the analytical type,
and ten into the hortatory type. There are five editorials categorized as challenge
editorials, five categorized as discussion editorials, and seven problem-solution
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editorials.
Table 8.1: Number of sub-genres of editorials in the data
Analytical Hortatory Discussion Challenge
r
editorial
editorial
editorial
editorial
1
2005
1
1
2006
1
3
2
2007
1
1
1
2008
2
1
2
2
1
2009
2
2010
1
1
2011
1
2
1
Total
10
5
5
8

~

Problem-solution
editorial
3
2

1
1
7

8.2.2 Generic structure of analytical editorials
An analytical editorial aims to persuade readers of the statement thesis "something is
or should be the case" with explanations of what/how/why. The following editorial

Collapse of Standards (Appendix A, 2009 [1]) published on 2"d Sept. 2009 analyzes
why the quality of education is poor.

Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Orientation:
Ministry of Education only talks about the scale instead of the embarrassing
quality of higher education.

Thesis statement:
Quality of education can be embarrassing.

Stage two (Para. 3-5)
Reason 1 of poor quality:
Bureaucratization is the root cause of the degeneration of Chinese colleges.
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Elaboration:
I. Bureaucratization prevents academic autonomy and independent personality of
universities;
2. Bureaucratization makes intellectual pursuits subordinated to administrative
ambition.

Stage three (Para. 6-7)
Reason 2 of poor quality:
Those running institutions of higher learning are ignorant of, disregard, or cannot
follow the rules of education as a profession.

Elaboration:
The predominance of anti-intellectual factors not only deprive our institutions of
higher learning of academic vitality, but provide catalysts for academic
corruption.

Stage four (Para. 8-9)
Call for action:
Changes need to be done to improve the quality of higher education.

The editorial writer exerts the power to disclose the reasons of poor quality of higher.
learning. The writer briefly criticizes Ministry of Education's emphasis on the scale of
higher education and negligence of quality and then states that the quality of higher
education can be embarrassing. Beginning with the negative comment on colleges in
China in paragraph three, it ends with reason one "Bureaucratization is the root cause
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of the degeneration of Chinese colleges". Paragraph four elaborates how
bureaucratization leads to characterlessness of colleges.

Then paragraph five digs

deeper and discloses the inside problem that intellectual pursuits are subordinated to
administrative ambition due to the intervention of administrative authorities in
colleges. The writer then presents the unqualified and anti-intellectual administration
as the second reason of poor higher education quality. The conclusion restates the
thesis and calls for action to make substantial quality improvement happen in higher
education.

There are eight analytical editorials in the data. The other seven analytical editorials
include: Free Schooling Is Crucial for Future, published on 31 Aug., 2005, analyzes
the reasons to adopt a system of free nine-year compulsory education. Better
Education for West, published o 22 May, 2006, analyzes the necessity to implement

new policies for teachers and students in the west. Grad Degree Woes, published on
22 Jan,, 2008, analyzes the reasons and impacts of the drop of educational quality of
postgraduates. Best First Lesson, published on 1 Sept., 2008, analyzes the necessity to
make self-protection lessons a compulsory part of education. Why Such Fuss on
. Reform?, published on 10 Nov., 2009, analyzes why it is not easy to conduct reform in

basic education. University of New Style, published on 24 Dec., 2010, analyzes the
reasons to encourage independence in universities. Funding for Learning, published
on 23-Mar., 2011, analyzes the significance of increasing financing in education and
how to improve the efficacy of using the public spending on education. Except for the
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editorial Best First Lesson, which speaks highly of the policy to give self-protection
lessons to students, all the .other analytical editorials reflect problems existing in the
field of education. According to Ma (2011), to establish and maintain positive image
of China, the tradition of China Daily is not to reflect problems. in the country.
However, the situation has changed gradually compared with the tradition in the
1980s and 1990s for the purpose to be objective and to better serve the government.
These editorials mainly cover education equality and education quality from the
aspects of funding and reform and give suggestions to improve education in China,
which indicate the authority of the editorial writers of China Daily. They not only
educate the public about what the educational policies of the government are, but also
give suggestions to improve them.

8.2.3 Generic structure of hortatory editorials

Hortatory editorials are common in newspapers, functioning to persuade that
something should or should not be done. There are ten out of thirty-five editorials fall
into the hortatory type. This is in line with the assertion of Martin (1989) that most
editorials fall into the sub-genre of hortatory exposition. The editorial Let Kids Enjoy

Holidays (Appendix A, 2006 [4]) published on 1 Sept., 2006 is a typical one:
Stage one (Para. 1-5)
Orientation:

Some children were idle in summer holiday; while some were mobilized in
summer holiday to study hard.
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Stage two (Para. 6-7)
Thesis statement:

Holidays are supposed to free children from class and enable them to enjoy life.
Stage three (Para. 8)
Argument 1 (Reason 1):

Unworkable homework routines have worn down the children.
Stage four (Para. 9-10)
Argument 2 (reason 2):

Children need balance between homework, physical activity and downtime.
Stage five (Para. 11)
Suggestion:

Educators also need to make children's school time happy to help the digestion
of knowledge.

In this editorial, the writer gives two reasons to argue for the thesis statement that
Holidays are supposed to free children from class and enable them to enjoy life. In the

final part of the editorial, the writer gives suggestion about the involvement of
educators for kid's happiness in school. However, in reality, quality education is
misunderstood. Many parents equal it to sending children to various art classes and
make-up classes to learn some important courses such as English, mathematics before
new terms start. The editorial Why Such Fuss on Reform? published on 10th Nov.,
2009 points out that the main reason is that education in China is still exam-oriented.
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It is noteworthy that the writer of the letter to the editor titled Importance of Quality
Education (Appendix D) published on 12 Aug., 2010 holds the same view and points

out that teaching is still exam-oriented in middle schools. The writer concludes that
since getting good marks is still treated as success, quality education can not be
implemented. The publication of the letter could be seen as the public participation of
newspaper and the interaction between the newspaper and the readership.

The other nine hortatory editorials include: Fair Play for All Students, published on 6th
June,, 2006, points out that the college enrolment process is beginning to be marred
by irregularities and corruption in recent years and what should be done in order to
guarantee fair play for all who will sit the exam. Bridge Education Gap, published on
6 Dec., 2006, points out the educational imbalance and the reasons and give the
suggestion that increased investment in disadvantaged regions and groups of people is
a must. Making of a Teacher, published on 27 June, 2008 argues that teachers need to
protect students in emergency and suggests that this moral obligation should be added
as a specification to professional ethics for teachers. Principled Teaching, published
on 28 Oct., 2009 argues that the Ministry of Education should make it clear that a
teacher on government payroll should not tutor students after school for extra pay
through analyzing the negative effects. Education Calling, published on 2 Dec., 2009,
points out that the government has failed to meet its target of spending at least 4
percent of GDP on education and the significance of the investment in education. Cut
Red-Tape in Education, published on 6 May, 2010 suggests de-bureaucratization of
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education with demerits of bureaucratization of education listed as arguments.
Diploma Mills, published on 12 July, 2010 argues that system of continuing education

should be overhauled through pointing out their cheating problems and poor quality.
Tsinghua s Learning Goal, published on 25 Apr., 2011 criticizes Tsinghua's goals and

points out what it should do and should not do. Education Equality, published on 1
June, 2011 states in the beginning that education equality is an area that requires more
attention from the government and society with three arguments and indicates that
both the central and local governments' roadmaps and implementations of plans to
improve the efficiency of aid can make a different.

All these hortatory editorials reflect educational problems in China related with
quality education, education equality, and education quality. Parents, governments and
teachers are given suggestions to reduce these problems usually after reasons that
cause these problems are analyzed together with bad effects.

8.2.4 Generic structure of discussion editorials
A discussion editorial functions to expose readers to more than one opinion of an
issue and one argued over others in the conclusion. There are five analytical editorials
in the data. The following is the analysis of the generic structure of the editorial Put
Quality above Size (Appendix A, 2008 [5]) published in the issue 11-12 Oct., 2008.

Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Orientation:
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The Ministry of Education realized that the large-scale college enrollment
· expansion has been "too hasty" and vowed to slow down.

Stage two (Para. 3-6)
Reasons and merits of expansion:
I. China's ever-growing economy has made evident an increasingly acute need
for properly trained laborers.
2. Expansion is a matter of right to education, and equal access.
3. Expansion is also a logical result of the pro-active financial policy.

Stage three (Para. 7-10)
Problems of expansion:
1. The strides have been too big, and too rapid to be sustainable.

Elaboration:
Problems include: inadequate matching facilities, the universal lack of qualified
teachers, poorly constructed curricular.
2. As a result, many college graduates are not qualified talents and are unable to
land jobs in the talent-hungry market.

Stage four (Para. 11)
Suggestion:
Now is the time to put quality above size and speed.

Higher education in China has been continuously growing, changing and developing
after the Cultural Revolution. Expansion of higher education enrollment was started in
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1999 to meet the needs of qualified talents for rapid economic development; to·satisfy
·people's need to receive higher education; to expand domestic demand and
consumption; and to facilitate the implementation of quality education. However,
problems gradually emerged. In 2006, a State Council conference decided to
reasonably control expanding enrolment of students in higher learning institutions.
The editorial discusses the reasons and merits of expansion of universities and then
presents the demerits. After weighing the advantages and the disadvantages, the writer
proposes the overt suggestion that it is time to put quality above size and speed. The
editorials End College Largesse, published on 23 Mar., 2007 and Grad Degree Woes,
published on 22nd Jan., 2008 want to end expansion of higher education after
discussing the quality and financial problems caused by hasty expansion. These
editorials represent the educational ideologies, reflect the changes and shape them
among the audiences. The letter to the editor titled Post Graduate Spike Delaying

Problem (Appendix D), published on Mar 12, 2009, presents the same view that
although enrollment expansion bolstered domestic consumption, it led to degradation
of college and will devalue postgraduate diplomas due to the lack of qualified teachers.
The editorials and the letter to the editor present the same view that the expansion of
higher learning led to the decreasing of quality, which could be interpreted as
illustration of editorials' influence.

The other four discussion editorials include: Aid for Students, published on 13 Sept.,
2007, discusses from the positive perspective the central government's effort to
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establish a multi-layer student financial aid system for education equity and social
equity and gives suggestions about repaying loans and lowering the financial risks for
financial institutions. Chinese Ivy League?, published on 21 Oct., 2009 discusses the
nine-college alliance, dubbed C9 cannot compare itself to the Ivy League in the
United States. Autonomy for Colleges, published on 4 Feb., 2010, discusses Premier
Wen's words that universities should be unique and independent based on demerits of
universities run by the government and prediction of demerits of universities given
autonomy. Compulsory Curriculum; published on 26 May, 2011 discusses whether the
Ministry of Education should underline arts and sports as compulsory subjects for
primary and secondary schools with considerations of more pressure on students and
the benefits of having sports classes.

These discussion editorials are all concerned with education quality, education equity
and quality education. Only in the editorial Aid for Students does the writer show
support to the government effort. The two editorials Autonomy for Colleges and
Compulsory Curriculum give warnings to education plans after discussion. The other
two editorials Put Quality above Size and Chinese Ivy League? criticize haste in
higher education development. These editorials indicate the power of the writers and
their effort to generate changes in education through shaping new ideologies of
education. They also indicate the solidarity in the newspaper group to make
contributions for the development of education.
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8.2.5 Generic structure of challenge editorials
A challenge editorial functions to question or argue against an existing opinion on an
public issue, such as policies or decisions. There are five challenge editorials in the
research data. There is one editorial which challenge to the English exam system,
titled Questionable Exam (Appendix A, 2006 [3]) published on 21 June, 2006.

Stage one (Para. 1-14)
Problem 1:
Gaining the certificate is considered to be more important than students' actual
English proficiency.

Elaboration:
1. Cheating is reported to be rampant in the annual College English Test Band 4
and Band 6 (CET-4 and CET-6) exams.

2. These guidebooks and training classes merely teach students how to pass the
exam.

Stage two (Para.14-16)
Problem 2:
Such a standardized exam can not really reflect students' English proficiency

Elaboration:

1. Many get good results not because they have a very good command of the
English language, but rather because they have learnt how to deal with the exam.
2. The exam has nothing to do with language learning and is merely a test for the
sake of it.
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Stage three (Para. 17-18)
Position and suggestion:
It is questionable whether this exam can function as a benchmark of students'
skills and as a means to encourage them to further their studies. If it cannot, it
either needs to be abolished or reformed.

Through detailed elaboration of problems with the College English Test Band 4 and
Band 6 exams, the writer strongly questions the function of the exams and justifies
his/her position stated at the last stage of the editorial: CET 416 either need to be
abolished or reformed. Richards (2001 :214) argues that learning is facilitated by
exposure to authentic language and through using language for genuine
communication. However, due to the language environment outside of classroom and
exam-oriented English teaching and -learning in China, it is hard for Chinese to
acquire English. Students learn English to pass exams for extrinsic motivations such
as getting a certificate, landing a good job.

The letter to the editor Make Test Voluntary (Appendix D) was published on 18 Mar.,
2005 in China Daily, one year before the publication of the editorial. The reader
writer criticizes the close link between a degree and the CET that graduates are not
given a bachelor's degree if they cannot pass the CET-4 or CET-6 level English exams
and students' cheating due to the close link of the CET-4 and their degree. The writer
suggests that the test should be made voluntary and criticizes the test from more
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aspects like the cheating, failing to test students' proficiency, the link between passing
the exam and getting a degree etc and suggests that the tests either need to be
abolished or reformed. The writer shows the responsibility to guide the public's views
of the English exam through challenging to the exam system.

The letter to the editor titled Language of Communication (Appendix D) published on
2 July 2010 states that English is taught in schools like any other subject, not as a
language of communication in schools (especially public schools). The passive
exam-oriented education system leads to students' inability of communication. The
writer of the letter to the editor shares the same view with the editorial writer's that
the purpose of English learning should be communication, which could be interpreted
as the ideology-shaping effect that editorials can exert on the public.

The other challenge editorials in the research data include: Providing Real Help for

College Students published on 13 May, 2005 challenges the Ministry of Education's
bans against unauthorized tuition hikes since they cannot work and suggestions are
given to help work out a more complex system of charging for higher education.

Make Teaching Attractive published on 21 May, 2007 give reasons to rebut Free
Teacher Education plan which aims to improve education in underdeveloped areas
with strict stipulations for those who sign the contract. The suggestion is to establish
teaching as a desirable profession. Education for the Poor published on 11 Sept., 2007
argues that Premier Wen's talk about free education of future teachers for rural areas
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. is not enough to realize equal and fair education for the impoverished. Suggestions are
that state finance must at the same time help improve teachers' working conditions
and increase their income. Equitable Education, published on 15-16 Mar., 2008 rebuts
Education Minister Zhou Ji 's positive description of educational development in
China and states that there is no sign of situation changing in the field of education in
the years to come.

All these challenge editorials show the writers' disagreements with the current
policies or plans related with education quality, equity and sustainable development.
They all aim to promote social solidarity with educational development.

8.2.6 Generic structure of problem-solution editorials
In terms of problem-solution editorials, problem(s) are often illustrated first with
solutions proposed. Seven editorials in the data fall into the problem-solution

type~

The following generic structure analysis is about the editorial More Public Funds for

Compulsory Education (Appendix A, 2005 [4]) published on 22nd Aug., 2005 in the
opinion page of China Daily. ·

Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Progress of education iil China:
China's nine-year compulsory education system has made great progress.

Stage two (Para. 3-8)
Problem of education in China:
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China's nine-year compulsory education system has been run with chronic
funding shortages.

Elaboration:
1. Legislators are soliciting opinions on how to make sure enough funds.
2. Statistics to show the problem of underfunding.

Stage three (Para. 9-12)
Solution 1:
Enforceable law .is needed to guarantee the budget.

Elaboration:
The new version of compulsory education law will decide not only the efficacy
of the law but also the future of China's basic education.

Stage four (Para. 13-17)
Grounds:
The central and local governments have shouldered disproportionate burden to
their fiscal strength.

Solution 2:
The revised law needs to stipulate clearer terms on the exact responsibilities and
liabilities of central and local governments on developing compulsory education.

Stage five (Para. 18)
Solution 3:
It is justified to increase investment in the underfed compulsory education
system.
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Stage six (Para. 19)

Warning:
Without high-calibre human resources, our development will become
unsustainable.

This editorial writer starts with the progress of education in China and then moves to
elaborate the problem that chronic funding shortages in China's nine-year compulsory
education system. The writer then proposes that enforceable laws should be made to
guarantee the budget and clarify the responsibilities of central and local governments.
The editorial writer also suggests that investment in education should also be
increased and ends with a warning . that sustainable development will not be
guaranteed without cultivation of high-calibre resources.

The other six problem-solution editorials are the following: Earmark More Funds for

Rural Schools published on 6 Mar., 2005 presents the structural imbalance in the
development of China's education and the reasons. Solutions like funding
improvement in education and improving investment mechanism are given to the
government. Equal Opportunities for Quality Educations published on 16 Mar., 2005
starts with the unequal development of education in rural areas followed by solutions
and analysis of the reasons related with the amount of fiscal input and the unbalanced
distribution of resources between rural and urban schools. Education Overcharge
published on 5 Jan., 2007 points out the Ministry of Education's little fruit in curbing
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random overcharges in education and offers soh1tions: The ministry mus.t improve its
pace

in

drafting

the

accounting

system to

redress

past irregularities;

efficiency-centered reform of universities must be accelerated to enable them ·to
operate with lower costs. End College Largesse published on 23 Mar, 2007 points out
that the expansion of colleges in China had resulted in poor academic quality and
huge debts. It analyzes the reasons and suggests that the establishment of a sound
accountability system, specific procedures for financial decision-making and opening
colleges' financial maneuvers. Equity in Education published on 23 Aug., 2010
reports briefly scandals about students who are enrolled into universities illegally, by
fraudulently obtaining high scores and suggests that the Ministry of Education needs
to consider narrowing the discretion for local educational departments in this regard
and universities nationwide should carefully check whether the extra marks obtained
by the candidates are true to their names and spot cheaters and deny their admission.

Importance of Education published on 4 July, 2011 states the problem that the
objective of the government to reach that 4 percent target by the end of 2012 is
unlikely to be met unless greater efforts are made. It then analyzes the reasons and
suggests that a mechanism need to be established to make sure the distribution of
educational funding and local governments should attach much . importance to
education;

All these seven editorials aim to cause changes in education in terms of educational
funding, equity, and quality. Suggestions or solutions are given to administrators of
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universities, central and local govermnents, and Ministry of Education.

8.2. 7 Features of generi~ structures of the editorials
Examination of the generic structures of editorials in the data.indicates that the stages
normally cover orientation, reasons and calling for action/suggestions as the last
stage. Editorials are about social issues related with news events and therefore need
orientation to explain the issues first. To win readers over, the lists and analysis of
reasons are often presented. As a special media genre, editorials also endow the
writers with the power to urge the implementation of some actions or directions in the
coda. Therefore, editorials often follow three general stages presented in Chapter Two:
the summary of the event, followed by an evaluation of the event, and a pragmatic
conclusion (van Dijk, 1998). The elements included in the evaluation stage such as
reasons of some phenomenon, problems, demerits or merits of a policy may differ
without regular rules. However, the element of discussing reasons of problems occurs
more frequently in the editorial data partially because editorials tackle social issues
and explore the reasons behind them.

Most of the editorials are organized directly stage by stage to foreground ideologies
on education and reflect the changes. The result reinforces the point that Chinese
writers tend to develop argumentative writing in a linear manner. It is noteworthy that
thirty two editorials among the data develop directly. Only two editorials fail to do so:

Earmark More Funds for Rural Schools published on 6th Mar., 2005, and Equal
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Opportunities for Quality Education published on 16th Mar., 2005. The generic
structure analysis of these editorials indicates that the opening stage misleads the
readers. In the editorial Earmark more Funds for Rural Schools, the writer spends
seven paragraphs on the elaboration that education in China has made much progress
like the Chinese economy. The writer eventually moves to the problem "China's
education is fettered by a structural imbalance like the Chinese economy". In the
editorial Equal Opportunities for Quality Education, the writer spends time in
reporting the large amount of graduates in China in 2004 and the development in
education. The writer doesn't touch upon the thesis statement "Upholding equal
opportunity in the education sector in China is a daunting task" until paragraph nine.

There is one editorial Chinese Ivy League? (Appendix A, 2009 [2]), published on 21
Oct. 2009. That is poorly organized. The analysis of the editorial illustrates the
problem.
Stage one (Para. 1-3)
Orientation:
The newborn nine-college alliance, dubbed C9, has shied away from comparing
itself to the Ivy League in the United States.
Thesis statement:
A lot is to be done for the C9 to even be a look-alike.
Elaboration:

1. The origin of C9
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2. It is difficult to build C9, because higher education has lagged behind.
3. It is also easy to build C9 because there is no definite yardstick out there.
Stage two (Para. 4-5)
Strong.point of C9:
The blueprint of C9 does promise some meaningful breakthroughs in the current
regime - the idea of mutual complementarity and resource-sharing in particular.
Weak point of C9:
Allowing students to take full advantage of the strengths of nine schools is
otherwise impossible at this point.
Stage three (Para. 6)
Contrast of C9 and college unification:
Strong Point of C9:
The C9 aspires for inter,..campus integration.
Weak point of college unification:
The unification of many colleges remains superficial in the absence of genuine
integration of resources and even management philosophies.
Stage four (Para. 7)
Suggestion:
We would rather see down-to-earth efforts to improve the way our colleges are
run, and to make sure our students learn what higher education is supposed to
deliver.
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From the above analysis of generic structure and the content of the editorial, it would
seem that this editorial is poorly organized with limited coherence and logic in the
generic stages and does not reach the persuasive potential. The beginning arrests the
readers' attention with the issue that the newborn nine-college alliance has shied away
from comparing itself to the Ivy League in the United States, followed by the writer's
position: a lot is to be done for the C9 to even be a look-alike. The arguments and
elaboration of what the C9 need to improve are supposed to be presented in the rest of
the editorial. However, only further background information of C9 is supplied. Then
the writer moves to the simple comment on the mission to create "world class"
Chinese colleges. The next three paragraphs do not seem to support the thesis
statement. They mainly focus on the advantages of having C9 alliance. They present
the breakthroughs of the C9, the idea of mutual complementarity and resource-sharing
in particular and the advantages to broaden the horizon and prospect of the students of
the member schools. It seems that the writer aims to contrast the strengths and the
weak points of the C9 alliance. Nevertheless, the writer only points out with one
sentence that students cannot take full advantage of the strengths without any
evidence or support. Then the writer mentions the difference of C9 and unification of
colleges and summarizes that the C9 merits endorsements and how the C9 works that
out should be exemplary for other schools. No discourse markers are employed to let
the audience predict what the writer is going to move to. The last paragraph is well
organized. It appeals to the reader that labels of the C9 are just useless games of
words and restates the thesis that down-to-earth efforts are needed to improve the way
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colleges are run.

It would be hard for the writer to make the audience receptive to the position proposed

in the editorial. There are neither topic sentences to orient the audience in paragraphs
four, five and six nor substantial evidence to back up the thesis statement. Perhaps the
author hopes to concede the strengths of C9 first and then elaborate the weaknesses.
However, the latter is ignored. The imbalance leads to the absence of refutation of the
image ofC9.

There was a letter to the editor titled The Long March to Higher Education (Appendix
D), published two months after the above editorial in the issue 12-13 Dec., 2009,
which also talks about the establishment of C9. However, it seems that the letter's
purpose is not to respond to the editorial. The writer, a U.S. education researcher, only
presents the origin of C9 and praises the progress made in the field of education in
China. Then the writer shows worries that higher education in U.S.A may fall behind
if China continues to strengthen its universities.

8.3 Appraisal realization in sub-genres of editorials
A genre is a staged and goal-oriented social process (Martin and White, 2007: 8). It is
realized in a text for specific social functions. This part analyzes how editorial writers
make full use of different sub-genres of editorials and appraisal resources to conduct
social practice.
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8.3.1 Appraisal in analytical editorials

As for the analytical editorials, the purpose is to explain what the policies are and
what the government is going to do and argue why the policies are necessary.
Normally the end is devoted to brief calling for action or making goals. Take the
analysis of the editorial Best First Lesson published on 1st Sept., 2008 as one
example.
Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: Best First Lesson [ appr: +val; first lesson; for:

t)

Sub-genre of the editorial: analytical editorial
Generic structure:
Stage one (Para. 1-3)
Thesis statement:

No first lesson is more important than the one on personal safety for kids.
Orientation:

The First Lesson of the New Semester is about how to protect oneself in time of
emergency.
Attitude resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) No first lesson is more important [ appr: +val; the lesson on personal;

for:

t ) than the one personal on safety for kids. (2) The First Lesson of the

New Semester, a TV documentary about how to protect oneself in time of
emergency to be shown tonight at prime time, is meant to provide school

students with the know-how on self-protection in such natural disasters as
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earthquake, fire, snowstorm or flood and other life-threatening situations

[ appr: +val; the lesson on personal safety ].

2. (3) The Ministry of Education has notified all primary and middle schools to
urge students and their parents to watch this documentary [ t, appr: +val; the

lesson on personal safety; for:

t J, which was jointly produced by the ministry

and CCTV. (4) Some Olympic gold medalists, renowned scholars and social
celebrities have participated in making this program. [ t, appr: +val; the lesson

on personal safety; for:

t]

3. (5) With this program as the core of a national campaign to alert students on
personal safety, the ministry has called on all schools nationwide to give lessons
on self-protection know-how in time of emergency every semester [ t, appr: +val;

the lesson on personal safety; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (I) No [ dcon: disc: deny; for:

t ] first lesson is more important than the

one on personal safety for kids. (2) The First Lesson of the New Semester, a TV
documentary about how to protect oneself in time of emergency to be shown
tonight at prime time, is meant to provide school students with the know-how on
self-protection in such natural disasters as earthquake, fire, snowstorm or flood
and other life-threatening situations.
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2. (3) The Ministry of Education has notified all primary and middle schools to
urge students and their parents to watch this documentary, which was jointly
produced by the ministry and CCTV. (4) Some Olympic gold medalists,
renowned scholars and social celebrities have participated in making this
program.

3. (5) With this program as the core of a national campaign to alert students on
personal safety, the ministry has called on [ dexp: attr: ackn ] all schools
nationwide to give lessons on self-protection know-how in time of emergency
every semester.

Stage two (Para. 4)
Reason 1:
Life is precious.

Elaboration:
1. What Confucius emphasized is the sense of responsibility for one's parents in
maintaining personal safety.
2 The simplest truth is that one cannot expect to accomplish anything without
being alive.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage two:
4. (6) Life is precious [ appr: +val; life ). (7) Ancient Chinese sage Confucius
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once said that it was the very beginning offilial piety [ appr: +val; to protect
life] to protect even your hair and skin from being hurt as they were all given by
your parents. (8) What Confucius emphasized is the sense of responsibility

[ judg: ssan: +prop; a person] for one's parents in maintaining personal safety.
(9) And the simplest truth is that one cannot expect to accomplish anything

without being alive [ t, judg: ssan: +prop; a person; prob; for:

t ).

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:
4. (6) Life is precious. (7)Ancient Chinese sage Confucius once said [ dexp: attr:

ackn J that it was the very beginning of filial piety to protect even your hair and
skin from being hurt as they were all given by your parents. (8) What Confucius

emphasized [ dexp: attr: ackn] is the sense of responsibility for one's parents in
maintaining personal safety. (9) And the simplest truth is [ dcon: proc: pron ]
that one cannot expect to accomplish anything without being alive.

Stage three (Para. 5-8)
Reason 2:
Enough self-protection knowledge along with enough courage and tenacity can
help many survive tough situations.

Elaboration:
1. The freshest example from the May earthquake m Sichuan, Gansu and
Shaanxi provinces;
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2. The case of a seven-year-old girl who made a medical emergency call to save
her parents.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. (10) Yet, there are times when one can be helpless and hopeless [ aff: -sec; a

person ] in trying to survive many life-threatening situations. (11) There are
reports about such tragedies almost every day. But that does not mean we should
wait to perish [ t, judg: ssan: +prop; we; obli; for:

t ] in the face of such

situations, and many examples show that enough self-protection knowledge
along with enough courage and tenacity can help many survive [ appr: +val;

self-protection knowledge; abil; for: t ] what would otherwise be the end of
their lives.

6. (12) The freshest example is from the May earthquake in Sichuan, Gansu and
Shaanxi provinces. (13) When thousands ofprimary and middle school kids were
killed by collapsed school buildings, all students from a middle school survived
the disaster even without a single one being hurt because of their timely, orderly
and reasonable evacuations [ t, appr: +val; self-protection knowledge; for:

t ],

which they had drilled regularly in every semester.

7. (14) What was the most impressive was the case of a seven-year-old girl who
made a medical emergency call when she found that her parents were
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gas-poisoned in the bathroom [ t, appr: +val; knowledge to handle critical

situations; for:

t ]. (15) Her timely call saved his parents' lives [ t, a ppr: +val;

knowledge to handle critical situations; for:

t ] and it was from books she had

learned [ t, appr: +val; training of how to handle critical situaitons; for:

t]

what to do in such critical situations.

8. (16) In fact, the know-how on self-protection in time of emergency needs to be

made an important part of early education for all kids from parents at home and
teachers in schools as well

[ appr: +val; training of self-protection; for:

t]

because life is fragile but can be tough when one is armed with enough

knowledge on how to best survive life-threatening circumstances [ t, appr: +val;

training of self-protection; prob; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. (10) Yet [ dcon: disc: coun ], there are times when one can [ dexp: enter;
prob; for:

t ] be helpless and hopeless in trying to survive many life-threatening

situations. (11) There are reports about such tragedies almost every day. But

[ dcon: disc: coun ] that does not [ dcon: disc: deny ] mean we should [ dexp:
enter; obli; for:

t ] wait

to perish in the face of such situations, and many

examples show [ dcon: proc: end; for:

t]

that enough self-protection

knowledge along with enough courage and tenacity can [ dexp: enter; abil; for:

t ] help many survive what would [ dexp: enter; prob; for: ~ ] otherwise be the
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end of their lives.

6. (12) The freshest example is from the May earthquake in Sichuan, Gansu and
Shaanxi provinces. (13) When thousands of primary and middle school kids were
killed by collapsed school buildings, all students from a middle school survived
the disaster even without a single one being hurt [ dcon: disc: coun; for:

t]

because of their timely, orderly and reasonable evacuations, which they had
drilled regularly in every semester.

7. (14) What was the most impressive was the case of a seven-year-old girl who
made a medical emergency call when she found that her parents were
gas-poisoned in the bathroom. (15) Her timely call saved his parents' lives and it
was from books she had learned what to do in such critical situations.

8. ( 16) Jn fact [ dcon: proc: pron ], the know-how on self-protection in time of
emergency needs to [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be made an important part of

early education for all kids from parents at home and teachers in schools as well
because life is fragile but [ dcon: proc: cone ] can [ dexp: enter; prob; for: t ]
be tough when one is armed with enough knowledge on how to best survive
life-threatening circumstances.
Stage four (Para. 9)
Reasons 3 and 4:
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Children represent the future and they can teach their children the same
knowledge when they become parents.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage four:
9. (17) This campaign is important not only because children represent the future

but also because children today will be parents tomorrow [ appr: +val; the

campaign; for: t ]. (18) As students fully arm themselves with enough
knowledge on how to best protect themselves in life-threatening circumstances,
they will be able to easily teach their children the same knowledge [ t, appr:

+val; the campaign; prob and abil; for: t ] when they become parents.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage four:
9. (17) This campaign is important not only because children represent the future
but also because children today will be parents tomorrow. (18) As students fully
arm themselves with enough knowledge on how to best protect themselves in
life-threatening circumstances, they will be able to [ dexp: enter; prob and obil;

for:

t]

easily teach their children the same knowledge when they become

parents.

Stage five (Para. 10)
Call for action:
Training students self-protection knowledge should be made as a compulsory
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part of our education.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage five:
10. (19) So make it a compulsory part of our education to teach them such

knowledge [ judg: ssan: +prop; related institutions; obli; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage five:
10. (19) So make it a compulsory part of our education to teach them such
knowledge.

Analysis of the editorial discourse features:
This editorial was written after the devastating earthquake which hit China in May,
2008. The intention of the editorial is to persuade the public that it is necessary for the
Ministry of Education to urge children to learn measures for protecting themselves in
time of emergency. The editorial writer starts with the thesis statement "No first
lesson is more important than the one on personal safety for kids", and then presents
four reasons to back up the statement: Life is precious; enough self-protection
knowledge along with enough courage and tenacity can help many survive tough
situations; and children represent the future and they can teach their children the same
knowledge when they become parents. The writer calls for action in the end: training
students self-protection knowledge should be made as a compulsory part of our
education.
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As state subsidized and Party controlled media infrastructure, the paper has the duty
to interpret policies to the public. The choice of the evaluative attribute best
appreciates the positive valuation of the first lesson with intensification in the title,
setting up the prosody of the writer's positivity towards the first lesson. There are
altogether twenty one attitudinal resources in the whole editorial, among which seven
are positive inscribed appreciations of valuation, nine positive invoked appreciations
of valuation, four positive judgements of propriety and only one affect resource.
These positive appreciation resources are foregrounded mainly to evaluate the
significance of training students how to protect themselves. The judgements of
propriety based on social sanction inform the readers of the necessity to protect

ourselves in critical situations in stage two and three. In the last stage, the judgement
of propriety realized through imperative structure calls on related institutions to teach
students self-protection knowledge. It is noteworthy that among the twenty one
attitudinal resources, sixteen of them are intensified. The resources resonate with each

other to impress the readers with the positive effect of the first lesson and to arouse
· the awareness of organizing it.

The resources of disclamation occur five times, and proclamation four times. These
resources construe a dialogistic backdrop for the text of other voices and other value
positions, but they also exclude certain dialogic alternatives. Entertaining other voices
and value positions occurs seven times, presented with preference of probability and
obligation with high value in six of them, which shows the writer's authority.
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Acknowledgements of other sources occur only three times to associate the
propositions being advanced with other voices. The pattern of deploying the
engagement resources indicates the editorial writer prefers the authorial-sourced
attitudes.

Editorial writers choose what to say and what not to say. In paragraph 6 the editorial
writer hides very important information from the readers. Quinones (2009) in his book
Heroes among Us reported that the school where no students were killed is Sang Zao

Middle School. The students survived not just because they had been trained how to
evacuate in a timely and orderly way, but also because their school building did not
collapse. The principal Ye Zhiping would have been unable to predict the earthquake
but he was responsible and cared about his students. He organized training to teach
student how to behave in earthquake emergencies with other teachers every term. He
also tried hard and managed to get funding to get his four-story school building fixed
to make sure that it was safe. The collapsed school buildings killed thousands of kids
and students in many schools. Engineers concluded that it was the lack of metal rods
and the shaky concrete floors that made many school buildings collapse. In 2008,
there were neither editorials nor opinion articles discussing the poor quality of the
school buildings and related corruption in China Daily.

8.3.2 Appraisal resources in hortatory editorials

Hortatory editorials persuade readers that something should I should not be the case or
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should I should not be done. The following analysis illustrates appraisal in two types
of hortatory editorials.

8.3.2.1 Appraisal in hortatory editorials (persuading something should not be
done)
The following editorial titled Diploma Mills published on 12 July, 2010 criticizes
negative phenomenon, functions mainly to warn the problems and persuade the
readers that something should not be done. Suggestions of solutions may also be put
forward in the end.

Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: Diploma Mills [ t, appr: -val; distance learning programs]
Stage one (Para. 1-7)
Orientation:
Report of rampant cheating in Beijing TV and Broadcast university.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Hundreds of students at the Beijing TV and Broadcasting University were
found cheating in exams held Saturday even as supervisors turned a blind eye to

their shenanigans [ judg: -prop; supervisors ].

2. (2) In fact, if some accounts are to be believed, they actually helped the

students to cheat [ t, judg: -prop; supervisors].
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3. (3) This has clearly turned the spotlight on the country's distance education
program [ t, appr: -val; distance education program ] .

4. (4) Whether such learning programs are just diploma mills or bona fide
centers of continuing education is a question that is troubling many [ t, appr:

-val; distance education program].

5. (5) It is unclear if such cheating is rampant [ appr:-val; cheating; for:

t]

elsewhere as well.

6. (6) In this case, it was reported that the teachers had given students copies of

the answers [ t, judg: -prop; teachers ] before the exams began.

7. (7) The higher the number of students passing the exams and getting these

academic degrees or diplomas, the more bonuses teachers will be paid by such
universities [t, judg: -prop; universities offering distance education

program].

Engagement and graduation resources in stage one:
1. (1) Hundreds of students at the Beijing TV and Broadcasting University were
found cheating in exams held Saturday even· as supervisors turned a blind eye to
their shenanigans.
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2. (2) In fact [ dcon: proc: pron ], if some accounts are to be believed [ dcon:
proc: end ], they actually [ dcon: proc: pron ] helped the students to cheat .

3. (3) This has clearly [ dcon: proc: cone; for:

t ] turned the spotlight on the

country's distance education program.

4. (4) Whether such learning programs are just diploma mills or bona fide centers
of continuing education is a question ( dexp: enter] that is troubling many.

5. (5)

It is unclear if such cheating is rampant elsewhere as well.

6. (6) In this case, it was reported that [ dexp: attri: ackn ] the teachers had
given students copies of the answers before the exams began.

7. (7) The higher the number of students passing the exams and getting these
academic degrees or diplomas, the more bonuses teachers will ( dexp: enter;

prob; for: t ] be paid by such universities.

Stage two (Para. 8-9)
Problems of the program in the university:
1. The quality of such continuing education programs for adults has already gone
down the hill.
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2. Distance learning programs become a waste of resources and funds.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage two:
8. (8) The quality of such continuing education programs for adults has already

gone down the hill [ t, appr: -val; the quality of such continuing education
programs].

(9) These days, those who fail to enter universities by passing the

national college entrance examinations enroll at these higher learning
institutions [ t, appr: -val; the qualification of students in such continuing
education programs ].

9. (10) Tuition fees from these students support such [ t, judg: -prop;

universities ] universities, and hence, teachers are forced to keep mum about the
malpractice [ t, judg: -prop; teachers]. (11) In such [ t, appr: -val; a scenario]
a scenario, distance learning programs become a waste of resources and funds

[ appr: -val; distance education program ], as they will never help improve the
overall quality of the labor force [ appr: -val; distance education program;
prob; for: ~ ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:
8. (8) The quality of such continuing education programs for adults has already

[ dcon: disc: count ] gone down the hill.

(9) These days, those who fail to

enter universities by passing the national college entrance examinations enroll at
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these higher learning institutions.

9. (10) Tuition fees from these students support such universities, and hence,
teachers are forced to keep mum about the malpractice. ( 11) In such a scenario,
distance learning programs become a waste of resources and funds, as they will
[ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] never [ dcon: disc: deny; for: t ] help improve the

overall quality of the labor force.

Stage three (Para. 10-11)
Suggestion:

It is high time that this system of education was overhauled.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage three:

10. (12) It is high time that this system of education was overhauled [ judg:
+prop; related institution; obli; for:

t ). (13) Emphasis should be placed on

how students can benefit from what they learn ( judge: +prop; distance

learning program; obli; for:

t ] rather than on the success rate of diplomas or

degree certificates awarded.

11. (14) In the first place, such universities should never be permitted to become
profit-oriented [ judg: +prop; related institution; obli; for:

t ).

(15)

Supervision needs to· be tightened to ensure that these kinds of institutions are
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shut before they do too much damage [ judg: +prop; related institution; obli;

for: t ).

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
10. (12) It is high time ( dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ]that this system of education

was overhauled. (13) Emphasis should [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be placed on

how students can benefit from what they learn rather than on the success rate of
diplomas or degree certificates awarded.

11. (14) In the first place, such universities should never [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be permitted to become profit-oriented. (15) Supervision needs to [ dexp:
enter; obli; for:

t ] be tightened to ensure that these kinds of institutions are shut

before they do too much damage.

Analysis of the editorial discourse features:
The editorial writer reports the cheating problem for gaining diplomas in the·
continuing education programs for adults and questions the quality of the learning
program. Then the writer suggests that this system of education should be overhauled
to avoid the rate of diplomas or degree certificates awarded.

The title of the editorial compares distance learning programs to diploma mills,
indicating strongly the appraiser's invoked negative appreciation of valuation of the
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programs. The negative attitudes towards the programs dominate the first two stages
of the editorial. Negative judgements of propriety of behaviour occur five times and
negative appreciation of values of process and phenomenon seven times. They
together form the prosody of negative evaluation of the programs. The attitudes are
related with social sanction and social influence, thus achieve the purpose of guiding
ideology of distance learning education. In the last stage, the writer adopts judgements
of propriety with high value to point out what should be done.

As for the engagement resources, only three clauses I clause complexes are totally
monoglossic out of the total fifteen clauses I clause complexes in the editorial. In the
other twelve clauses I clause complexes, there are six dia/ogistic contractive
expressions, among which four formulations of proclamation and two disclamation.
Eight dialogistic expansive expressions are identified in the text, among which seven
fall into the type of entertainment and only one acknowledgement. Formulation of
endorsement occurs only once. The pattern indicates that the writer has adopted
different engagement strategies to align readers with authorial voice highlighted. The
last stage of the editorial . adopts four entertainment resources achieved with
modulation of obligation to call for actions to avoid the diploma mill phenomenon.

8.3.2.2 Appraisal in hortatory editorials (persuading something needs to be done)

The following editorial is a hortatory editorial, which is persuasive in that something
needs to be done. Its social purpose is to persuade an audience to the writer's point of
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view. The following sample is the editorial Education Equality published on 1 June,
2011.
Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: Education Equality
Generic structure of the editorial:
Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Thesis statement:
Education equality is an area that requires more attention from the government
and society.
Orientation:
State Councilor Liu Yandong called for more educational resources for the
underdeveloped central and western regions.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Education equality is the foundation for more development opportunities
[ appr: +val; education equality; for:

t ] for

rural children in underdeveloped

rural areas. (2) It is an area that requires more attention from the government
and society [ t, appr: +val; education equality; for:

t ].

2. (3) State Councilor Liu Yandong called for more educational resources for the
underdeveloped central and western regions to realize education equality when
she visited the poverty-stricken [ appr: -reac; rural areas; for:
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Northwest China's Ningxia Hui autonomous region a week before Children's
Day.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Education equality is the foundation for more development opportunities
for rural children in underdeveloped rural areas. (2) It is an area that requires
more attention from the government and society.

2. (3) State Councilor Liu Yandong called for [ dexp: attri: ackn ] more
educational resources for the underdeveloped central and western regions to
realize education equality when she visited the poverty-stricken rural areas in
Northwest China's Ningxia Hui autonomous region a week before Children's
Day.

Stage two (Para. 3-4)
Argument 1 (reason 1):
But despite all the benefits for rural parents, the relief has been far from enough
to ensure their children get the education they are entitled to.
Elaboration:
1. ·The government has exempted rural children from tuition and other fees since
2007;

2. Many poor children in underdeveloped regions suffer from malnutrition.
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Attitude resources and related graduation in stage two:

3. (4) Exempting rural children from tuition and other fees since 2007 has
relieved many poor families of the burden of paying for the basic education of
their children [ appr: +val; exempting rural children from tuition and other

fees; for:

t ). (5) But despite all the benefits for rural parents, the relief has been

far from enough [ appr: -val; rural areas; for:

t )to ensure their children get the

education they are entitled to.

4. (6) An investigation by the China Development Research Foundation shows
that many poor children in underdeveloped regions suffer from malnutrition, as
. many children do not eat lunch because their schools are too far away from their
homes and do not have canteen to provide meals [ aff: -hap, many poor

children; judg: -norm; many poor children; for: j). (7) As a result, many
have to stay hungry [ judg: sest: -norm, poor children; obli; for:

t ) until they

have dinner at home.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:

3. (4) Exempting rural children from tuition and other fees since 2007 has
relieved many poor families of the burden of paying for the basic education of
their children. (5) But despite [ dcon: disc: coun ) all the benefits for rural
parents, the relief has been far from enough to ensure their children get the
education they are entitled to.
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4. (6) An investigation by the China Development Research Foundation shows

[ dexp: attr: ackn ] that many poor children in underdeveloped regions suffer
from malnutrition , as many children do not [ dcon: disc: deny ] eat lunch
because their schools are too far away from their homes and do not

[ dcon:

disc: deny )have canteen to provide meals. (7) As a result, many have to [ dexp:
enter; obli; for:

t ) stay hungry until they have dinner at home.

Stage three (Para. 5-6)
Grounds:
The money collected through an online donation can provide free lunch for
nearly 20,000 poor children a year.

Argument2 (reason 2):
There is a great potential that can be tapped to help poor children with their
education.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. (8) In March, 500 journalists and a dozen of news organizations initiated an
online campaign to collect donations in order to provide these poor kids with a

free lunch [ t, judg: ssan: +prop; journalists and news organizations ). (9)
Early this month, the China Social Welfare Education Foundation became
involved and set up a special fund for the project, which has now raised more

than JO million yuan ($1.54 million) [ t, judg: ssan: +prop; the China Social
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Welfare Education Foundation ] .

6. (10) A lunch costs 3 yuan and a kid needs 200 free meals a year in two
semesters. (11) The money collected till now can provide free lunch for nearly
20,000 children a year [ appr: +val; the online campaign; abil; for:

t ).

(12)

This single event has sent the message that there is a great potential that can be
tapped to help poor children with their education [ appr: +val; the online

campaign; abil; for:

t ).

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. (8) In March, 500 journalists and a dozen of news organizations initiated an
online campaign to collect donations in order to provide these poor kids with a
free lunch. (9) Early this month, the China Social Welfare Education Foundation
became involved and set up a special fund for the project, which has now raised
more than 10 million yuan ($1.54 million).

6. (10) A lunch costs 3 yuan and a kid needs 200 free meals a year in two
semesters. (11) The money collected till now can provide free lunch for nearly
20,000 children a year. (12) This single event has sent the message [ dcon: proc:
end ] that there is a great potential [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] that

can

[ dexp: enter; abli; for: t ] be tapped to help poor children with their education.
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Stage four (Para. 7)
Argument 3 (reason 3):
Realizing education equality for impoverished children is far more complicated
than providing a free meal.
Elaboration:
Poor living and teaching conditions result in a drain of quality teachers and good
students.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage four:
7. (13) Of course, realizing education equality for impoverished children is far

more complicated [ appr: -val; realizing education equality for impoverished
children; for:

t]

than providing a free meal. ( 14) A survey of students and

teachers in six counties in Gansu, Guizhou provinces and Ningxia Hui
autonomous region in 2009 showed that the poor living and teaching conditions
result in a drain of quality teachers and good students [ appr: -val; poor living
and teaching conditions ], who try their best to teach and study in township,
county or even higher level schools where conditions are much better.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage four:
7. (13) Of course [dcon: proc: cone], realizing education equality for
impoverished children is far more complicated than providing a free meal. (14) A
survey of students and teachers in six counties in Gansu, Guizhou provinces and
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Ningxia Hui autonomous region in 2009 showed [ dcon: proc: end ] that the
poor living and teaching conditions result in a drain of quality teachers and good
students, who try their best to teach and study in township, county or even higher
level schools where conditions are much better.

Stage five (Para. 8)
Call for action:
Both the central and local governments' roadmaps and implementations of plans
to improve the efficiency of aid can make a different.

Attitudes and related graduation resources in stage five:
8. (15) It is obviously unrealistic to expect that conditions will be improved

overnight [ appr: -reac; improving conditions ]. (16) But hopefully [ aff: -sat;
the writer ], both the central and local governments can learn something from

the free lunch campaign and realize that there are many more ways to raise the
efficiency of aid [ judg: +cap; the central and local governments; prob; for:

t ]. (17) Their roadmaps and detailed implementation plans to answer the state
councilor's call will make a great difference [ appr: + val; central and local
governments' roadmaps and detailed implementation plans to answer the
state councilor's call; prob; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage five:
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8. (15) It is obviously unrealistic to expect [ dexp: enter; prob; for: t ] that
conditions will be improved overnight. (16) But [ dcon: disc: coun] hopefully,
both the central and local governments can [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] learn

something from the free lunch campaign and realize that there are many more
ways to raise the efficiency of aid. (17) Their roadmaps and detailed
implementation plans to answer the state councilor's call will make a great
difference.

Analysis of the editorial discourse featu res:
To achieve education equality has always been the focus of educational development
since 1999. The loan program for college students established in 1999 and exempting
rural children from tuition and other fees in 2007 are important policies. In the
editorial data, many discuss education equality in terms of different aspects. The
editorial Free Schooling Is Crucial for Future

proposes that the government

certainly should implement free compulsory education. Better Education for West
analyzes why the central government will promote education in the western regions
through recruiting more teachers and subsidizing their housing and social security
expenditure. This editorial reflects the ideology that education equity is one direction
that education reform is striving for and the government and society should take more
actions to achieve the goal instead of only making plans. However, as a developing
country with the large population, China probably faces more problems in education
than many other countries. The implementation of the ideal education equality is
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therefore confronted with more difficulties. The editorial takes the online free lunch
campaign as an example and evidence to show that something can be done. The
editorial also indicates that there are more serious problems concerning education in
rural areas through the survey conducted among students and teachers in six poor
counties. The concluding paragraph conveys the belief that central and local
governments should take actions to fulfill the goal of education equality.

The first stage of the editorial evaluates the significance of education equality
positively with two formulations of appreciation of valuation. It then acknowledges
the call of State Councilor Liu Yangdong as external voice from the government to
indicate education equality is not accomplished in rural areas. The second stage
foregrounds negative attitudinal resources to appraise that the relief has been far from
enough. The third stage of the editorial uses three positive judgements of propriety
and two positive appreciations of valuation to praise the campaign. Stage four
features negative appreciations of realizing education equality in poor areas. The last
stage calls for action with the co-articulation of positive and negative attitudinal
resources. In the whole editorial, twelve out of seventeen attitudinal resources are
intensified to align readers. With the shifts of a full range of attitudinal resources in
different stages, the writer tries to reach the purpose of persuasion.

There are seven formulations of dialogistic expansion and seven dialogic contraction
in the editorial. All of the five formulations of entertainment carry high values, four
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out of which related to modalization of probability. The authorial voice stands out in
the propositions although alternative voices are considered. The editorial writer adopts
indirect speech to quote State Councilor Liu Yangdong's words and the investigation
result by the China Development Research Foundation to establish the writer's
opinion. The four formulations of disclamation and proclamation indicates the
author's consideration of the writer-reader relationship. The writer references and
endorses the effect of the online campaign and the survey result of students and

teachers in six counties in Gansu. The writer works closely with the references that
has been drawn on. The two formulations of endorsement show that the writer
attempts to engage with the issues under discussion rather than keep distance from
them.

In paragraph seven, the nominalization "realizing education equality for impoverished
children" invokes the presupposed meaning that education equality is not achieved
yet.

8.3.3 Appraisal in discussion editorials
Discussion editorials refer to those where two or more points of view of an issue
(issues) are presented and discussed. At the end, sometimes one is argued for over the
others or suggestions are given. The following sample is the editorial Autonomy for
Colleges published on 4 Feb., 2010.

Headline: Autonomy for Colleges
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Editorial generic structure:
Stage one (Para. 1-3)
Orientation:
Universities should be unique and independent according to Premier Wen's
words.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Some universities are very utilitarian [judg: ssan: -prop; some

universities; for: t ) and everything they do is linked with money [ t, judg:
ssan: -prop; some universities; for: t ). (2) This is virtually detrimental [ appr:
-val; utilitarianism of some universities; for:

t]

to their development, said

Premier Wen Jiabao this week about the universal and major problems that
Chinese universities face.

2. (3) Premier Wen, who has been seeking the opinions from within the academic
circle for his work report at the annual session of the National People's Congress
early next month,. continued to say that a good university must be unique and

independent [ judg: ssan: +prop; a good university; obli; for:

t ). (4) What he

says scratches exactly where it itches [ t, appr: +val; Premier Wen's words) ..

3. (5) To be unique and independent, universities must have the right to preside

over their own affairs [ judg: ssan: +prop; universities; obli; for:
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Premier Wen did emphasize that institutions of higher learning must have
autonomy to run on their own [ judg: ssan: +prop; universities; obli; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Some universities are very utilitarian and everything they do is linked with

money. (2) This is virtually detrimental to their development, said [ dex: attr:

ackn ] Premier Wen Jiabao this week about the universal and major problems
that Chinese universities face.

2. (3) Premier Wen, who has been seeking the opinions from within the academic
circle for his work report at the annual session of the National People's Congress
early next month, continued to say [ dex: attr: ackn ] that a good university
must [ dex: enter; obli; for: t] be unique and independent. (4)

What he says

scratches· exactly where it itches.

3. (5) To be unique and independent, universities must [ dex: enter; obli; for:

t ] have

the right to preside over their own affairs. (6) Premier Wen did

emphasize [ dex: attr: ackn; for:

t ] that institutions of higher learning must

[ dex: enter; obli; for: t ] have autonomy to run on their own.

Stage two (Para. 4-8)
Demerits of universities run by the government:
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Academic scandals are emerging after one another.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage two:

4. (7) However, in reality, the government runs most universities the way it
governs the various departments under its auspice [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; the
government; for:

t ]. (8) Most of the university presidents are in the echelon of

hierarchy and therefore enjoy benefits from the government [ t, judg: ssan:
-prop; most of the university presidents ] . (9) So do the deans of various

departments and other sectors [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; the deans).

5. (10) As a result, the performance of professors and students are measured by
the number of research papers they publish, akin to the way government officials
are assessed by figures of gross domestic product [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; the
performance of professors and students].

6. (11) The reason? University presidents are only responsible to their higher
authorities [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; university presidents; for:

t ), such as the

Ministry of Education or local education authorities. (12) The figures are what
they need to show how much they have achieved and to prove their worth in
receiving a promotion [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; university presidents )

(13)

They show no concern for whether the academic environment is good enough for
professors and students to really delve into what they are learning [ judg: ssan:
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-prop; most of the university presidents ] .

7. (14) No wonder academic scandals are emerging one after another [ appr:

-val; academic scandals). (15) There is also an increasingly prosperous [ t,
a ppr: -val; business ] . business of selling dissertations or having them published
for those who need diplomas, degree certifications or promotions.

8. (16) The fact that Premier Wen is greatly concerned with how to better
manage China's universities suggests how serious [ appr: -val; the problem ]
the problem is.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:
4. (7) However [ dcon: proc: cone ], in reality, the government runs most
universities the way it governs the various departments under its auspice. (8)
Most of the university presidents are in the echelon of hierarchy and therefore
enjoy benefits from the government. (9) So do the deans of various departments
and other sectors:

5. (10) As a result, the performance of professors and students are measured by
the number of research papers they publish, akin to the way government officials
are assessed by figures of gross domestic product.
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6. (11) The reason? [ dcon: proc: cone ] University presidents are only [ dcon:
disc: coun } responsible to their higher authorities, such as the Ministry of
Education or local education authorities. (12) The figures are what they need to
show how much they have achieved and to prove their worth in receiving a
promotion. (13) They show no [ dcon: disc: deny ] concern for whether the
academic environment is good enough for professors and students to really delve
into what they are learning.

7. (14) No wonder [ dcon: proc: pron; for: t] academic scandals are emerging
one after another. (15) There is also an increasingly prosperous business of
selling dissertations or having them published for those who need diplomas,
degree certifications or promotions.

8. (16) The fact that Premier Wen is greatly concerned with how to better
manage China's universities suggests [ dcon: proc: end ) how serious the
problem is.

Stage three (Para. 9-10)
Prediction of demerits of universities given autonomy:
The abuse of power.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage three:
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9. (17) It is 1tight [ appr: +val, to have autonomy ] for universities to have
autonomy to run their own affairs, such as enrolling students and hiring or
dismissing professors. (18) But it does not mean that most would do a good job
once they were given the autonomy with their present governing mode [ judg:

ssan: -prop, universities ].

10. (19) There is no board of directors [ judg: ssan: -prop; universities ] to
make sure that a university president does not abuse his power in enrolling
students or professors. (20) There are organizations to protect the interest of
professors or students, but there is no effective supervisory organization or
mechanism [ judg: ssan: -prop; universities ] to make sure that educational

resources are reasonably and justifiably used.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
9. (17) It is right for universities to have autonomy to run their own affairs, such
as enrolling students and hiring or dismissing professors. (18) But [ dcon: disc:
coun] it does not [ dcon: disc: deny] mean that most would [ dexp: enter; prob;
for: ~ ] do a good job once they were given the autonomy with their present
governing mode.

10. (19) There is no [ dcon: disc: deny] board of directors to make sure that a
university president does not abuse his power in enrolling students or professors.
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(20) There are organizations to protect the interest of professors or students, but

[ dcon: disc: coun ] there is no [ dcon: disc: deny ] effective supervisory
organization or mechanism to make sure that educational resources are
reasonably and justifiably used.

Stage four (Para. 11-12)
Suggestion:
Autonomy can only be given when a mechanism is in place to make sure that it
is employed for the promotion of a university's quality.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage four:
11. (21) Premier Wen has raised a substantive [ appr: +val; question ] question

that deserves serious consideration if China really wants to have first class

universities [ appr: +val; question ] .

12. (22) Much needs to be done.[ judg: ssan: +prop, related institutions; obli;

for: t J before the universities are given autonomy. (23) University presidents
should be elected [ judg: ssan: +prop; related institutions; obli; for:

t J from

among professors rather than nominated by higher education authorities. (24)
Both professors and students should have the right [ judg: ssan: +prop;

professors and students; obli; for:

t J to decide whether their president should

stay or go. (25) After all, autonomy can only be given when a mechanism is in
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place to make sure [ appr: +val; a mechanism ] that it is employed for the

promotion of a university's quality.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage four:
11. (21) 'Premier Wen has raised a substantive question that deserves serious
consideration if China really wants to have first class universities.

12. (22) Much needs [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t]

to be done before the

universities are given autonomy. (23) University presidents should [ dexp: enter;

obli; for:

t ] be elected from among professors rather than nominated by higher

education authorities. (24) Both professors and students should [ dexp: enter;

obli; for:

t ] have the right to decide whether their president should stay or go.

(25) After all, autonomy can [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] only be given when a

mechanism is in place to make sure that it is employed for the promotion of a
university's quality.

Analysis of the editorial discourse features:
The title of the editorial refers to the main issue to be discussed. In stage one, the
writer first construes negative attitudes towards universities run by the government
with negative judgements of propriety and negative appreciations of valuation. The
writer of the editorial evaluates Premier Wen's words positively to establish positive
attitudes towards building unique and independent universities with high ranking of
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positive judgements of propriety. In stage two, the writer presents the demerits of
universities run by the government with seven negative judgements of propriety and
three appreciations of valuation. In stage three, the writer predicts the abuse of power
when universities are given autonomy with negative three judgements of propriety. At
the end of the editorial, the writer suggests that a mechanism is needed to make sure
the quality of universities with three positive appreciations of valuation and three
positive judgements of propriety realized by modality of obligation with high values.
In sum, the writer presents positive and negative attitudes towards autonomy of
universities with judgement ofpropriety and appreciation of valuation resources.

Premier Wen's voice is drawn on to support the writer's positive opinion towards
giving autonomy to universities in stage one. Dialogistic contraction expressions
dominate stages two and three, with only one dialogistic expansion expression: one
entertainment device realized with modulation of probability. Only Entertainment

devices are employed in the last stage, three of them with modulation of obligation
and one modalization of probability. They all carry high value to make the authorial
voice stand out and to influence the public opinion of what should be done regarding
giving autonomy to universities.

The writer also uses presuppositions to indicate that autonomy for cleeges are
necessary. In paragraph three, the phrase "to be unique and independent" presupposes
that universities do not run on their own. In paragraph seven, the nominal phrase "an
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increasingly prosperous business of selling dissertations" not only presupposes that
the academic scandals are serious, but also indicates they are more and more serious.

The editorials Collapse ofStandards published on 2"d Sept. 2009 and Cut Red-tape in
Education published on

6th

May, 2010, also touches upon de-beuraucratization of

education. Another editorial University of New Style published on 24th Dec., 2010,
discusses and analyzes merits and demerits of giving autonomy to universities and the
need to start education reform. Texts can have causal effects and bring changes in our
knowledge, our beliefs, attitudes and so forth but the causality is neither mechanical
nor regular (Fairclough, 2003). Therefore, these editorials in China Daily as social
practices could initiate beliefs of how to administer universities and finally effect
social changes. The process of producing such changes could be a long process.

8.3.4 Appraisal in challenge editorials
The following editorial analysis illustrates how challenge editorials argue against
opinions with the editorial titled Equitable Education published on the weekend issue
15-16, March, 2008, as an example.

Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: Equitable Education
Editorial generic structure:
Stage one (Para. 1-2)
Thesis statement:
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There is no sign of situation changing in the field of education in the years to
come.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Education Minister Zhou Ji presented a rather rosy [ t, a ppr: -val; the

picture; for: t ] picture of public education in China at a press conference on
Friday. (2) That assessment was more or less at odds [ appr: -val; the
assessment; for:

t ] with the general perception.

2. (3) Education, from the pre-school to the college level, has been a subject of
public discontent for years [ aff: -sat; education; for:

t ). (4) And there is no

sign of the situation changing in the years to come [ appr: -val; education; for:

t ).

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage one:
I. (1) Education Minister Zhou Ji presented a rather rosy picture of public

education in China at a press conference on Friday. (2) That assessment was
more or less at odds with the general perception~

2. (3) Education, from the pre-school to the college level, has been a subject of
public discontent for years. (4) And there is no [ dcon: disc: deny ] sign of the
situation changing in the years to come.
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Stage two (Para. 3-4)
Concession:
Education Minister Zhou Ji spent most of the time hovering at the macro level,
where one has little to complain about.

Elaboration:
1. exempting rural kids form school fees
2. expansion of college enrollment

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage two:
3. (5) We have little ground to challenge Minister Zhou's claims because he spent

most of the time hovering at the macro level [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; Minister
Zhou; for: t ] where one has little to complain about. (6) There is no denying

lots of changes have taken place over the past few years, ranging from
compulsory education to life on college campuses [ appr: +val; changes of
education; for:

t ]. (7)

Most of these changes have created new opportunities

[ appr: +val; changes of education ] for students.

4. (8) Exempting rural kids from school fees, which are perhaps negligible by

urban standards but backbreaking for some extremely poor rural households [ t,
appr: +val; exempting rural kids from school fees; prob; for:

~

], will

undoubtedly help make compulsory education true to its name [ appr: +val;
exempting rural kids from school fees; prob; for:
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expansion of college enrollment, despite the concerns about sliding teaching
quality, will clearly create new opportunities [ appr: +val; college expansion;

prob; for: t ]for people to expand their horizons in the classroom.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:
3. (5) We have little ground to challenge Minister Zhou's claims because he spent
most of the time hovering at the macro level, where one has little to complain
about. (6) There is no denying [ dcon: proc: pron; for:

t ] lots of changes have

taken place over the past few years, ranging from compulsory education to life
on college campuses. (7) Most of these changes have created new opportunities
for students.

4. (8) Exempting rural kids from school fees, which are perhaps ( dexp: enter;

prob; for: ~ ] negligible by urban standards but backbreaking for some
extremely poor rural households, will undoubtedly [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t]

help make compulsory education true to its name. (9) The continuous expansion
of college enrollment, despite [ dcon: disc: coun ] the concerns about sliding
teaching quality, will [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] clearly create new

opportunities for people to expand their horizons in the classroom.

Stage three (Para. 5-8)
Reason to rebuttal:
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We face an abundance of troubles.

Elaboration:
The education gap exists in rural areas and cities

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. ( 10) However, all this good news should not blind us to the less-than-inspiring

situation closer to the ground [ t, appr: -val; good news ). (11) You may call
them minor, but we face an abundance of troubles [ t, appr: -val; education

equality).

6. (12) The Education Minister told us quite a lot about government efforts to

narrow the gap between rural and urban areas, saying the countryside is getting
more from State coffers than cities do [ judg: ssan: +prop; government efforts

to help rural areas ]. (13) Which is exactly what we need [ t, judg: ssan: +prop;
government efforts to help rural areas; for:

t ].

7. (14) But even that is not enough [appr: -val; government efforts to help
rural areas] when we consider the size of the gap, a result of decades of near
neglect. (15) Zhou was right in saying qualified teachers are essential when it
comes to guaranteeing the quality of education. (16) To deal with the historical
imbalance between rural and urban schools, we have to first make sure rural

schools have access to equally excellent human resource [judg: ssan: +prop; we;
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t ].

8. (17) It would be wrong to assume all teaching positions are unappealing [ t,

appr: -reac; teaching positions; prob; for: ~ ]. (18) But we cannot deny that
few people are interested in working in the countryside [ t, appr: -reac; working

in the countryside; prob; for:

t ]. (19) Few graduates, including those who

have trained to be teachers, are willing to teach in rural schools [ aff: -sat;

graduates].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
5. (10) However [ dcon: proc: cone ], all this good news should not [ dexp:

enter; obli; for:

t ] blind us to the less-than-inspiring situation closer to the

ground. (11) You may [ dexp: enter; prob; for: ~ ] call them minor, but [ dcon:

disc: coun] we face an abundance of troubles.

6. (12) The Education Minister told [ dexp: attr: ackn ] us quite a lot about
government efforts to narrow the gap between rural and urban areas, saying

[ dexp: attr: ackn ] the countryside is getting more from State coffers than cities
do. (13) Which is exactly what we need.

7. (14) But even [ dcon: disc: coun ] that is not [ dcon: disc: deny ] enough
when we consider the size of the gap, a result of decades of near neglect. (15)
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Zhou was right in saying [ dexp: attr: ackn ] qualified teachers are essential
when it comes to guaranteeing the quality of education. (16) To deal with the
historical imbalance between rural and urban schools, we have to [ dexp: enter;

obli; for:

t ] first make sure rural schools have access to equally excellent

human resources.

8. (17) It would [ dexp: enter; prob; for: ~ ] be wrong to assume all teaching
positions are unappealing. (18) But [ dcon: disc: coon) we cannot deny [ dcon:

proc: pron; prob; for:

t ) that

few people are interested in working in the

countryside. (19) Few graduates, including those who have trained to be teachers,
are willing to teach in rural schools.

Stage four (Para. 9)
Call for action:
Rhetoric about fairness will do nothing to help students from rural areas.

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage four:
9. (20) Rhetoric about fairness will do nothing to help [ appr: -val; rhetoric

about fairness; prob; for:

t ) students

in the countryside prepare for lives in

which they can compete for jobs on an equal footing with their urban peers.

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage four:
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9. (20) Rhetoric about fairness will [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] do nothing to

help students in the countryside prepare for lives in which they can [ dexp: enter;
abil; for:

t ] compete for jobs on an equal footing with their urban peers.

Analysis of the editorial discourse fea tu res:

The editorial writer questions Education Minister Zhou Ji's positive assessment of
equitable education in China in stage one with three negative appreciation resources
and one negative affect resource. In stage two, the writer deploys four positive
appreciations of valuation of educational progress in education. After the concession
stage, the writer rebu.ts Education Minister Zhou Ji's positive assessment of equitable
education with four negative appreciation resources and two negative affect resources,
which convey the message that there are still many problems in education such as the
lack of excellent teachers in rural areas. The evidence could persuade readers to the
writers' point of view. The three positive judgements of propriety tell readers what
efforts should be made to help education in rural areas. The last stage construes the
writer's negative evaluation towards Education Minister Zhou Ji' s words with one
appreciation of valuation resource. The concession stage and the consistent negative
evaluation of Zhou Ji's assessment of education equality situation in stages one, three
and four imply that the writer does not mean to debase the minister and the efforts that
the government has done for education equality. The writer of the editorial is
concerned with education equality in China and tries to raise the awareness about
what efforts still need to be made to bridge the education gap in rural areas.
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Monoglossic expressions dominate stage one, through which the writer shows full
responsibility and authority for his/her criticism of Education Minister Zhou Ji's
words. Stage two still foregrounds monoglossic expressions. The authorial emphais of
the educational progress is construed with the formulation of pronouncement "there is
no denying that...". Stage three employs a variety of engagement devices to align
readers. It is noteworthy that the writer adopts three formulations of acknowledgement
to associate the authorial voice with the propositions made by Education Minister Zi
in paragraphs six and seven. In this sense, they function as concession in the rebuttal
part. Like other editorials, the formulations of entertainment outnumber over other
dialogically expansive devices. There are altogether twelve dialogically expansive
devices, three fall into the type of acknowledgement, the other nine entertainment.
However, they all carry high values, framed with probability (six times), obligation
(twice) and ability (once). It could be said that the writer does try to promote
solidarity with the readers but also indicate their power as authority.

The writer also uses presuppositions to represent the ideology that education
development is not satisfying. In the sentence "Education, from the pre-school to the
college level, has .been a subject of public discontent for years" in paragraph two, the
phrase "public discontent" not only presupposes that discontent exists but also that the
discontent exists in the mind of many people. In paragraph seven, the definite article
in "the historical imbalance between rural and urban schools" trigger presuppositions
that there is imbalance between rural and urban schools and that the imbalance is a
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problem existing for a long long time. The clause "we have to first make sure rural
schools have access to equally excellent human resources" presupposes that teachers
in rural areas are not as excellent as those in urban areas and that is one reason that
causes the gap between urban and rural education.

8.3.5 Appraisal in problem-solution editorials
Problem-solution editorials illustrate a problem(s) and propose solutions. The
following editorial is one titled End College Largesse published on 23 Mar., 2007.

Stages of the editorial and annotation of appraisal resources in each stage:
Headline: End College Largesse (judg: +prop; related institutions)
Editorial generic structure:
Stage one (Para. 1-3)
Problem:
Huge debts of universities after the expansion of colleges in China.

Attitude resources and related graduaiton in stage one:
1. (1) Chinese colleges have expanded their campuses and enrollment at an

amazing rate [ judg: ssan: -prop; Chinese colleges; for:

t ;]

since the late

1990s. (2) While their academic quality is believed to have failed [ appr:-val;

their academic quality J to grow accordingly, their debts have accumulated to a

dangerous [ appr: -val; their debts J level.
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2. (3) The issue has aroused the attention of the country's top legislators, who
revealed during the National People's Congress session that the scale of debts
owed by China's more than 1,000 universities and colleges may amount to 280
billion yuan ($36.1 billion) [ appr: -val; the debts; for:

t ].

3. (4) Considering their weak [ judg: sest: -cap; the colleges] financial state and
l.ack [ judg: sest: -ten; the colleges ] of professional ability to generate income
through investment, the huge debts constitute a serious danger for their future

[ appr: -val; debts; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage one:
1. (1) Chinese colleges have expanded their campuses and enrollment at an
amazing rate since the late 1990s. (2) While their academic quality is believed

[ dexp: attr: ackn ] to have failed to grow accordingly, their debts have
accumulated to a dangerous level.

2. (3) The issue has aroused the attention of the country's top legislators, who
revealed [ dexp: attr: ackn ] during the National People's Congress session that
the scale of debts owed by China's more than 1,000 universities and colleges
may [ dexp: enter) amount to 280 billion yuan ($36.1 billion).

3. (4) Considering their weak financial state and lack of professional ability to
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generate income through investment, the huge debts constitute a serious danger
for their future.

Stage two (Para. 4-9)
Cause of the problem:
Behind the huge debts is the lack of a reliable accountability system.

Attitude resources and related graduaiton in stage two:
4. (5) Behind the huge debts is the lack ofa reliable accountability system in the
management of the indebted; mainly State-invested colleges. [ judg: sest: -ten;
the indebted colleges ]

5. (6) Similar to State enterprises, if a sound accountability system is not in place,
the colleges are likely to make loose [judg: sest: -ten; the colleges] financial
decisions.

6. (7) Admittedly, expansion of enrollment, nationally supported since 1999,
requires investment. (8) But a college should make expansion decisions in
accordance with its financial strength [ judg: ssan: +prop; a college; obli; for:

t ].

7. (9) On one hand, colleges have become emboldened because they believe the
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State will bail them out no matter what happens[ judg: ssan: -prop; college; for:

t ).

8. (10) With this same reasoning, the banks have lent to these colleges without
reservation, largely ignoring [ judg: ssan: -prop; the banks; for:

t ) normal

financial risks.

9. (11) On the other hand, the weak accountability system has encouraged
college leaders to do what they want, not what the college needs [ judg: ssan:

-prop; the weak accountability ).

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage two:
4. (5) Behind the huge debts is the lack of a reliable accountability system in the
management of the indebted, mainly State-invested colleges.

5. (6) Similar to State enterprises, if a sound accountability system is not in place,
the colleges are likely to [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] make

loose financial

decisions.

6. (7) Admittedly [ dcon: proc: cone ], expansion of enrollment, nationally
supported since 1999, requires investment. (8) But [ dcon: disc: coun ) a college
should

[ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] make expansion decisions in accordance
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with its financial strength.

7. (9) On one hand, colleges have become emboldened because they believe

[ dexp: attr: ackn ] the State will [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

t ] bail them out no

matter what happens.

8. (lO)With this same reasoning, the banks have lent to these colleges without
reservation, largely ignoring normal financial risks.

9. (11) On the other hand, the weak accountability system has encouraged
college leaders to do what they want, not [ dcon: disc: deny] what the college
needs.

Stage three (Para. 10)
Bad effect of the problems:
The public, however, becomes the loser as the government uses public funds to
save the institutions.

Attitude resources and related graduaiton in stage three:
10. (12) The public, however, becomes the loser as the government uses public
funds to save the institutions[ t, judg: ssan: .. prop; the government ].
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Engagement resources and related graduation in stage three:
10. (12) The public, however [ dcon: proc: cone ], becomes the loser as the
government uses public funds to save the institutions.

Stage four (Para. 11-13)
Solutions:
1. A sound accountability system must be established.
2. Specific procedures for financial decision-making must be established.
3. Information regarding colleges' financial maneuvers must be made open

Attitude resources and related graduation in stage four:

·

11. (13) To prevent colleges from making irresponsible decisions, a sound
accountability system and specific procedures for financial decision-making
must be established [ judg: ssan: +prop; related institutions; obli; for:

t ].

12. (14) A system where no one is held responsible for bad financial decisions is
dangerous [ a ppr: -val; a system ] . (15) Many of our colleges are operating with
just such a system [ t, judg: ssan: -prop; colleges; for:
for more government support

t ]. (16) They simply ask

if they incur losses for unrestrained expansion

[ t, judg: ssan: -prop; colleges; for:

t ] and they seem to get it.

13. (17) What is equally important is that information regarding colleges'
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financial maneuvers must be made open to relevant stakeholders, such as the
teaching staff, the students and internal auditors to make effective supervision

possible [ judg: ssan: +prop; related institutions; obli; for:

t ].

Engagement resources and related graduation in stage four:
11. (13) To prevent colleges from making irresponsible decisions, a sound
accountability system and specific procedures for financial decision-making must

[ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be established.

12. (14) A system where no one is held responsible for bad financial
decisions is dangerous. (15) Many of our colleges are operating withjust [ dcon:

disc: coun; for:

t ] such a system. (16) They simply [ dcon: disc: coun; for: t ]

ask for more government support if they incur losses for unrestrained expansion
-

and they seem [ dexp: enter; prob; for:

~

] to get it.

13. (17) What is equally important is that information regarding colleges'
financial maneuvers.must [ dexp: enter; obli; for:

t ] be made open to relevant

stakeholders, such as the teaching staff, the students and internal auditors to
make effective supervision possible.

·Analysis of the editorial discourse features:
Discourses not only represent aspects of the world such as relations, beliefs but also
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"possible worlds which are different from the actual world" and are "tied to projects
to change the world in particular directions" (Fairclough, 2003: 124). In 2006, a State
Council conference made the decision to reasonably control enrollment expansion of
universities due to many problems. One of them is huge debt. Official statistics
indicate Chinese universities have accumulated about 200 billion ($26.7 billion) in
debts as a result of the rapid enrollment expansion since 1999. In 2007, there were
three editorials in China Daily, including the above editorial, talking about the debt
problems of colleges. The other two editorials share the same title Debt-Ridden
Colleges, published respectively in the issues 7-8 July, 2007 and 1 November, 2007.

These editorials not only reflect the ideological changes related with higher learning
. enrollment expansion, but also attempt to analyze the causes of the debt problem of
colleges and offer solutions. These editorials could help avoid related problems.

The following textual analysis of the editorial End College Largesse illustrates how
the writer construes the ideology of stopping high learning expansion and building
solidarity with the readers. As a problem-solution editorial, the writer foregrounds
directly the debt problem of universities with negative judgements of propriety of
colleges' actions and banks and the negative appreciations of valuation of huge debts
in stage one. Then the writer analyzes the causes and bad effect of the problem with
negative judgement resources foregrounded in stage two and three. They function to
appraise negatively the tenacity of indebted colleges and to condemn improper
behaviours of these colleges, banks and the government. Solutions are suggested in
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the lac;t stage with three judgement and one appreciation resources. The writer bases
the assessment of the problem and solutions on social sanctions and social values,
which is also one feature of editorials.

For the purpose of building solidarity with putative readers in the editorial discourse,
only five out of seventeen clauses/clause complexes are monoglossic and
heteroglossic expressions occur fifteen times in the other twelve clauses/clause

complexes, five of which are dialogic contractive, and ten of which dialogic
expansive. Entertainment resources emerge seven times, indicating allowance for

alternative voices and value positions, but four of them rank high in their value which
at the same time compress the space for alternative views. It could be said that the
writer tries to balance the indication of authority and negotiation of meaning with
alternative voices.

8.4 Editorial as media discourse
The detailed top-down and bottom-up appraisal interpretation used in different
sub-genres of the thirty five editorials uncovers how these discourse features serve
their social purposes and play their social roles with flexible argumentation stages,
strong directives, a full range of attitude values and a variety of engagement strategies.
When it is necessary to explain or argue for the mainstream ideologies, the editorial
writers representing the central government are not passive onlookers. Sub-genre
analysis of the editorial data found that ten out of the thirty-five editorials fall into the
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hortatory type, eight of them analytical type. There are five editorials categorized as
challenge editorials, five discussion editorials, and seven problem-solution editorials.
These editorials function to educate the public on what constitutes acceptable beliefs
and behaviors, reflect problems related with education in China and aim to cause
changes, which indicate the power of the media and the solidarity in the media group
that encourage alternative views related with education issues.

However, according

to Ma (1996), editorial writers only present attitudes and opinions approved by the
editorial board. The editorial board legitimates what to write about and how strong the
position should be. Therefore, even challenge editorials still hold the basic ideologies
which are still in agreement with those of the goven1ment they represent and help set
up and spread the ideologies that they hope the readers to accept and follow.

Through the predominance of judgements of propriety and capability and
appreciations of valuation in stages of editorials, editorial writers exert power to

present strong attitudes and positions with dominant educational ideologies marked
apparently. However, as media discourse, the writers also adopt presuppositions to
form latent ideologies and shape the readers' views with manipulation.

To maintain interaction with readers and build convincing arguments, editorial writers
also apply various engagement techniques, which indicate the writers' awareness of
both the readers and discourse consequences. Nevertheless, dueto their advantageous
access to the editorial discourse means and the feature ·of the .editorial discourse,
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editorial writers often exert their social power to put pressure on the object of the
appraised involved in editorial discourses with the preference of attitudinal resources
intensified with up-grading force resources · and frequent directives realized by
modulations of obligation and modalizations of probability carrying high values.
Collectivism is another factor that leads to the negligence of negotiation and
obedience of readers and the appraised pruiy (Zhang, 2008). Kluver (1996, cited in
Wang, 2008: 374) argues that the political discourses generated by the mass media in
China do not so much attempt to persuade the public as to educate them on what
constitutes acceptable beliefs and behavior from the people.

The formulations of attribution and endorsement indicate the intertextual features of
the editorial data and the consideration of building solidarity with other parties.
However, it could be said that the writers rarely use distance devices to attribute their
propositions to external voices. They tend to take responsibilities for external
propositions.

Basic ideologies as complex sets of beliefs and values are present in every community
and society, which "may help maintain the status quo, or they may stimulate change if
the beliefs and values are no longer compatible with the needs of the society" (Cohen
and Orbuch, 1990: 148). For instance, the ideology of stopping higher learning
expansion was construed in the data (e.g. End College Largesse, published on 23 Mar,
2007, and Quality above Size, published in the issue 11-12 Oct, 2008) when problems
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appeared such as the lack of teachers, the decreasing teaching quality. These editorials
published on different dates repeat the same views on the same issues to reach the
purposes of shaping ideologies in the public and evoking ideological and social
changes in the society because implementation of educational reform caused by
ideological changes is a long and multifaceted process and requires political, social
and public support.

The publication of letters to the editor in China Daily indicates involvement of public
participation in the newspaper and the intention to promote solidarity with the readers
although only six letters to the editor (Appendix D) were explored. However,
exploration of some letters to the editor showed that those writers normally hold the
same views with thee editorial writers touching upon the same issues. It could be said
that they were only published to indicate the influence of editorials in shaping the
public's ideologies or reflect the dominant ideologies. For instance, in the section
8.2.5, views of improving English learning effects in the editorial Questionable Exam,
and the letters to the editor Make Test Voluntary and Language of Communication
are the same.

All these editorials cover educational aspects such as educational equality, education
quality, and quality education. Education is seen a means toward contributing to
national economic development, the well-being of Chinese people, and social
solidarity. For example, the imbalance of education development in urban and rural
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areas is paid much attention in many editorials in the data such as Earmark More
Funds for Rural Schools, published on 6 Mar., 2007, Bridge Education Gap, published
on 6 Dec., 2006, Education Equality, published on 1 June, 2011 .

Instances of language are never abstracted, they always happen in specific situations
(Cook, 2003: 49). They are used to achieve the speaker's/writer's purposes. Therefore,
analyses of language are associated with the analyses of the situations of language in
use. The interpretation and explanation of the choices of editorial sub-genres and
appraisal resources in the data draw on a number of factors. This dissertation
considers the media roles of China Daily in China as crucial factors. The opinions in
editoric;tls produced by China Daily are not just the voices of the writers, but the
representation of the positions of the central government, manifesting dominant
ideologies of education in China. China Daily, as one of the country's most
authoritative English media outlets and an important source of information on Chinese
politics, economy, society and culture, speaks for the central government and
functions as a watchdog (Ma, 1996). Wang (2008) also argues that the media in
modern China functions as one.of the propaganda channels to serve the country and
carries the responsibilities of being a government mouthpiece, still largely influenced
by political pressure. The editorials in the data explain to readers new policies in time
and educate them on right and wrong beliefs and behaviors with strong suggestions,
representing ideologies about education and shape them among the audiences, which
also indicate the manipulation of readers through selection of what is talked about and
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through selecting the ways to talk about the topics in editorials. However, the situation
. has been changed gradually compared with the tradition during 1980s and 1990s for
the purpose to be objective and to serve as a supervisor of digression from dominant
ideology in reality (Ma, 2011 ). There are plenty of negative attitudes for evaluating
educational problems. The writers do not just speak highly of educational policies and
progress but also present facts and evidence to prove that there are still many
difficulties confronted with education in China regardless of progress in the analysis
of appraisal resources in editorials from sections 8.3.2 to 8.3.5. Thee writers of these
editorials aim to evoke the changes of educational ideologies and shape new
ideologies to serve the development of education and to promote social solidarity in
China, which indicate the media power of China Daily.
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9.1 Introduction

This chapter starts with a summary of the major findings about the sub-genres of
editorials and their generic structures, the deployment of appraisal resources in the
editorial data and the social functions that editorials play. Then it presents the
contributions and limitations of the research, followed by discussion of implications
for EFL teaching and suggestions for future research in terms of what, how and why.

9.2 Major findings of the research

The research explored patterns of textual strategies and linguistic resources in the
editorial data and interpreted them from political, social and cultural contexts in China.
These thirty-five editorials in the data cover five sub-genres: ten hortatory editorials,
eight analytical editorials, seven problem-solution editorials, five discussion editorials
and five challenge editorials. Most of them develop directly stage by stage to spread
ideologies of education, which mainly include the summary of the event, followed by
an evaluation of the event, and a pragmatic conclusion. Chinese editorial writers of
the data tend to develop argumentative writing in a linear manner to convey
ideologies of education, reflect the ideological changes, supervise and guide the
development of education. The variety of sub-genres of editorials are adopted to
reflect problems related with education in China, indicating changes of ideologies in
running the newspaper, power of the editorial writers endowed by the social status,
and group solidarity in the media organization China Daily.
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Discourses systematically convey ideologies. Editorials as overly-ideological-oriented
political discourses function to present what constitutes acceptable beliefs and
behavior directly construed with expressive and emphatic linguistic resources. The
analysis demonstrates how the linguistic tools offered by systemic functional
linguistics express and reproduce discursively ideologies of education in the important
social domain editorials in newspapers. Detailed interpretation indicates that editorial
writers employ the full repertoire of attitudinal values to co-articulate their views,
among which authorially-sourced judgement and appreciation are foregrounded. In
particular, propriety, capability and valuation are the predominant resources, which
far outnumber over other values. Editorial writers prefer ranking attitudes highly with
up-grading force resources to win over putative readers. They also prefer inscribed
attitudinal resources for the presentation of ideological stance. This finding is in line

with Reah's statement (1998) that newspapers intend to guide the ideological stance
of the reader with overt comments and opinions. The attitudinal resources are
systematically patterned forming prosody in different stages of editorials
co-articulating social purposes as texts unfold. Latent ideologies are represented not in
just in vocabulary, but also in grammar such as presuppositions, which indicate the
manipulation of the readers and the power of editorial writers.

Editorial writers prefer monoglossic and dialogically contractive expressions to let the
authorial voice stand out, indicating their authority and commitment to their
propositions. Meanwhile, dialogically contractive and expansive expressions also
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evoke alternative voices, bring readers into interaction, build solidarity in the
writer-reader relationship and align readers to the writers' views. Formulations of
entertainment are foregrounded to involve alternative voices, but with high values

they also narrow dialogic space.

The formulations of attribution and endorsement indicate the intertextual features of
the editorial data. It could be said that the writers rarely keep distance from external
voices. They tend to work closely with the references they have drawn on to establish
his/her opinion. They attempt to show commitment to external propositions, which
also shows the preference of authorial voice in the data.

As a political media genre, editorials endow the writers with the power to present
evaluations and urge the implementation of some actions or directions. The preference
of assessing events from commentator voice based on social sanctions and values as
well as the predominance of modulation of obligation and modalization of probability
carrying high values indicate the discourse power for reflecting and shaping dominant
ideologies.

It could take a long time for editorials to exert influences. Some editorials in the data
published in different years touch upon same issues to shape ideologies in the public
and evoke ideological changes in the society. The implementation of these ideological
changes in reality and the investigation of effectiveness take time.
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Solidarity between the newspaper and the readers are promoted through the
publication of letters to the editor. Exploration of some letters to the editor indicated
involvement of public participation in the newspaper but the letters published
normally present the same views with those editorials touching upon the same issues.
It could be said that letters to the editor are only published to indicate the influence of

editorials in shaping the public's ideologies. The decisions to publish certain letters to
the editor instead of others also indicate the power of the media.

The review of the system and development of education.in China and the evolution of
educational ideologies in different stages and analysis of the editorial data also found
that ideologies of education in China evolved in different development stages in the
history of China as a result of the changes of political and social contexts, which are
represented and transmitted in editorial discourses. These co-variations also shaped
English education ideologies in China. It is in conformity with the Richards' statement
(2001) that the contexts of teaching shape process of learning. Due to the more
implementations of opening policies in more fields I China, the Ministry of Education
emphasized the training of students' communicative skills for interpersonal
communication in new curriculums rather than the receptive skill reading in the old
curriculums.

The media roles of China Daily and Chinese culture influence the various levels of
editorial discourse, such as generic structures, topics, writer-reader relationship. China
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Daily, as one of the country's most authoritative government-owned English media
outlets, carries the responsibilities of being a government mouthpiece and serves as a
supervisor of digression from dominant ideology in reality. The variety of editorial
sub-genres and commentator voices adopted in the editorial data illustrate the roles.
These roles that China Daily carry indicate the ideologies and power of the social
institution. The priority of collectivism neglects negotiation of meaning is one
influential factor of modality carrying high values in the editorial data.

The editorials in the research mainly cover educational development in the education
quality, education equity and quality education in China. They reflect educational
problems and give warning or suggestions in time to shape or to evoke educational
ideologies with power, to improve education and to promote social solidarity in China,
which indicate the social functions of media discourse.

9.3 Contributions of the research
The study may help to. understand the textual and linguistic strategies of discourses
that function to attract the readers' attention, winning their support, forming and
changing their points of view. This study has used a model for discourse analysis to
explore the interactive and evaluative nature of the media discourse for
representations of ideology and shaping the public opinion with power from the
perspective of genre and appraisal theories. The research has attempted to explore
evaluative stance in editorial texts and tried to account for not just how separate
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sub-genres of editorials and appraisal strategies function, but also how they interact
together to achieve the communicative purposes.

This research could help arouse writers' awareness of building solidarity with readers.
As Hyland (2004: 21) argues, any act of writing is embedded in wider social and
discursive practices which carry assumptions about how participant relationships
should be structured and negotiated. Effective communication could happen when the
writer/speaker assesses the reader'/listener's likely response, both to the message and
to the interpersonal tone in which it is presented. Regarding the editorial data, more
dialogic space should be considered to avoid imposing views on readers.

This research could also be an inspiration for researchers wishing to explore the
connections of language, power, ideologies, solidarity, discourses and society. This
study of the editorials not only focuses on their linguistic features, but also of what
and whose purposes editorials serve, how intentions are negotiated and what social
· relationships the editorials maintain within the web of social;political, historical and
cultural contexts.

9.4 Implications for EFL teaching
Pedagogically, this research hopefully foregrounds raising students' genre awareness
and critical language awareness in language education. The taken-for-grantedness of
discourses can then be avoided through systematic training and letting students think
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about why and how a discourse is produced in certain contexts and certain effects on
the readers and society. From the perspective of SFL, different genres enable language
users to achieve their social purposes by moving through distinct functional stages.
Learners need to be aware of genre knowledge: "a genre's formal features, what and
whose purposes the genre serves, how to negotiate one's intentions in relation to the
genre's social expectations and motives, what reader/writer relationships the genre
maintains, and how the genre relates to other genres in the coordination of social life"
(Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010: 213). To equip EFL learners with genre awareness,
Hammond and Derewianka (2001: 190) suggest that ·students should be typically
assisted to analyze the rhetorical and grammatical patterns of a target model genre,
but also to "explore the relationship between the use of genre and the cultural context
in which the genre is located; i.e. they are encouraged to see genres as social
processes existing in specific cultural contexts and fulfilling specific communicative
purposes". The knowledge base of genres helps learners be prepared for
understanding and production of different genres. The involvement of understanding
genres in different contexts could make learners critical and flexible in decoding and
coding genres.

Language awareness, a term used since the early1980s, refers to "conscious attention
to properties of language and language use as an element of language education"
(Fairclough, 1992: 1). Language practices are important in sustaining and reproducing
power relations (Fairclough, 1989). They also reflect changes in society and are
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changed because of changes in society (Fairclough, 1992). For instance, the tendency
towards more informal and conversational language between professionals and clients
indicates the changes in social relationships and social identities. Raising learners'
language awareness helps learners realize language patterns, learn how to form
attitudes and how to commµnicate well as . communicators. The term Critical
Language Awareness (henceforth CLA) comes after language awareness movement,
which presupposes and builds upon CDA and also presupposes "a critical conception
of language education" because of "the contemporary changes affecting the role of
language" (Fairclough, 1992: 2).

In language classrooms, the development of language learners' CLA ought to go
hand-in-hand with the development of critical and learner-centered pedagogy. Wallace
(1992; 2003) realizes that traditional reading pedagogy in EFL treats reading as
relatively unproblematic process. She proposes critical reading, which should not only
involve critical response to texts but also involves developing critical awareness of
literacy. Critical reading calls for "an awareness of the role that language plays in
conveying not just a propositional message but an ideological one" (Wallace, 1992:
69). She suggests the pre-reading/while-reading/post-reading procedure of critical
reading in EFL classrooms should involve three issues: how social groups differ in
their reading practices, how particular sorts of texts involve particular processes of
production and are designed for particular expected readers, and how ·contextual
factors influence the interpretation of texts. Clark (1992) argues the necessity to make
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CLA and writing teaching purposeful activities. She tries to empower her students by
giving them critical awareness of academic writing conventions such as what they are
allowed to say, how they are allowed to say it, and social identities they are allowed to
take up in academic writing. Clark (1992:137) explains that the empowerment process
helps students learn the conventions and emancipate them through letting them decide
"whether to accommodate to all or some of them or whether to challenge them using
alternatives". Goatly (2000) suggests that reading practice should cover the following
aspects: reading meanings from the text and reading meanings into the text.

Language conventions and language practices are invested with power relations and
ideologies which people are often unaware of. Decoding and coding discourses
require developing critical perspectives of language and society. Therefore, it is
critical to expose learners with genre, CLA and CDA knowledge. The following steps
are necessary for critical reading, which also prepare students for critical writing. The
first step is concerned with understanding textual meaning of texts. Teachers should
introduce genre types and their related generic structures and underline the fact that
each genre type has a more or less conventionalized generic structure and has
achieved importance within a particular culture, society and institution. The second
step is concerned with understanding ideational meaning of texts. Teachers should
show how linguistic resources represent the state of the world and reflect ideologies
through attitude resources, transitivity and presuppositions. It is necessary for teachers
to illustrate that the meaning of texts can not be taken at face value through inferences
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of linguistic tools in texts. The third step is concerned with understanding
interpersonal meaning of texts. Teachers should explain how engagement resources
set up relationships between readers and writers, reflecting and creating social
distance. Finally, teachers should show that the production of texts is an action in
certain contexts performed by the writer on the reader. Power relations and latent
ideologies are represented and they should be inferred. Typical genres can be adopted
as examples in classes. Media discourses can illustrate bias given the ownership of the
press, the access to the media etc. Advertisements, even university advertisement, in
the commercial world can illustrate consumerism.

The above critical reading steps can inspire and scaffold critical writing teaching.
Learners need to be trained to compose certain genres related with specific contexts.
Their own idea of certain genres based on their own cultural or social experiences
may be transferred to their writing practice; They might have problems with
conventional generic structures. Adapting one genre to another is a way to internalize
the genre differences. For instance, asking students to produce a news report or an
editorial after reading a narrative. Learners also need to be given advice on how to
express their thoughts with rhetorical conventions. For instance, they may be advised
to use nominalization and passivization for strategic purposes such as avoiding
assignment of responsibility or convey ideology less obviously by the choice of
processes and participants in the clauses of texts. Modeling writing can be analyzed to
help reveal how ideologies are represented to achieve certain purposes. Lastly,
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learners should be guided to write with "an awareness of their readers, and the
interactional strategies, background understandings and rhetorical conventions these
readers are likely to expect" (Hyland, 2002: 83). They need to make writing decisions
in terms of their projection of the understandings, interests and needs of potential
audiences. Learners may write to their teacher or peers or particular groups of readers
in the society. Teachers and peers can play as audiences to provide feedback. These
procedures help students realize that writing is "in a sense both personal and
individual, it is also interactional and social, expressing a culturally recognized
purpose, reflecting a particular kind of relationship and acknowledging an
engagement in a given community" (Hyland, 2002: 48).

9.5 Limitations of the research

Firstly, in terms of objectivity in data selection and analysis, it is impossible to be
achieved since the mere selection of data for analysis evokes the researchers' attitude.
The analysis of the texts also indicates our social subjectivity as researchers.
Appraisal · analysis is about the interpretation of semantics, which is subjective in
many cases due to the way in which appraisal is expressed and our comprehension
with our own culture background.

Secondly, the research only analyzed some letters to the editor, without conducting
the investigation of the international audiences' own reactions to. the editorial
discourses, whether they align themselves with the evaluations that the editorial data
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afford or reject them or are just disinterested in them. The interpretation of readership
reaction is mainly based on the researcher's own interpretation and theories of
discourse analysis.

Thirdly, the research only focuses on the media discourse editorials published in

China Daily from 2005 to 2011. The research results can not generalize features of
other editorials composed in different contexts.

Lastly, the theme of the editorial data is still broad. The evolution of educational
ideologies in China could be explored more deeply if the theme is narrowed down to a
certain aspect of education like development of English language teaching in China.

9.6 Suggestions for further studies
The suggestions for further studies cover the following aspects:
(1) Contrastive genre studies from the perspective of CDA
Dealing with and understanding the persuasive and manipulative use of language is a
major need in the contemporary world (Cook, 2003: 68). CDA can draw upon theories
of language, methodologies for language analysis and social theories for systemic and
in-depth investigations of discourses. What is more inspirational is to conduct
contrastive genre studies to explore newspaper editorials on the same topic in
newspapers in different languages published in China. It will be more challenging to
put the research background in different cultures to examine possible contextual
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factors which may contribute to the features of the media discourse.
(2) The social effects of media discourse
The influence of media on the production and reproduction of opm1ons, and
ideologies and the impact of media on the readership needs to be continuously and
thoroughly investigated. It may be possible to apply this research framework to other
media genres to see how they function in linguistic and discourse levels for guiding
the audiences' views, and what the audiences' react to the social meanings
represented in the media genres.
(3) Factors that shape other media discourse
Broader social, political and ideological factors that shape other political and media
genres could also be one direction for research. The analysis of discourse could go
beyond the language features and focus on social changes, ideology and power,
identity reflected in discourse. For instance, the transnational influence of one
country's media discourse on other country' media discourse could be perceived.
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Appendix A Samples of the Editorial Data
Note: The editorials in the data from 2005 to 2011 are numbered and listed according
to the sequence of publication in each year. For the convenience of reading and
analysis, all paragraphs were numbered with 1, 2, ... in each editorial.
2005 [4]: (published on 22nd Aug., 2005)
More Public Funds for Compulsory Education
1. China's nine-year compulsory education system deserves applause if we
consider the fact that it has been run with chronic funding shortages.
2. Official figures point to a 92 per cent attendance rate of compulsory education
nationwide. Considering the vast country with unbalanced economic and social
development, we may call it a great success.
3. This ostensible achievement, however, should not blind our eyes to the more
deep-rooted problem of underfunding.
4. Legislators are soliciting opinions from the public for the revision of the law
on compulsory education. The core issue under discussion is just how to make sure
enough funds be pooled to make up for shortage.
5. People are not divided on whether we should increase compulsory education
spending. They cannot find tenable arguments against it.
6. In 2003, the country invested 136.5 billion yuan (US$ 16.9 billion) in
compulsory education, 47.6 billion yuan (US$ 5.87 billion) short of demand.
7. Meanwhile, the country's fiscal spending on education accounted for 3 .28 per
cent of its gross domestic product (GDP) in 2003, significantly lower than world
average of 4 per cent.
8. Last year, China's GDP was 13.65 trillion yuan (US$ 1.68 trillion). If the
education spending ratio could reach 4 per cent an additional 98.28 billion yuan (US$
12.l billion), or two times the current gap in compulsory education, would become
available.
9. However, increasing spending on compulsory education, while remaining on
our wish list, can not become a reality if there is no enforceable law to guarantee it.
Volatile promises are not what we lay our trust in.
10. The laconic compulsory education law currently in force has vague
stipulations that goyemment at all levels shall guarantee the budget. It stops short of
clarifying what happens if it is not guaranteed, and who should be held responsible for
any failure.
11. One of the major tasks of the revised law should be to clear up the grey areas.
12. Whether the new version will become more binding and applicable in this
respect will decide not only the efficacy of the law, but, in a sense, the future of
China's basic education - a cause upon which the nation's hopes hinge.
13. At present, governments at the country and township levels shoulder the bulk
of the burden, or about 80 per cent, according to official surveys. The central and
provincial governments are yet to play a bigger part of the national revenues.
14. Since 1994, when China launched reform in the system of fiscal revenue
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allocation between central and local governments, the central coffers have had the
better part of the national revenues.
15. And starting form 2003, the country began to spread a policy across the
nation to scrap agricultural taxes and other rural fees, a move that has further
weakened grass-roots governments' revenue ability to develop education.
16. The country- and township-level governments have shouldered a burden that
is disproportionate to their fiscal strength.
17. Given the obvious gap, the revised law needs to stipulate clearer terms on the
exact responsibilities and liabilities of central and provincial governments on
developing compulsory education.
18. Fiscal resources are always limited and policymakers have to balance fiscal
spending between various causes. But it is justified to increase investment in the
underfed compulsory education system.
19. It is not only because we have not paid enough. Without high-calibre human
resources, our development will become unsustainable.
2006 [3]: (published on 21 June, 2006)
Questionable Exam
1. Cheating is reported to be rampant in the annual College English Test Band 4
and Band 6 (CET-4 and CET-6) exams. This year's tests were held nationwide last
week.
2. More than 100 students were caught cheating in Beijing, along with many
more in other areas.
3. Novel high-tech devices such as tiny wireless earphones were used by students.
Organized groups also helped students to cheat.
4. This examination has given birth to a highly profitable industry in recent
years.
5. Many guidebooks have been published to help students get higher scores and
pass this test. Regular training classes have been organized by universities to give
students tips on how to get good results.
6. Some people have even organized groups to help students cheat in the exam.
They sell students cheating devices and provide them with standardized answers to
the exam questions.
7. When it was launched in 1987, the test was intended to stimulate university
students' enthusiasm for learning English.
8. The test results are pegged to a student's degree certificate and diploma by
many universities.
9. Furthermore, many employers consider a CET-4 or CET-6 certificate to be an
indication of a graduate's English proficiency.
10. The irony is that many students consider gaining the certificate to be more
important than their actual proficiency in using the language.
11. So do those who are involved in helping them to pass the exam or get higher
scores.
12. Instead of helping them improve their English proficiency, these guidebooks
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and training classes merely teach these students how to pass the exam.
13. Those who have compiled the books and organize this training do not care
about the students' English proficiency. All they care about is making a fast buck.
14. Another major problem is whether such a standardized exam can really
reflect students' English proficiency.
15. A professor from Tsinghua University said that most students who have
CET-6 results still find it difficult to read, speak and write proficiently in English.
Many get good results not because they have a very good command of the English
language, but rather because they have learnt how to deal with the exam.
16. Some critics have even attacked the way the exam is designed, saying it has
nothing to do with language learning and is merely a test for the sake of it.
17. If that is the case, it is questionable whether this exam can function as a
benchmark of students' skills and as a means to encourage them to further their
studies.
18. If it cannot, it either needs to be abolished or reformed.
2006[4]: (published on 1 Sept., 2006)
Let Kids Enjoy Holidays
1. With school starting today - except in Southwest China's Chongqing, where
scorching heat has delayed school until September 5 - parents are shoving their
children back through the school gates. The good, the bad and the ugly of the
summer holidays are gone.
2. While some children wish the holidays could be stretched into late September,
others are in a surprising hurry to subject themselves to the tyranny of school.
3. The boys and girls in the first category, who slobbed around the TV and
PlayStation during the summer break, will find it hard to regulate their internal clocks
for the fall semester. They have to manage themselves well so as not to doze away in
ciass and have white nights.
4. The children in the second group, however, are eager to escape the mountains
of homework from summer vacation. They were more pressed with a long checklist of
things to do - homework, music practice and summer school - in the summer
holidays than they are while at school.
5. Many parents have devoted the entire holiday to mobilizing their children and themselves - in preparation for the new academic year. The children were forced
to preview the lessons for the next term so that they could outshine their pals.
6. It was sad for them to have such structured time for the holidays, though
educators argue that it is best to maintain some order, otherwise school time can come
as a terrible culture shock.
7. The two holidays, in winter and summer, are supposed to free children from
class and enable them to enjoy life. Many parents, however, do not want their children
to waste a second of the free time. They find a spot in their living room for a chart
upon which they create a checklist of the items their children need every day.
8. Unworkable homework routines have worn down the children. An
investigation of the students found that two-thirds of primary students and
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three-fourths of high school students do not get enough sleep. It is believed that 10
hours of sleep for primary school students and nine hours for high school kids is good
for children's healthy growth.
9. Sick of their homework, some children tum to websites that charge for
answers or get them from their peers for free.
10. Children need balance between homework, physical activity and downtime.
At some point, all of them should have a run-around to burn off their pent-up energy
and enjoy the bliss of some period of free time.
11. Still, the educators need to make their school time a happy one so that
knowledge can find its way into the young people's hearts and minds.

2008 [5]: (published on 11-12 Oct., 2008)
Put Quality above Size
I. Congratulations to the Ministry of Education. It finally seems to have come to
terms with the downside of the breakneck expansion in the country's institutions of
higher learning.
2. Precious is its confession that the large-scale college enrollment expansion has
been "too hasty". And, the vow to slow down.
3. There is no denying that the expansion was, and remains necessary.
4. In the first place, the country's ever-growing economy has made evident an
increasingly acute need for properly trained laborers. The need appears even more
imperative when sustainability and quality of growth is taken into perspective.
5. And this is not only about the country having a better-trained talent reserve. It
is at the same time a matter of right to education, and equal access. Not to mention
that it is also a logical result of the pro-active financial policy.
6. The 1999 decision to enlarge college enrollment was a sensible and timely one.
The enrollment rate of institutions of higher learning has more than doubled since
1998, reaching 21 per cent in 2005. In 2005, full-time four-year colleges nationwide
admitted 5.04 million new students, 4.7 times the 1998 figure. Which means an
enormous supplement to the country's pool of skilled workers.
7. But the strides have been too big, and too rapid to be sustainable. Institutions
of high learning enrolled 48 per cent more in 1999 than they did the previous year.
The dramatic increase immediately boosted the country's ranking on the global list of
higher education popularization. Which explaifls in part former Minister of Education
Chen Zhili 's proclamation that we are now a "big country" education-wise.
8. But continuous expansion over the years has stretched many of our resources
to their extremes. For most schools, the emphasis has focused on size, rather than
strength. Inadequate matching facilities, compared with the universal lack of qualified
teachers, as well as poorly constructed curricula, was nothing to worry about.
9. It is a pity that the concurrent complaints about the short supply of qualified
talents and over-supply of college graduates are yet to make the authorities seriously
reflect on the status quo.
I 0. If a factory's products pile up, we know it is suicidal to churn out more of the
same. But few have bothered to look at things that way when our colleges continue to
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graduate students unable to land a job in the talent-hungry market.
11. Now is the time to put quality above size and speed.
2009 [1]: (published on 2 Sept., 2009)
Collapse of Standards
1. Every time they brag about higher education, the limelight is on scale. Making
college education accessible to more is of course something to be proud of.
2. Yet, to be honest, that is only about size. Now, after those years of fanatic
expansion, we would rather hear the Ministry of Education talk more about quality.
We know it can be embarrassing. But that is something the education authorities
cannot evade.
3. When a former Communist Party chief of the University of Science and
Technology of China (USTC) says that "characterlessness almost becomes a common
characteristic of our colleges," we are sure he is being polite. We have no intention of
discussing how much worse the real picture is here. But the USTC professor's
analysis is worth examination by those in charge. Bureaucratization, he points out, is
the root cause of the degeneration of Chinese colleges.
4. The system's "visible hand," he says, is the foremost killer of distinct
personalities. Without genuine academic autonomy, independent personalities are out
of the question. Poorly conceived inspections and competitions imposed by
administrative authorities have not only distracted institutions of higher learning from
their educational responsibilities, but imposed uniform criteria of excellence on a
business where there is no such thing as one size fits all.
5. Things would not be that bad should the "visible hand" intervene only from
the outside. The truth is that colleges are being run like any other bureaucracy, where
intellectual pursuits are subordinated to administrative ambition.
6. That those running institutions of higher learning are ignorant of, disregard, or
cannot follow the rules of education as a profession, according to the USTC professor,
is another important reason for the state of our colleges. The predominance of
anti-intellectual factors on college campuses not only deprive our institutions of
higher learning of academic vitality, but provide catalysts for academic corruption.
College campuses no longer fit the once revered status of an "ivory tower". Such open
secrets as copying, plagiarizing and bribe-taking are as prevalent as other forms of
corruption. And, these are taken for granted as the "tacit rules" of business.
7. Indeed, fraudulent academic practices are too widespread to surprise or shock
anyone. But it is quite another matter for them to be treated as acceptable.
8. We have been hearing lamentations about the falling quality of higher
education and against academic corruption all these years. And, once in a while, vows
to have changes made are also heard. But, forgive us for being impatient, we are yet to
see substantial difference.
9. We understand the challenge, complexity, and difficulties of managing a
mammoth national education system. But that is no reason to look on while obvious
problems persist.
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2009 [2]: (published on 21 Oct., 2009)
Chinese Ivy League?
1. Good for itself that the newborn nine-college alliance, dubbed C9, has shied
away from comparing itself to the Ivy League in the United States. Though some
anxious to see "world-class" colleges on Chinese soil are already referring to it as the
Chinese version of the Ivy League, a lot is to be done for the C9 to even be a
look-alike.
2. The authorities might be eager to have their own institutions of higher learning
on the list of the world's most prestigious schools. The so-called Project 985 has the
specific aim of creating "world class" Chinese colleges. Nine candidates were singled
out to receive special State sponsorship in that race. Now they are in alliance. And C9
members are frank about their goal being to become "world class".
3. That mission can be easy and difficult. Difficult, because we all know how far
higher education in this country has lagged behind over the past decades. And easy,
because there is no definite yardstick out there.
4. The inherent ambiguity in the label "world class" aside, there is plenty waiting
to be addressed for the C9 to really work. We are not sure how far the C9 can go in
the real world. But the blueprint does promise some meaningful breakthroughs in the
current regime - the idea of mutual complementarity and resource-sharing in
particular.
5. The schools agreed on mutual credit recognition, student exchanges, training
of teaching staff, jointly sponsoring summer schools and more. Which, once executed
as expected, will surely broaden the horizon and thus prospects for students of the
member schools. That is the main reason why we hope the C9 can ultimately honor its
promises. Allowing students to take full advantage of the strengths of nine schools is
otherwise impossible at this point.
6. One of the recent changes in the landscape of Chinese higher education is the
emergence of ultra-large campuses. In order to make competitive schools stronger, or
help lesser schools survive, many colleges have been merged. Yet in many cases, the
unification remains superficial in the absence of genuine integration of resources and
even management philosophies. The C9, however, aspires for inter-campus
integration. For that alone the alliance merits endorsement. How the C9 works that out
should be exemplary for other schools.
7. So it does not matter whether the C9 will someday qualify for being called a
Chinese-edition Ivy League, or when it becomes "world class." Instead of those
useless games with labels and words, we would rather see down-to-earth efforts to
improve the way our colleges are run, and to make sure our students learn what higher
education is supposed to deliver.
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Appendix B

List of Editorials on Education in China Daily

From 1998 to 2011
1998
1. Education reform a must (2 Apr., 1998)
(China Daily Commentary)
2. Our teachers, our future (10 Sept., 1998) (China Daily Commentary)
3. Educational spending should be increased now (17 Dec., 1998)
1999

None

2000
1. Exam system hampers students (1 Mar., 2000)
2. More efforts needed to develop higher education (25 Aug., 2000)
2001

None

2002
1. Educational revival a key goal (10 Sept., 2002)
2003

(China Daily Commentary)

None

2004
1. Sowing the seeds for better education (7 Jan., 2004)
2005
I. Earmark more funds for rural schools (6 Mar., 2005)
2. Equal opportunities for quality education (16 Mar., 2005)
3. Providing real help for college students (13 May, 2005)
4. Poor students should be given financial aid (9 Aug., 2005)
5. Gay college course start of nation's lesson (17 Aug., 2005)
6. More public funds for compulsory education (22 Aug., 2005)
7. Free schooling is crucial for future (31 Aug., 2005)
8. Teaching juniors to protect themselves (1 Nov., 2005)
9. Back education reform with firm legal support (30 Nov., 2005)
10. Teachers score higher with flexible grading (1 Dec., 2005)
2006
1. Efforts to nurture off-campus activities needs more muscle (8-9 Apr., 2006)
2. Building rural libraries (19 Apr., 2006)
3. Put brakes on enrolment (12 May, 2006)
4. Better education for west (22 May, 2006)
5. Don't leave kids behind (30 May, 2006)
6. Let's make learning fun (1 June, 2006)
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Fair play for all students (6 June, 2006)
Keep education clean (17-18 June, 2006)
Come Clean Over Cheating (13 June, 2006)
Questionable exam (21 June, 2006)
Fair play for students (28 June, 2006)
Wake-up call for colleges (7 July, 2006)
Scheme aids poor students (28 July, 2006)
Damaging enthusiasm (31 July, 2006)
Stop random collection of education fees ( 10 Aug., 2006)
Teenagers in poor shape (21Aug.,2006)
Let kids enjoy holidays (1 Sept., 2006)
Let kids be themselves (3 Nov., 2006)
Student safety matters (25-26 Nov., 2006)
Bridge education gap (6 Dec., 2006)

2007
1. Education overcharge (5 Jan., 2007)
2. Bringing home books (7 Feb., 2007)
3. Follow the money (15 Feb., 2007)
4. University wake-up call (5 Mar.,2007)
5. Where are the books? (15 Mar., 2007)
6. End college largesse (23 Mar., 2007)
7. Bring on the books (24 Apr., 2007)
8. Make teaching attractive (21 May, 2007)
9. Paying for education (25 May, 2007)
10. Education taken hostage (29 May, 2007)
11. Stop the cheating (7 June, 2007)
12. Stop exam cheating (23-24 June, 2007)
13. More aid for students (3 July, 2007)
14. Debt-ridden colleges (7-8 July, 2007)
15. Good news for students (31 July, 2007)
16. Education model (1-2 Sept., 2007)
17. Education for the poor (11 Sept., 2007)
18. School bus controversy ( 12 Sept., 2007)
19. Aid for students ( 13 Sept., 2007)
20. Sex education necessary (27-28 Oct.,2007)
21. Debt-ridden colleges (1 Nov., 2007)
22. All's fair in exams (5 Nov., 2007)
23. Keep our students fit (6 Nov., 2007)
24. Young entrepreneurs (14 Nov., 2007)
2008
1. Grad degree woes (22 Jan., 2008)
2. Learning starts at home (28 Feb., 2008)
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Equitable education (15-16 Mar., 2008)
A lesson by students (17-18 May, 2008)
Safer school structures (17-18 May, 2008)
Attitude important (7-8 June, 2008)
School building check (4-15 June, 2008)
Making of a teacher (27 June ,2008)
Stop robbing schools (7 July, 2008)
Best first lesson (I Sept., 2008)
Burden of schoolbags (5 Sept., 2008)
The value oflife (8 Sept., 2008)
Pay them better (9 Sept., 2008)
Salute such teachers (10 Sept., 2008)
Put rural children first (26 Sept., 2008)
Put quality above size (11-12 Oct., 2008)
Educational equity (5 Dec., 2008)

2009
1. Our educational dream (3 Apr., 2009)
2. Students' independence (6 Apr., 2009)
3. Compulsory curriculum (26 May, 2009)
4. Teaching national unity (18-19 July, 2009)
5. Collapse of standards (2 Sept., 2009)
6. Bureaucratized schools (14 Sept., 2009)
7. Back to academics (21 Sept., 2009)
8. Cultivating talent (19 Oct., 2009)
9. Chinese Ivy League? (21 Oct., 2009)
10. Doctored agenda (22 Oct., 2009)
11. Principled teaching (28 Oct., 2009)
12. Why such fuss on reform? (10 Nov., 2009)
13. Lessons on education (19 Nov., 2009)
14. A diploma scam (20 Nov., 2009)
15. Education calling (2 Dec., 2009)
16. Lessons from stampede (9 Dec., 2009)
17. Lesson from suicide (19-20, Dec., 2009)
2010
1. Students' loan defaults (14 Jan., 2010)
2. Autonomy for colleges (4 Feb., 2010)
3. Put focus on education (9 Feb., 2010)
4. Raise school efficiency (2 Mar., 2010)
5. Cut the red tape at schools (5 Mar., 2010)
6. Preventing tragedies (30 Apr., 2010)
7. Cut red-tape in education (6 May, 2010)
8. For better education (8-9 May, 2010)
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Testing times (10 June, 2010)
Smooth access (14 June, 2010)
Diploma mills (12 July, 2010)
Right decision (23 July, 2010)
Children's summer (31July,2010)
Educational Equity (20 July, 2010)
Sex education (13 Aug., 2010)
Equity in education (23 Aug., 2010)
Textbook puzzlement (7 Sept., 2010)
Teachers' Day (10 Sept., 2010)
Right education (17 Sept., 2010)
Educational example (24 Sept., 2010)
Studies welcomed (29 Sept., 2010)
Aid to students (30 Sept., 2010)
Education reform (15 Oct., 2010)
Safe sex for teenagers (29 Oct., 2010)
Unregulated fees (4 Nov., 2010)
Competing universities (26 Nov., 2010)
Be creative, children (27 Nov., 2010)
Education overhaul (7 Dec., 20 I 0)
Real face of education (10 Dec., 2010)
Valuing textbooks (20 Dec., 2010)
Stop hurting children (22 Dec., 2010)
University of new style (24 Dec., 2010)
School bus safety (30 Dec., 2010)

2011

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Classics for children (7 Jan., 2011)
Cut college red tape (24 Jan., 2011)
Malnourished students (5 Mar., 2011)
Teenagers are overworked (21 Mar., 2011)
Funding for learning (23 Mar., 2011)
Teaching more than grades (12 Apr., 2011)
Tsinghua's learning goal (25 Apr., 2011)
Education for all children (26 Apr., 2011)
Higher education squeeze (5 May, 2011)
Compulsory curriculum (26 May, 2011)
Education equality (1 June, 2011)
Test on educational reform (7 June, 2011)
Importance of education (4 July, 2011)
Boosting rural education (15 Aug., 2011)
Education equality (23 Aug., 2011)
Necessity of sex education (27 Aug., 2011)
Don't brush off writing (29 Aug., 2011)
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Make children happier (1 Sept., 2011)
Equal education for all (3 Sept., 2011)
Ease classroom pressures (13 Sept., 2011)
Regulate school buses (20 Sept., 2011)
Send migrants to college (27 Sept., 2011)
Open door to poor students (21 Oct., 2011)
Lunch for rural kids (28 Oct., 2011)
Restoring morality (2 Nov., 2011)
Kids need safe school buses (18 Nov., 2011)
Flaws in our education (21 Nov., 2011)
Spending on school buses (29 Nov., 2011)
Blind to education flaws (28 Dec. 2011)
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Appendix C Opinion articles on education in China Daily
From 1998 to 2011
1998
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Education should have place for the fine arts ( 19 Feb., 1998)
School reforms initiated (23 Feb., 1998)
Changing educational values (24 Feb., 1998)
Basic education evolves fast (31 Mar., 1998)
Helping grads find jobs (8 May, 1998)
Students need help adapting (15 May, 1998)
New bill to improve higher education (18 June, 1998)
Education assured by law (29 June, 1998)
Exam changes necessary (9 July, 1998)
Education key to poverty relief ( 11 July, 199 8)
Education reform urged (14 Aug., 1998)
Students need more access to funding (1 Sept., 1998)
Exam system needs reforming (5 Sept., 1998)
Expert calls for big education reform (19 Sept., 1998)
Self-Teaching gains popularity (24 Sept., 1998)
Exam bookstore doubted (23 Oct., 1998)
Higher education needs more funds and emphasis ( 14 Dec., 1998)

1999
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Higher education shall be highlighted (30 Jan., 1999)
Reforms urged for vocational education (2 Apr., 1999)
Private colleges to offer a way out (21 May, 1999)
Education and market (23 June, 1999)
Better chance for students (8 July, 1999)
Right to education sacred (8 Sept., 1999)
College reform calls for progress in other circles (9 Nov., 1999)
Family education needs direction (20 Nov., 1999)
College aid needs everyone's help (22 Nov., 1999)
Teachers also need quality education (1 Dec., 1999)
Education a good investment (8 Dec., 1999)
Tongue-Tied over native language (30 Dec., 1999)

2000
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Exams allow no cheating (5 Jan., 2000)
More homework, more money (22 Jan., 2000)
Need for education reform clear after tragedies (16 Feb., 2000)
Waking up to the student exodus (13 Mar., 2000)
All work no play ruins students (21Mar.,2000)
College questions food for thought (23 Mar., 2000)
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Education gives girls dreams (26 May, 2000)
Education in digital age (3 June, 2000)
Exam stress needs easing (21 July, 2000)
E-Leaming to boost education (21 Aug., 2000)
Students suffering in silence (28 Aug. 2000)
Don't let pupils be victims of stress (7 Nov., 2000)
Educational loans help students (25 Nov., 2007)
Education reform pledges no extra fees (27 Nov., 2000)
Education must be reformed (22 Dec., 2000)
Educational reform refined for 2001 (29 Dec., 2000)

2001
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Making schools for the students (13 Jan., 2001)
Better teachers mean less stress (13 Jan., 2001)
Exams no way to judge a teacher (6 Feb., 2001)
Helping the poor to get education (28 Mar., 2001)
Education for everyone (11 Apr., 2001)
New educational ideas needed (31 May, 2001)
College cheats brought to light (1 June, 2001)
Importance of examinations (11July,2001)
Teaching rather than giving (24 Aug., 2001)
Ajustifiable move (15-16 Sept., 2001)
Issue bank loans to more poor students (29 Oct., 2001)

2002
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Students should earn loan credit (15 Apr., 2002)
Education not money machine (17 Apr., 2002)
College degrees not for sale (23 Apr., 2002)
Return to classics benefits students (23 Apr., 2002)
Education fees need transparency (19 June, 2002)
Pre-Enrolment IQ test harmful (19 June, 2002)
Kids' fault, adult guilt (28 June, 2002)
Broad-Based education elevates minds (29-30 June, 2002)
A peaceful mind more important (9 July, 2002)
Educational co-operation benefits all (10 July, 2002)
School profits debated (12 July, 2002)
Exams not only way out (19 July, 2002)
Providing children with comprehensive sex education (5 Aug., 2002)
West thirsty for education funds (20 Aug., 2002)
Education fees should be rational (31 Aug. -1Sept.,2002)
One is never too old to learn (4 Sept., 2002)
Student aid plans must be publicized (6 Sept., 2002)
College isn't just about studying (12 Sept., 2002)
Major change on the right course (23 Sept., 2002)
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20. Honoring right to use computers (24 Sept., 2002)
21. Quality should come before quantity (22 Oct., 2002)
22. Putting a price on education (28-29 Dec., 2002)
2003
1. Leave door open for OTJ students (7 Jan., 2003)
2. Expanded enrolment no problem (15 Jan., 2003)
3. More aid needed for education (28 Feb., 2003)
4. Revision of education law imminent (25 Mar., 2003)
5. Nobel Prize plan not very noble (27 Mar., 2003)
6. Tibetan children enjoy better education (29 Mar., 2003)
7. Diplomas not always mark of talent (12-13 Apr., 2003)
8. Exam migration does not help all (17 Apr., 2003)
9. More funds needed for rural schools (24-25 May, 2003)
10. Big weekend for nation's students (7-8 June, 2003)
11. Time to remove unfair school fees (18 Aug., 2003)
12. Making rural education really matter (28 Aug., 2003)
13. School fees must be regulated fairly (4 Oct., 2003)
14. Reforms bring opportunities (11-12 Oct., 2003)
15. Quality needed, not mere numbers (21 Oct., 2003)
16. Schooling policy significant (24 Oct., 2003)
17. Students, experts baffled over exam (10 Nov., 2003)
18. Renew education with more funding (3 Dec., 2003)
19. Putting learning atop the agenda (20 Dec., 2003)
2004
1. Single fee policy welcome, but not enough (5 Mar., 2004)
2. Overhaul of school fees will pay big dividends (11 Mar., 2004)
3. Sound personality vital for young generation (24 Mar., 2004)
4. Migrant workers get education reprieve (29 Mar., 2004)
5. Education system needs injection of funding (22 Apr., 2004)
6. Higher learning needs quality, not quantity (27 May, 2004)
7. More effort needed to nurture student morals (22 June, 2004)
8. Education system has failed to guide students (29 June, 2004)
9. Students loan revisions help college hopefuls (23 July, 2004)
10. Enrolment gimmicks come bottom of class (7-8 Aug., 2004)
11. College towns: are they really needed? (9 Aug., 2004)
12. Pros and cons of campus life (1 Sept., 2004)
13. Revised loan terms to help more poor students (2 Sept., 2004)
14. Cash, competition should upgrade education (10 Sept., 2004)
15. Shaping the morals of nation's tomorrow (21 Sept., 2004)
16. Education aimed at building the whole person (26 Oct., 2004)
17. Keeping an eye on education funds (3 Nov., 2004)
18. Schools must tighten security (5 Nov., 2004)
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19. Tum on and tune into tv sex education (30 Nov., 2004)
20. Applauding beijing's drug education measures (8 Dec., 2004)
21. Proclamation helpful to the growth of our youth (15 Dec., 2004)

2005
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Free compulsory education for all (15-16 Jan., 2005)
Spending on schools must rise in line with education law (18 Jan., 2005)
Fairer distribution of funds key to a better education (23 Feb., 2005)
Parents pay too much for education (1 Apr., 2005)
Revamping doctoral education (26 Apr., 2005)
Policy changes to ease exam tension (7 June, 2005)
Scandal exposes major loophole in exam system (11-12 June, 2005)
Make education affordable for all (23-24 July, 2005)
Poor students must get immediate help (25 July, 2005)
Education equality calls for quality education 13-14 Aug., 2005)
Rural children need a safety net (10-11 Sept., 2005)
Quality of higher education criticized (1-2 Oct., 2005)
Educational roots of cultural differences (15 Nov., 2005)

2006
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Private school failure must serve as a lesson (5 Apr., 2006)
Better teen body image with privacy (15-16 Apr., 2006)
Pave way for Students with Disabilities (18 May, 2006)
Don't forget all people are born equal (25 May, 2006)
Improved educational standards required (7 June, 2006)
Quality teaching vital (7 June, 2006)
Don't let Gaokao seal your fate (10-11June,2006)
Colleges need to change first to push innovation (10-11 June, 2006)
Shed more light on campus sex (23 June, 2006)
Make English Learning less Agonizing (1-2 July, 2006)
Help rural students get education (19 July, 2006)
Family duties best learnt by hard knocks (22-23 July, 2006)
Private schools may provide an alternative (25 Aug., 2006)
Address danger of Ph.D inflation (2.,.3 Sept., 2006)
Higher education needs reform (7 Sept., 2006)
A balanced approach in history class (9-10 Sept., 2006)
Substitute teachers should be respected (8 Nov., 2006)

2007
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whatever happened to childhood? (9 Mar., 2007)
Whatever happened to reading? (16 Mar., 2007)
Time to defend teachers (13 June, 2007)
Equal education for migrant children (30 June -1 July, 2007)
Students need more choices (11 Oct., 2007)
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6.
7.
8.

Time to revisit the exam system (2 Nov., 2007)
Let us not ignore kid's pressures (9 Nov., 2007)
Schools need reform to encourage creativity (8-9 Dec., 2007)

2008
1. Student-teacher bonds in the modem era (12-13 Jan., 2008)
2. Exam means equal rights to education (21-22 June, 2008)
3. Send them out to learn form life (26 June, 2008)
4. Use foreign education to chart out new paths (15 Aug, 2008)
5. Rural dream of decent sports class (28 Aug., 2008)
6. Let students develop in a diversified way (20 Sept., 2011)
7. Teachers like Li need our support (23 Oct., 2008)
8. Don't go too far in the name of sex education (19 Nov, 2008)
2009
1. Teachers are not children's punching bags (7 Jan., 2009)
2. Let children enjoy a fuller childhood at less expense (15 Jan., 2009)
3. Equal education for all (14-15 Feb., 2009)
4. Preschooling also key to nation's future (12 Mar., 2009)
5. No more secrecy on sex in cyber era (30 June, 2009)
6. Shoulders stoop carrying education system's weigh.t (4-5 July, 2009)
7. Migrant children also need schools to study (3 Sept., 2009)
2010
1. Educational pain for job seekers (12 Jan., 2010)
2. Unqualified colleges must be shut down (12 Mar., 2010)
3. Open up education system for reform (25 Mar., 2010)
4. College a lens on Chinese universities (2 Nov., 2010)
5. Pride and pain of Shanghai test scores (21 Dec., 2020)
2011
1. Better teachers could stem student exodus (29 Mar., 2011)
2. Tsinghua's foreign academic connection (16 Apr., 2011)
3. An antidote to money-oriented education (11 May, 2011)
4. Academic excellence spawns innovative ideas (17 June, 2011)
5. Mainland schools need reform to compete (18 July, 2011)
6. Menial jobs help students become adults (5 Aug., 2011)
7. Getting down to essentials of education (8 Oct., 2011)
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Appendix D Samples of Letters to the Editor in China Daily
Note: The letters to the editor are listed according to the sequence of publication.

Sample 1: published on 18 Mar., 2005
Make test voluntary
Reform of our CET (College English Test), according to some English test
experts, will effectively reduce cheating and help a great many graduates who are not
good at English find their ideal job, even without a CET certificate.
Such an opinion will not help solve anything.
Why? Let me give you my explanation.
In the first place, let us talk about something that is common in China's
universities. Graduates are not given a bachelor's degree if they cannot pass the
CET-4 or CET-6 level English exams. We cannot hope to eliminate cheating provided
that the close link between a degree and the CET carries on.
According to the Ministry of Education, the CET will from this June be
cancelled. But does this mean the tie between degrees and the English test will
disappear that very same day?
A recent case which I have just read about on a website concerns a graduate who
has been performing well in every subject of this major. He also has displayed a gift
for writing fiction and poetry while at university. But it turns out that he has been
refused even to be interviewed by some companies for the simple reason that he has
not passed his CET-4. Alas!
So, faced with these problems, only having a superficial change to the CET exam
would not, as far as I can see, help that much. However, departments concerned and
university managers can do something: make the CET a voluntary test instead of a
compulsory one, and meanwhile, improve the poor recruitment system in the country.
ZhuJia
Chongqing

Sample 2: (published on Mar 12, 2009)
Post graduate spike delaying problem
The results of National Entrance Examination for postgraduates have recently
come out. Earlier the Ministry of Education claimed an additional 50,000 full-time
postgraduates would be enrolled in 2009 in a bid to reduce pressure on the tight job
market. But I believe the remedy ensures a bitter aftermath.
Expanding the number of postgraduates nationwide appears more of a stalling
tactic. Yet three years from now, the competition in the job market will inevitably
grow in intensity given another huge influx of aspiring graduates.
The expansion is most likely to lead to the degradation of postgraduate diplomas.
It goes without saying that an unprecedented tide of students' admissions into colleges
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is an overriding factor for some of today's predicaments, like the troubles university
graduates find in hunting for a job.
In the mid-1990s, the Ministry of Education decreed that colleges should enroll
far more students to bolster domestic consumption.
But the large number of graduates saw thousands of applicants applying for the
one position.
Once abundant resources and equipment in schools are now scarce, and the
number of qualified teachers is lagging behind the number of students, thereby
devaluing college diplomas.
The same scenario will repeat itself for postgraduates.
Wang Ting
Via email
Sample 3: (published on Dec 12-13, 2009)
The long march to higher education
I recently visited the top four universities on the Chinese mainland -Tsinghua
University, Peking University, Fudan University, and Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
As a US educational researcher, the purpose of my visit was to witness and assess
China's higher education revolution firsthand.
In the 30 years since 1978, China has experienced a higher education revolution.
It now has the largest number of higher educational institutions in the world. Five of
its universities are in the world's top 100. University enrollment has more than tripled
since 2000.
More university degrees are awarded in China than in the US and India
combined. Over the last decade, annual awards of doctoral degrees in China have
risen sevenfold. China recently surpassed the UK to become the world's secondlargest producer of academic research papers, and is on course to surpass the US by
2020.
The four universities I visited are part of a nine-university alliance, dubbed C9,
which is hailed as China's Ivy League. The nine universities share resources and
recognize each other's course credits.
The C9 League was created on Oct 10, 2009. As I explored the four campuses, I
was impressed with the massive number of research facilities.
As China continues to strengthen its universities, the US appears to be losing its
international dominance in higher education. If the US falls behind, it will be a very
long march back.
Bill Costello
via e-mail
Sample 4: (published on 2 July 2010)
Language of communication
English is taught in schools like any other subject, not as a language of
communication. No wonder, most of the students cannot speak or speak only broken
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English even after passing the highest level exam.
Since few teachers and students in schools (especially public schools) speak
English in China, how can one make it a medium of communication in classrooms, let
alone outside school? Besides, the passive exam-oriented education system does not
reveal whether a student can speak English or not.
Like any other language, English can be studied at two levels: spoken and
written. The basic level is oral communication, without any spelling or writing
involved. But the existing exam-oriented education system cannot make students
proficient in spoken English, because it is focused on written English.
To ensure that students communicate properly in English the authorities have to
set up "spoken English centers" where they can learn to communicate with each other
in real situations such as shopping, ordering food in a restaurant, playing games and
even attending a class in which other subjects can also be discussed in English.
YEN JONG CHANG
via e-mail
Sample 5: (published on Aug 12, 2010)
Importance of quality education
As the father of a son who is a junior middle school student I would like to state
my views on quality education. I have noticed that the current system of education at
the middle school level lacks quality, when it should be given the same priority that
curricula at other levels get.
But the fact is that almost every school now wants to achieve just one goal: get
as many of their students as possible admitted to high schools. The obvious result is
that teachers only care about contents required for the entrance exams and simply
forget issues that have little or no relation with the exams, such as hand-writing,
extensive reading of classics, group presentation skills, inter-personal skilis and
physical exercises.
From my personal experience, the other issues sometimes play a more important
role in building a successful life. Teenagers have endless energy and curiosity, and
they are eager to learn new things. But homework is always so heavy that they have
no time to enjoy the other aspects of life. They may get excellent grades and enter
good high schools, but isn't the price they pay for that too high?
Nowadays more and more teenagers perform badly in handwriting, know little
about writers such as Lu Xun, and can hardly deliver an extempore. I am happy to
learn the central government is now giving importance to quality education. Anyway,
scoring good marks in an exam and entering a prestigious high school should not be
the only goal of a student. When the entire society regards success as a
multiple-choice question with more than one correct answer, the quality of education
blooms.
WINSTON XIA
via e-mail
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Sample 6: (published on 20 Oct, 2011)
Plagiarism a stain on scholars
Media reports frequently highlight the ills of plagiarism in academic circles. The
immediate reason behind plagiarism is that universities require teachers to publish or
perish, forcing them to contribute to journals or write books for which they fall back
on already published materials.
Som~ argue that it's impossible for people to complete their research in a short
period. Or say why don't they work harder?
Considering the hard life an ordinary Chinese teacher leads, we may excuse them
for their behavior. But people working in many other fields work hard.
Plagiarism should be a taboo for all teachers irrespective of whether he/she
teaches in an "ordinary" school or a reputable university. It is time we eliminated the
plagiarism malaise once and for all from academia.
Lixin670504
via e-mail
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